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1. That is a cute baby.
2. I hid the bag underneath the stairs.
3. He shot the ball at the buzzer.
4. The balloon popped.
5. The bat hung upside down in the tree.
6. They served beans at the picnic.
7. The bear was hunting for food.
8. My bed is soft.
9. The bee works to make honeycomb.
10. He liked to bike long distances.
11. I love to go bird watching.

12. The boat is going to sink.
13. This is my favorite book.
14. The little boy walked down the path.
15. She filled the bucket with soap and water.
16. He smashed the bug.
17. I ran to catch the bus.
18. The button fell off my shirt.

1. The hot air balloon is above the mountains.
2. The baby was sleeping in her crib.
3. The bobcat had 3 babies.

4. The bubble floated above us and then popped.
5. Her cabin is made from logs.
6. The cobweb is between the branches.
7. The cowboy winked at me.
8. The cupboard is full of food.
9. He said goodbye to his wife.
10. My keyboard is wireless.
11. Let's go play kickball.
12. See if your letter is in the mailbox.
13. I found a marble on the floor.
14. She had her neighbor over for tea.
15. I see a rabbit in the grass.
16. She is holding a ribbon.
17. The robin had a red chest.
18. This robot can talk.

1. The baby bib has food all over it.
2. We can take a cab to the show tonight.
3. Corn on the cob is my favorite food.

4. I think a crab just pinched me.
5. Our crib was hard to put together.
6. The bear cub looked for his mom.
7. Turn the doorknob to open the door.
8. She will pierce her ear lobe for her birthday.
9. He just bought a new golf club.
10. Would you like 1 ice cube or 2?
11. It is their first day on the job.
12. The scientists test chemicals in their lab.
13. I rub lotion on my hands when they're dry.
14. My bathrobe is nice and soft.
15. Make sure to scrub the tile with soap.
16. He began to sob when he heard his cat was missing.
17. Hop in the tub before bed time.
18. The web is between the branches.

When it was bedtime I put my book back on the shelf. I went into the
kitchen and made myself a banana and bologna sandwich for school. Then I
helped take the bib off of my baby sister. I would need my energy for the
kickball game in the morning.
I was about to fall asleep when I remembered that I still needed to rub my
lucky rabbit foot. I laid in bed wishing that kickball could be my job. "Until
somebody makes it popular, nobody will be able to make kickball their job," I
thought.
I was so busy thinking that I fell asleep.

The bear was running after Brandon and he didn't know what to do. He
found the bear's cub on accident, but the bear didn't see it that way. He
had tried to hide behind a shrub but the bear found him.
He looked in his backpack only to find a stick of butter, a toy robot, some
rubber bands, a soda bottle, and a cheeseburger. He wondered what
would get the bear's attention and then he thought..."The cheeseburger!"
He grabbed the burger and began unwrapping it from the paper. He left
the burger on the ground, jumped on his bike, and rode away before the
bear could find him.

Amber walked through her neighborhood to the bus station. After sitting
down she looked around. A man with a beard was sitting across the aisle
from her. He was eating a blueberry muffin, a biscuit, and 4 slices of bacon.
He began talking to her.
"This is the best kind of bacon you can buy," he said. "I love bacon..." he
continued, "it's kind of a hobby of mine."
"That's very interesting," said Amber. She remembered visiting their family
cabin in Alabama, last October, for her birthday. Her family had always
eaten bacon for breakfast in the mornings.
"Well, be sure that your hobby doesn't become a habit," she said, as she
and the man with the beard laughed.
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1. Matthew sat down on the chair.
2. Will you get me a new piece of chalk?
3. I think the dog will chase the cat.
4. Gracie put a check in the box.
5. They did a cheer at the pep rally.
6. Melt the cheese and we can dip chips in it.
7. A cheetah can run as fast as a car.
8. I would like a milkshake with a cherry on top.
9. The man's chest was muscular.
10. The dog played with his chew toy.
11. The chicken was by the coop.

12. She is a sweet child.
13. Are you coming to the chili cook off?
14. He is touching her chin.
15. The chipmunk rested on a log.
16. Will you share your chocolate?
17. Their job is to chop down trees.
18. What time is church on Sunday?

1. We played with the beach ball in the pool.
2. Painting the benches was a big project.
3. The catcher is ready.
4. His crutches help him walk.
5. The baby is happy in her high chair.
6. He has grown four inches in a year.
7. I have a bug bite that is itching.
8. I put ketchup on all my food.
9. I have a light on my key chain.
10. I want to eat lunch in the kitchen.
11. I have a sandwich and apple in my lunch box.

12. The marching band members practiced hard.
13. It's not safe to play with matches.
14. This restaurant makes the best nachos.
15. Georgia grows the most delicious peaches.
16. We can see the statue at the art gallery.
17. She is our 5th grade teacher.
18. The girls pretended to be witches.

1. The boat floated right up to the beach.
2. The park bench had many birds on it.
3. The tree branch had broken off overnight.
4. Gloves help him catch the ball.
5. The coach is holding his clipboard.
6. I fell asleep on the couch.
7. Let's play hopscotch at recess.
8. She ate lunch outside.
9. Our cousins will visit in March.
10. Please light the match and start the fire.
11. The ostrich lives in the desert.

12. We're going to ride horses on the ranch.
13. She is trying to reach the rings.
14. You made a tall sandwich.
15. Be sure to stretch your muscles before exercising.
16. I like your watch, is it new?
17. The witch flew on her broomstick.
18. He used the wrench to fix the leaky faucet.

It was time for lunch. Chip wanted to eat lunch on the beach today. He
walked to the beach. There were no benches so he sat in the sand. He
opened his lunch box and found chili, cheese, a sandwich, a cherry, and
some peaches.
He took a bite of his sandwich and began to chew when all of a sudden he
began itching his chin. He was getting sand flea bites. He grabbed his lunch
and took off like a cheetah.
"I guess I'll go eat in my kitchen at home," he thought.

Our teacher, Ms. Child, is teaching us about the ostrich. We went to the
zoo to see an ostrich. We also saw a cheetah.
There was a farm animal area where we saw a chicken. I bought a key
chain at the zoo, ate my lunch on a bench, and shared some of it with a
chipmunk. It was fun to watch all of the animals.
Our class let out a cheer when we saw the ostrich run. It was fast. I wanted
to feed the ostrich some chocolate, but the zookeeper said not to.

In March, I took chalk and drew some squares to play hopscotch on. My
friend Chase and I wanted to play together.
I drew the squares on the sidewalk close to the church with the chicken
statue.
I asked Chase to watch and check if the squares were in the right order. He
told me one of them was a few inches off. I told him that I moved them to
miss a big tree branch.

We started playing. I pounded my chest after beating him three times! I
would still cheer for him though.
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1. The dad loves his son.
2. They loved to ballroom dance.
3. What day is your next appointment?

4. I went to the dentist for a check-up.
5. The teacher put the apple on her desk.
6. We need to dig the whole deeper than that.
7. Each gumball costs one dime.
8. In swimming, you dive to start the race.
9. The doctor will prescribe some back pills.
10. My dog is a German Shepherd and Black Lab mix.
11. Her doll had red hair and freckles.
12. She is cleaning the dust off.
13. We knocked on the door three times.
14. He was in such a hurry that he only rang the doorbell.
15. I want to have 2 doughnuts for breakfast.
16. The dove was quietly cooing in the tree.
17. He had to step down three stairs.
18. He saw a duck at the petting zoo.

1.

She turns 18 on her birthday next Friday.

2.

Having a cold makes my body sore.

3.

We came to a dead end because we didn't follow the map.

4.

I have a bad headache.

5.

She is hiding behind the tree.

6.

Use the ladder to reach the fruit.

7.

The lady is beautiful.

8.

I've never tasted chocolate pudding.

9.

They like reading together.

10. She liked riding her horse.
11. I see my shadow.
12. The police chased the speeding car.
13. The spider waited for flies in the web.
14. Next summer we're taking a trip to Sweden.
15. The party is on Thursday night.
16. The movie is on Tuesday night.
17. The wedding ceremony was beautiful.
18. We are having lunch on Wednesday afternoon.

1. I was afraid after I saw the chair move by itself.
2. My bed has really soft sheets.
3. I need two loaves of bread at the store.

4. The dad loves his son.
5. I brought home lots of food.
6. His hand reached for the sky.
7. She is a cute kid.
8. His trumpet was really loud.
9. She is mad at her friend.
10. She is walking in the mud.
11. The road went through the countryside.
12. She loved to read about princesses.
13. Red is my favorite color.
14. He went on a motorcycle ride.
15. She is so sad she is crying.
16. We ordered a salad for lunch.
17. The desert is full of sand.
18. Use the wood to make a fire.

Dad was sad to go to his dentist appointment on Tuesday.
He loved to eat pudding and doughnuts. The sugar is bad for his teeth. He
was sad because Tuesday was his birthday and we were having a party with
all his favorite food.
After going to the dentist, dad sat down at his desk to do some reading. "I
guess I will cut down how many doughnuts I eat," he said.

We were riding down the road in our car when suddenly another car went
speeding past us.
My friend Dave was driving and he got mad. His face turned red and he
said, "That is really dangerous!"
The road came to a dead end and the car turned around. Dave waved his
hand to stop the car. He rolled down his window and said, "Your speeding
is dangerous to you and me. Please don't do it!"

The man in the other car apologized and said he would slow down in the
future.

My sister Dana has a dog named Daisy. I have a duck named Doug. They
both do silly things. Daisy likes to dive into the swimming pool. Doug likes
to dance to loud music. We like to take them both riding in our red wagon.
They are the best pets a kid could have.
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The leaves turn orange and yellow in the fall.
The fan cools the air in the room.
Every summer he visited his grandparents on the farm.
You can tell that the horse is fast.
The feather is light.
The fence went around the land.
The baby is grabbing her finger.
Let's cook hot dogs over the fire.
She caught a fish that was bigger than a dog.
He pounded his fist on the table.
He ran in lane five.
She held the babies tiny foot.
The boys enjoyed playing football every Saturday.
Many trees are in the forest.
You will need a fork and knife to eat dinner.
She will be four years old in October.
What does the fox say?
Give me a phone call in 10 minutes.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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17.
18.

Katie can say the letters of the alphabet in order.
I love bacon, eggs, and orange juice for breakfast.
We saw a herd of buffalo at Yellowstone National Park.
We caught six catfish in the pond.
This coffee is too hot!
The dolphin smiled at me.
The elephant is washing himself.
The goldfish has a white tail.
He put the golf ball on the tee.
Turn the music down in your headphones.
The lifeguard blew his whistle.
Turn on your microphone.
That chocolate muffin looks good.
The office workers were all gone.
I have played the saxophone for three years.
There is heavy traffic on the highway.
He won a trophy for his science project.
I want waffles for breakfast.

1. The baby calf was close to its mother.
2. The chef made the best pasta.
3. The Indian chief was the leader.
4. Be careful, you don't want to fall off the cliff.
5. I have a cough and a runny nose.
6. My shirt cuff got food on it during lunch.
7. The elf was a beautiful princess.
8. The giraffe has a long neck.
9. We ate half of the pizza.
10. A horse's foot is called a hoof.
11. The knife is made of metal.
12. I laugh every time I see him on TV.
13. The leaf fell from the tree.
14. Turn off the TV and go to bed.
15. The roof was made of clay tiles.
16. We have colorful books on our shelf.
17. The sheriff took the robber to jail.
18. All we could hear was a wolf howling.

Philip lived on a farm. He loved to fish on Friday.
That Friday after breakfast, Philip was walking through the forest to his
favorite fishing hole when he heard a saxophone. Philip put his finger to his
mouth fast and said, "Shhhhh, you'll scare the fish away!" "Fish can hear a
leaf fall off of a tree," he said.
The little girl playing the saxophone said, "I'm Fay, and the fish like my
music."

Philip looked into the water and saw five fish swimming. He began to laugh
and said, "Will you meet me here every Friday?"

There was a fire at the zoo last week. All of the animals lived, but an
elephant, giraffe, buffalo, and fox got out through a burnt fence.
The sheriff and the fire chief have their staff looking for them right now.
They hope the animals didn't run into the forest or fall off a cliff.
They heard the animals like the smell of coffee, breakfast, waffles, and
muffins, and may try to find the animals using these four things. They want
to find the animals fast.

I have played football for five years now. This fall season is the first time
we have come close to winning a trophy. They will give us the trophy if we
win the next four games.
Our football team has started to practice for a half an hour each day, five
days per week. We eat a big, healthy breakfast and in our time off we learn
football plays.
One day I thought I was coming down with a cough, but it went away. I
was happy it went away so fast because I want to play in our games.
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gardening

girl

garlic

gas station

give

gazelle

gasoline

go

getting

gathering

goal

ghost town

gooseberry

goat

gifted

gorilla

gold

giving

government

golf

goal post

governor

gone

going

guarantee

good

golden

guardian

goose

goldfish

guinea pig

guess

good bye

gulp

gopher

gum

gorgeous

guy

guarded
guidance
guilty
guitar

again

pigtail

beginning

alligator

August

sea gull

category

altogether

baggage

sugar

chuck wagon

beginner's luck

begin

tiger

dignity

esophagus

bigger

tugboat

disgusted

illegally

cougar

wagon

elegant

investigate

digging

yoga

gigantic

magnificent

dog sled

hamburger

merry-go-round

doggy

illegal

navigate

dragon

magazine

negotiate

dugout

magnify

obligation

eagle

marigold

prolongation

eggshell

negative

significant

foggy

Oregon

togetherness

ignore

Portugal

video game

jogging

recognize

juggle

regardless

luggage

regular

magnet

signature

pigpen

spaghetti
together

egotistical

bag

tag

bean-bag

catalog

card catalog

big

tug

bear hug

chili dog

carry-on bag

bug

twig

brown bag

deviled egg

gift catalog

dig

wag

bulldog

duffel bag

potato bug

dog

wig

clothes bag

garbage bag

prescription drug

Doug

colleague

guinea pig

seeing-eye-dog

egg

dog tag

ladybug

fig

eggnog

laundry bag

flag

fatigue

litterbug

fog

game bag

paper bag

frog

hand bag

plastic bag

hug

hedgehog

prairie dog

jug

hot dog

punching bag

leg

June bug

sandwich bag

log

lunch bag

sleeping bag

mug

nutmeg

pig

sand bag

rag

sled dog

rug

trash bag

slug

washrag

hard game
big garage
old garbage
big garden
cheap gas
new gate

white ghost
nice gift
cute girl
go sign
goal post
baby goat

gold pieces
pet goldfish
golf course
pretty goose
play guitar
blue gum

weather in August
big cougar
chinese dragon
soaring eagle
foggy street
juicy hamburger

jogging trail
juggle balls
heavy luggage
strong magnet
dirty pigpen
cute pigtail

noisy sea gull
sweet sugar
big tiger
small tugboat
red wagon
learn yoga

paper bag
big egg
colorful bug
dig deeper
fun dog
egg yolk

checkered flag
foggy street
green frog
grilled hot dog
tight hug
tired leg

big log
purple mug
fat pig
dish rag
floor rug
black wig

1. My favorite game is checkers.
2. Their house has two garage doors.
3. Take the garbage out today.
4. I work in my garden on Saturday.
5. I need to fill my car with gas.
6. The gate was shut.
7. Don't look, there's a ghost!
8. He is bringing a small gift.
9. The girl is sitting on the pink chair.
10. He is ready to go.
11. I kicked the ball and made a goal.

12. The baby goat stayed by it's mom.
13. There are many gold pieces.
14. I won the goldfish at the carnival.
15. They are all playing golf.
16. The goose has brown feathers.
17. Can I play your guitar?
18. I like blue gum.

1. My birthday is on August 20th.
2. Mountain lion is another name for cougar.
3. The statue was of a dragon.

4. A soaring eagle was looking for food.
5. It was so foggy we couldn't see where we were going.
6. Let's get a hamburger for dinner.
7. They go jogging on Tuesdays.
8. She likes to juggle at the beach.
9. Someone left their luggage here.
10. The nails were stuck to the magnet.
11. The pigpen was full.
12. The pigtail looks cute on her.
13. The sea gull almost flew into me.
14. Don't put too much sugar in the lemonade.
15. We saw a tiger at the zoo.
16. The tugboat can pull large ships.
17. The dog is sitting in the wagon.
18. I do yoga to relax my mind.

1. She only bought one bag of groceries.
2. I want the big egg.
3. The bug landed on my arm and I blew it off.

4. We need to dig a bigger hole for the post.
5. My dog is a German Shepherd and Black Lab mix.
6. Please cook the egg yolk.
7. He waved the checkered flag.
8. It was so foggy we couldn't see where we were going.
9. The frog caught the fly with its tongue.
10. I want mustard on my hot dog.
11. She gave him a tight hug.
12. He hoped his leg wouldn't cramp.
13. He made the seat out of a log.
14. My mug needs a refill.
15. The pig was laying in the mud.
16. Use the rag to clean the floor.
17. There is a big rug in my house.
18. She wore a black wig to the costume party.

Each year Gary would play golf in August. He would get his golf clubs from the
garage and drive to the golf course.
On his way, he would pass Farmer Gil's goose and pig farm. When he got to the
golf course he bought a hot dog, a bag of chips, and a big mug of hot chocolate.
He played his best game while chewing sugar free gum and using the mug with
the green dragon on it. He wanted to do that again. He grabbed his golf bag and
dragon mug and headed for the first hole.

Once there was a goose named Gus. Gus liked to play games, chew gum, and give gifts.
Everyone who knew Gus, knew that he gave great gifts.
Once he gave someone a guitar. Another time he gave his friend a new set of luggage.
All of his friends agreed that the best gift that Gus ever gave was a year's supply of
hamburgers.
One day, Gus was tugging around a wagon with a gigantic bag in it. He tugged on the
wagon from Mr. Dog's farm all the way to Mrs. Frog's wig shop. Everyone in town saw
the wagon with the gigantic bag in it, but no one knew who would get the bag.

Doug was a good friend of Gus. Doug was busy planting green beans, grapes, and
gooseberries in his garden. He didn't see Gus coming toward his house and tugging the
wagon behind him.
When Gus finally reached Doug in his garden, Doug said, "Why are you pulling that
wagon Gus?"
Gus replied, "I came to give you a gift Doug."

Doug was very excited and felt like an important person. He knew that Gus gave good
gifts.
When Doug took the bag off of the gift, he couldn't believe his eyes. It was a big stack
of eggs! Doug was so happy that he ran over to Gus and gave him a big hug.
Doug loved to eat eggs every morning. He knew how to cook eggs in many different
ways. Doug thanked Gus for the nice gift and said, "I will buy you a nice gift one day."
Then they both said goodbye and Gus went home.

When Gabe began learning to play the guitar, he thought it would be
easier than chewing gum. After his third lesson, his head was foggy from
everything he learned. Then he met the man with the gold guitar.
He said his name was "Golden" but Gabe thought it was something else.
Golden taught Gabe to set goals while he learned how to play the guitar.
Golden gave Gabe a small flag with the words "Set Goals" on it that he
could keep with him as a reminder. Gabe kept it with his guitar and used it
every time he learned a new lesson.
After that, he never saw Golden again. Some people say Golden was a nice
ghost who liked to help people.

hall

hope

hair-do

hair dryer

Gila monster

ham

horse

half-hour

hamburger

hallelujah

hand

house

hammer

handkerchief

hearing-impaired

hard

hug

hamster

happiness

helicopter

hat

hurt

handle

harmonize

historian

have

whole

handshake

Hawaii

historical

head

hanger

hearing aid

hot-air balloon

health

happy

hemisphere

hypothesis

heart

hardwood

heroic

height

harmful

history

help

headache

holiday

high

healthy

Hollywood

hike

helmet

honeybee

hill

helping

honeydew

hint

high school

Hoover Dam

hold

homemade

horizon

home

homework

hospital

hook

hornet

hula hoop

hop

hot dog

hummingbird

hundred

hydrogen

hippopotamus

beehive

anyhow

aircraft hangar

behave

behavior

Beverly Hills

behind

buttonhole

exhalation

birdhouse

city hall

inhalation

doghouse

clothes hanger

mahogany

doll house

grasshopper

Red Riding Hood

downhill

hula hoop

safety helmet

fishhook

inherit

forehand

Ohio

forehead

Pearl Harbor

groundhog

pigeonhole

inhale

rehearsal

lighthouse

rocking horse

playhouse

study hall

pothole

unhappy

redhead

reheat
sea horse
uphill
White House

juicy ham

cowboy hat

steep hill

metal hammer
pet hamster

bald head
bad headache

wall hook
fast horse

open hand

healthy heart

grilled hot dog

wood hanger

black helmet

big house

happy smile

long hike

tight hug

large beehive

pointy fishhook

deep pothole

close behind

clean forehead
noisy groundhog

pretty redhead
reheat dinner

inhale air

tiny sea horse

tall lighthouse

walk uphill

fun playhouse

visit the White House

empty birdhouse
wooden doghouse
big doll house
drive downhill

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

We had ham for dinner.
Hit the nail with the hammer.
My friend has a hamster named Bubba.
His hand reached for the sky.
Put your shirt on the hanger.
She has a big, happy smile.
She left her hat in the barn.
He doesn't have any hair on his head.
I have a bad headache.
The doctor is going to check her heart.
He took off his football helmet.
Let's go on a hike in the mountains.
I am too tired to climb the hill.
That is a rusty hook.
The horse is running fast.
I want mustard on my hot dog.
They moved into their new house.
She gave him a tight hug.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Don't throw rocks at the beehive.
His girlfriend is behind him.
We built this birdhouse together.
The pug likes his doghouse.
The girls are playing with the doll house.
Going downhill, trucks have to be careful.
My fishhook got stuck under water.
Eyebrows are under her forehead.
The groundhog saw his shadow.
Inhale a deep breath of fresh hair.
The captain saw the lighthouse.
He was standing in the playhouse.
You just drove over a pothole.
She is a beautiful redhead.
Reheat something in the fridge for dinner.
I bought a sea horse at the pet shop.
They followed the trail uphill.
The President of the United States lives in the White House.

Homer was a happy hamster who lived in a heart shaped house. His owner,
Hazel, was a redhead. Homer had the best cage. It was almost the size of a
doghouse.
His favorite toy was his hamster wheel. It was behind his water dish. Homer
always wore his hamster helmet when he ran on his hamster wheel. He was
a safe hamster.
After running he would eat a hot dog and honey. He was happy with his life
and hoped it would never change.

My friend Harry and I build the coolest tree house ever. We found a tree
uphill from our house. The tree is tall and lets us see all the houses
downhill from it. We had to get rid of an old beehive before we built it.
I like to inhale the fresh air when I am in our tree house. It helps me clear
my head. I take ham sandwiches and eat lunch there sometimes.
Harry and I wish we could bring our horse, Hank, up in our tree house, but
he is too heavy.

We were going fishing. After giving our mom a hug and grabbing some
fishhooks, fishing hat, bait, and food, we headed out.
It was a short drive and we hit a pothole on the way to Lighthouse Lake. It
was the best spot around.
After we parked we had to hike for half a mile, downhill, to reach the lake.
Usually, we stayed for the whole day, unless the fish weren't biting.
Today we had to leave early because I had a headache. A hammer had
fallen on my head while I was helping around the house. I was sad, but I
knew a nap at home would help my head feel better.

germs

gender

general

generalize

Jake

genie

generous

generation

jam

genius

genuine

geography

jam

gentle

Germany

geology

jar

gerbil

giant crab

geometry

jaw

giant

gigantic

gingerbread man

jeans

ginger

gingerbread

gymnasium

Jess

giraffe

gymnastics

jack in the box

jet

jacket

jackrabbit

junior high school

Joe

jaguar

janitor

Joan

Japan

Japanese

job

jawbone

jealousy

jog

jealous

jelly beans

John

jelly

jellyfish

joke

jewel

journalist

Josh

journal

justify

joy

journey

juvenile

juice

joyful

typical

jump

juggle

just

jungle

ageless

soldier

agency

advantageous

anthropology

agent

subject

algebra

agility

apologetic

aging

urgent

cabbages

agitation

criminology

angel

wages

cottage cheese

algebraic

exaggeration

badger

digestion

apologize

genealogy

blue jay

educate

astrologer

imagination

cages

engagement

biology

ineligible

edges

high jumping

education

physiology

Egypt

imagine

eligible

sociology

eject

jumping jack

encouragement

high jump

longitude

exaggerate

judges

magician

geology

lodging

manager

intelligent

magic

objection

majority

object

oxygen

mythology

pages

plagiarize

original

pigeon

procedure

photogenic

project

register

psychology

reject

rejection

refrigerate

strategy

vegetables

suggestion
teenager

age

baggage

acknowledge

bridge

bandage

acreage

cage

cabbage

advantage

edge

college

average

fudge

courage

beverage

huge

damage

discourage

judge

garbage

encourage

page

image

foliage

ridge

knowledge

leverage

stage

language

lineage

wage

manage

middle age

marriage

mismanage

message

percentage

old age

privilege

package

self-image

passage
postage
sausage
storage
village

magic genie
dirty germs
giant man
tall giraffe
rain jacket
raspberry jam

go to Japan
mason jar
strong jaw
blue jeans
fruit jelly
fighter jet

morning jog
my journal
juggle balls
orange juice
jump up
hot jungle

secret agent
angel statue
scary badger
twangy banjo
colorful blue jay
Dog cages

faraway Egypt
eject movies
Olympic high jump
five judges
comfy lodging
fun magic

wooden object
white pages
sitting pigeon
construction project
total reject
combat soldier

long bridge
green cabbage
dog cage
college courses
chocolate fudge
old garbage

court judge
packed luggage
marriage ceremony
secret message
small package
quenching beverage

used postage
mountain ridge
pork sausage
theater stage
warehouse storage
lakeside village

1. The genie was in the lamp.
2. Germs are growing on the dishes.
3. The giant scared me.
4. The giraffe has a long neck.
5. She wore a rain jacket in case it rained.
6. He ate toast with jam.
7. Japan has a white flag with a red circle.
8. The jar was empty.
9. She is pointing to her jaw.
10. He hung up his jeans.
11. Do you want some strawberry jelly?
12. The jet flew in the sky.
13. They want to jog together.
14. She is writing in her journal.
15. She likes to juggle at the beach.
16. I want juice for breakfast.
17. It is fun to jump on the trampoline.
18. Wild animals live in the jungle.

1. The secret agent protected the president.
2. The statue of the angel was white.
3. The badger looks like a skunk.
4. He is a great banjo player.
5. The blue jay was on a log.
6. The dogs sleep in cages.
7. There are Pyramids in Egypt.
8. Eject the movie when you are finished.
9. He is in the high jump event.
10. The judges gave her a medium score.
11. He found some nice lodging.
12. He likes to perform magic.
13. She is holding a wooden object.
14. He flipped through the pages.
15. The pigeon was on the ledge.
16. The project will be finished in July.
17. Can I reject my dinner?
18. The soldier wore all of his gear.

1. The bridge connects the two cities.
2. Most children think cabbage tastes gross.
3. The dog sat in his cage.
4. I'm going to college after high school.
5. I like my fudge with nuts.
6. Take the garbage out today.
7. The judge is holding her gavel.
8. It took her hours to pack her luggage.
9. Their families were happy about their marriage.
10. There was a message in the bottle.
11. Where did this package come from?
12. The beverage was refreshing on the hot day.
13. The letter didn't have enough postage.
14. The ridge was very steep.
15. He ate sausage for breakfast.
16. They were waiting to play on the stage.
17. They use a warehouse for their storage.
18. The village was by the lake.

Jerry the giant liked to juggle and do magic. His favorite thing to juggle was
jelly beans. This was hard to do with giant hands, but Jerry liked the
challenge.
His favorite trick was to make his jacket disappear, and then re-appear,
with a jar full of jam in it.
He had performed his juggling and magic show in strange places. One was
at a sausage festival in Egypt. Another was at a college for pigeons.
He really wanted to perform on stage in his local village, but he was too
afraid the village people would reject him.

I have written more than 500 pages in my journal. I write about everythinglike the time I flew on a jet to Japan, or did the high jump in the
Olympics. I have seen a giraffe in the African jungle. I have been to Egypt
and eaten fudge on a magic carpet.
During all of this I wore my favorite jeans. My friends tell me to throw them
in the garbage because of the germs they probably have on them. I am
going to wash them while I drink some juice. It will get the germs out. My
jeans will also be another page I can write about in my journal.

A genie can grant you three wishes. They are magic.

A few days ago I got a package in the mail. My jaw dropped when I opened
it and found a genie's lamp inside. I rubbed the lamp and out came the
genie.
"That place is like a cage," he said. Then the genie said, "You have three
wishes, but judge wisely."
"I wish I could play the banjo," I said. POOF! And it was done.
"I wish I could have sausage and juice every day for breakfast," I said.
POOF! And it was done.
"For my last wish I want to fly on a jet like a secret agent." POOF! And it
was done.
If a genie gave you three wishes, what would you wish for?

cake

cabbage

calendar

Cambodia

California

can

cabin

Canada

category

congratulations

car

cactus

candy bar

caterpillar

conversational

card

camera

cantaloupe

cauliflower

cooperation

cart

candle

capital

coincidence

cat

candy

cardinal

Colorado

catch

carrot

carpenter

combination

cave

cartoon

coconut

comedian

coat

color

colorful

community

coin

confess

comedy

congratulate

cold

cookbook

computer

Connecticut

comb

cookie

consider

conversation

cone

correct

correction

cooperate

cool

costume

counselor

kindergarten

cop

country

courtesy

corn

courage

coyote

cow

cousin

customer

cub

cushion

kangaroo

cut

cutting

Kentucky

key

ketchup
keyboard
kitten

bacon

peacock

accident

academy

accommodation

baker

pocket

accomplish

accountable

amplification

baking

pumpkin

acknowledge

agriculture

incalculable

because

raccoon

Africa

America

inconsiderate

biker

racquet

apricot

application

justification

bobcat

raincoat

awaken

area code

bookmark

soccer

bakery

dictionary

breakfast

speaker

bicycle

difficulty

broken

sticky

broccoli

economy

checkers

sucker

chocolate

education

chicken

taco

coconut

helicopter

cookie

turkey

cucumber

impeccable

cooking

uncle

difficult

macaroni

cracker

vacuum

handkerchief

medication

donkey

weekend

Kentucky

melancholy

jacket

pelican

occasional

looking

salt shaker

persecution

napkin

stomachache

secondary

package

vacation

ukulele

woodpecker

walking safely

back

snack

alike

artichoke

arithmetic

bike

stick

awake

athletic

chocolate cake

book

truck

cookbook

birthday cake

magazine rack

check

walk

cupcake

domestic

mathematic

cheek

earache

fantastic

optimistic

cook

headache

funny book

patriotic

duck

magic

garter snake

South Pacific

hawk

milkshake

gigantic

supersonic

hike

music

historic

hook

notebook

Pacific

leak

peacock

paperback

lick

plastic

piggybank

lock

public

quarterback

neck

sidewalk

railroad track

pack

stomach

specific

pick

thumbtack

stomachache

rake

toothpick

storybook

rock

topic

T-bone steak

shake

traffic

terrific

sick

unlock

wedding cake

yardstick

healthy cabbage
wood cabin
cactus in a pot
chocolate cake
soda can
bright candle
piece of candy
fast car
play cards

fresh carrots
nice cat
big cave
snow coat
silver coin
freezing cold
hair comb
traffic cone
new cookbook

cop watch
yellow corn
brown cow
bear cub
red ketchup
house key
wireless keyboard
happy kid
high kite

ripe apricot
crispy bacon
muffin baker
racing biker
green bookmark
eat breakfast
broken vase
playing checkers
chicken coop

fresh cookies
crunchy cracker
stubborn donkey
rain jacket
paper napkin
small package
male peacock
white pocket
orange pumpkin

raccoon tail
tennis racquet
red raincoat
soccer ball
sticky gum
pink sucker
crunchy taco
male turkey
white vacuum

back pain
bike ride
read book
her cheek
yummy cupcake
brown duck
bad headache
long hike
wall hook

water leak
dog lick
gate lock
strawberry milkshake
sheet music
touch neck
notebook paper
pretty peacock
rake leaves

gray rock
feel sick
long sidewalk
healthy snack
throw stick
sore stomach
short toothpick
silver truck
long walk

1. Some people think cabbage is gross.
2. Her cabin is made from logs.
3. Cactus grow in funny shapes.
4. Everyone likes cake.
5. The soda was in a cooler.
6. The candle lit up the dark room.
7. I will save my candy.
8. The car is fast.
9. We will play a game with cards.
10. We pick carrots from the garden.
11. The cat was going to crawl away.

12. The cave was by the ocean.
13. A coat is for sale.
14. He used his coin to buy treats.
15. He shivers when he is cold.
16. She likes to comb her hair.
17. Slow down when you see a traffic cone.
18. She is using her cookbook to make dinner.
19. The cop was working a case.
20. We are having corn for dinner.
21. A farmer had a cow.
22. A bear cub looks so playful.
23. I put ketchup on all my food.
24. I lock my door with this key.
25. My keyboard is wireless.
26. She is a cute kid.

27. The kite flew high.

1. An apricot is delicious.
2. A bacon smell fills the house.
3. A baker loves muffins.

4. Racing is fun for a biker.
5. She uses a bookmark to keep her page.
6. I love bacon, eggs, and orange juice for breakfast.
7. The vase was broken.
8. Checkers is a fun game.
9. The chicken was by the coop.
10. He likes his cookies fresh.
11. He has four crackers.
12. The donkey stood in a pasture.
13. She wore a rain jacket in case it rained.
14. He wrote on the napkin.
15. Where did this package come from?
16. The peacock has gorgeous feathers.
17. He has nothing in his pocket.
18. The pumpkin is on the rock.

19. The raccoon has a striped tail.
20. He hit the ball with the racquet.
21. His raincoat was red.
22. The boys love playing soccer.
23. The gum on my shoe is too sticky.
24. She licks her pink sucker.
25. He wants his taco fresh.
26. A turkey sounds funny when it gobbles.
27. I need to vacuum the rug.

1. He has a pain in his back.
2. He liked to bike long distances.
3. She wants to read the book.

4. She is pointing to her cheek.
5. Her cupcake was yummy.
6. He saw a duck at the petting zoo.
7. I have a bad headache.
8. Let's go on a hike in the mountains.
9. That is a rusty hook.
10. He has a leak in his pipes.
11. My dog likes to lick me.
12. You can use a lock on a shed.
13. I want a strawberry milkshake.
14. This looks like hard music to play.
15. She is touching her neck.
16. She uses her notebook every day.
17. The peacock has gorgeous feathers.
18. We rake leaves in the fall.

19. The rock is heavy.
20. She is too sick to go to work.
21. The sidewalk goes through the park.
22. She is eating a midnight snack.
23. She throws a stick for her puppy.
24. His stomach was sore from the pain.
25. He has a toothpick in his mouth.
26. A silver truck drives by.
27. She goes for long walks.

Uncle Taco loved to go biking every weekend. He liked to bike up and down
mountains, around lakes, and through tunnels and caves. He liked to bike
when it was hot and when it was cold.
One day he wanted to go on a bike ride, but couldn't find his bike. He looked
and looked, but could not find it.
On his way to work the next day, he was puzzling about where his bike
would be. As he was walking he noticed a carrot-colored pumpkin in
someone’s garden.
"That's it!" he exclaimed. He ran home as fast as his little biking legs could
carry him.
When he got home, he ran to the shed behind his house. After moving the
rake, his backpack, and his colorful kite, he found his bike - right next to a
carrot-colored plastic pumpkin. He had put his bike in the shed to remind
himself that he needed to clean it out. And he spent the next weekend doing
just that.

Every Tuesday I go to Candle Park. I listen to music and read my book of
the week.
Last week I took my breakfast to the park with me. A taco, some bacon,
and a milkshake...my favorite. As I ate my breakfast, a cop with a notebook
came by.
"Did you see a cat, a donkey, or a duck run by here?" he asked.
"No sir, I didn't?" I said.
"I am a detective, and I am trying to solve the stolen cookbook case," he
said, "If you see anything weird on this sidewalk please call me."
"I will," I said. When he left, I thought of a great book title for his case. I
would call it "The Great Cookbook Catastrophe."

Katie is careful with her candy. She loves it. She doesn't like cookies,
crackers, or cupcakes - just candy. She likes her candy so much, she puts a
lock on her candy box whenever she goes to sleep. She wears the key
around her neck.
All of that changed after Katie got a sick stomach from eating too much
candy. Now she eats healthy food like carrots, corn, and turkey. She hopes
she won't get sick like that again.

lake

ladder

Labor Day

laminated

laboratory

lamb

lady

ladybug

lavatory

liability

lamp

largest

Laundromat

law abiding

Lithuania

land

last name

lawnmower

legality

longitudinal

late

laughing

leadership

legitimate

Louisiana

laugh

laundry

leftovers

Liberty Bell

leaf

lazy

lemon juice

librarian

leak

learning

lemonade

life preserver

leg

leaving

liberty

limitation

light

lemon

library

literature

lips

lesson

licorice

Little Dipper

list

letter

life jacket

locomotive

lock

lightning

lima beans

Los Angeles

log

lion

limited

loving kindness

long

listen

living room

luxurious

look

lizard

location

love

lotion

London Bridge

lunch

loving

long distance

lucky

longitude

lunchtime

loudspeaker

alarm

pillows

Alaska

ability

acceleration

alive

pilot

allergic

accelerate

accidentally

balloon

police

bologna

Alabama

articulation

believe

sailor

broccoli

alligator

electricity

belly

salad

buffalo

aluminum

immediately

belong

shoelace

calendar

California

occasionally

bowling

silly

celebrate

caterpillar

personality

ceiling

smaller

celery

celebration

popularity

color

toilet

challenges

chocolate chip

possibility

dollar

wallet

coloring

Colorado

qualification

elbow

yellow

Delaware

curriculum

roller skating rink

eyelash

goblin

elephant

elevator

similarity

family

mumbling

eleven

intelligent

unbelievable

gallon

nosebleed

envelope

military

unreliable

hello

problem

holiday

population

vocabulary

island

public

marshmallow

reality

jelly

publish

Olympics

relationship

July

sibling

photo lab

roller skating

molar

polar bear

semicolon

olive

roller skates

water colors

sea lion

individually

talented

revolutionary

violin

theoretically

wallpaper

variability

ball

wall

April

annual

certified mail

ceremonial

bell

whale

baseball

baby doll

Liberty Bell

editorial

bowl

wheel

Brazil

basketball

nursery school

individual

call

yell

cancel

denial

tutorial

intellectual

fall

detail

factual

unusual

Roman numeral

heel

eggshell

Ferris wheel

vice-principal

testimonial

hill

eyeball

fingernail

hole

fire drill

hospital

mail

football

manual

nail

kickball

musical

owl

misspell

punctual

pool

muscle

racquet ball

seal

pencil

rock-n-roll

shell

repeat

ski patrol

spell

reptile

snowmobile

tail

schedule

soccer ball

tall

seashell

summer school

tool

snowball

swimming pool

towel

tetherball

vowel

visual

tall ladder

orange leaf

listen carefully

pretty lady
beautiful lake

pipe leak
tired leg

green lizard
gate lock

baby lamb

cut lemon

big log

burning lamp

hanging light

long path

open land

bright lightning

look out

laugh hard

big lion

hand lotion

laundry basket

pink lips

real love

lazy day

shopping list

lunch time

alarm clock

number eleven

airline pilot

helium balloon

licked envelope
long eyelash

hungry polar bear
sailor hat

happy family

healthy salad

fruit jelly

tied shoelace

yearly calendar

month of July

silly girl

crunchy celery

marshmallow snacks

classical violin

chapped elbow

black olive

leather wallet

baby elephant

soft pillows

yellow crayon

month of April

steep hill

beautiful shell

dribble the ball
baseball glove

tiny hole
mail delivery

packed snowball
dog tail

desk bell

big muscle

tall building

soup bowl

long nail

dentist's tool

Brazil South America

night owl

bath towel

telephone call

short pencil

killer whale

fall season

swimming pool

custom wheel

heel file

playful seal

angry yell

big belly
bowling match
brown buffalo

1. Use the ladder to reach the fruit.
2. The lady is beautiful.
3. The lake has mountains around it.
4. The lamb is so cute.
5. They used a candle in the lamp.
6. There were many acres of land.
7. I laugh every time I see him on TV.
8. The laundry basket is full.
9. He decided to be lazy today.
10. The leaf fell from the tree.
11. The leak is in the kitchen.

12. He hoped his leg wouldn't cramp.
13. He squeezed lemon on his fish.
14. Turn the light on please.
15. Lightning touched the ground.
16. The lion was hungry.
17. She has pink lips.
18. He wrote everything on the list.
19. Listen with the headphones.
20. The lizard moves fast.
21. They used a lock on the gate.
22. He made the seat out of a log.
23. It is a long walk to the beach.
24. She wanted to look over the field.
25. She put lotion on her hands.
26. They really love each other.

27. She ate lunch outside.

1. He pushed the button on the alarm.
2. The balloon floated in the sky.
3. He ate so much his belly hurt.
4. She beat her friends bowling.
5. We saw a herd of buffalo at Yellowstone National Park.
6. Use a calendar to find the date.
7. Celery is a great snack.
8. She put moisturizer on her elbow.
9. The elephant sprayed himself.
10. She lived in apartment number eleven.
11. Put the letter in the envelope.

12. She puts glitter on each eyelash.
13. The family was very happy.
14. Do you want some strawberry jelly?
15. We are going on vacation in July.
16. The marshmallow is soft and white.
17. Oil is dripping from the olive.
18. That is a big stack of pillows.
19. The pilot is ready to take off.
20. The polar bear looked for food.
21. A sailor spends many hours on his ship.
22. We ordered a salad for lunch.
23. Tie your shoelace before jogging.
24. She is being silly today.
25. She played the violin for her friend.
26. The wallet is full of money.

27. She colored the sun yellow.

1. My birthday is in April.
2. He shot the ball at the buzzer.
3. He loved to play baseball.
4. Ding the bell to call the desk clerk.
5. He used the spotted bowl for his lunch.
6. Tourists go to Brazil in the summer.
7. She made a call to her mom.
8. The leaves turn orange and yellow in the fall.
9. Using a file makes your heel smooth.
10. I am too tired to climb the hill.
11. I have a hole in my sock.

12. The mail came this morning.
13. His muscle is so big.
14. Pound the nail with a hammer.
15. The owl is sitting in the tree.
16. He needs to sharpen his pencil.
17. We swim in the pool at night.
18. The seal rolled over on his back.
19. I found a beautiful shell on the beach.
20. She threw a snowball at him.
21. The dog's tail is straight.
22. That building is so tall.
23. The dentist used the tool to pull teeth.
24. The baby snuggled in his towel.
25. The killer whale jumped high in the air.
26. The chrome wheel is shiny.

27. We didn't know he could yell that loud.

April the elephant lived in Brazil. Her friends Lucy the Lizard and Lexie the
Owl liked to be lazy. They would play on the log in the lake, take extra long
lunches, and dig holes.
Then they met Albert the Whale, near a pool of water, by the ocean.
Albert told them that it is okay to laugh, be silly, and lazy sometimes, but it
was dangerous to do in the jungle.
Albert told them eleven ways that would help them be safer. April, Lucy,
and Lexie listened and learned how to be more safe.
After Albert finished talking, the three friends yelled, "Thank you," to him
as he swam away.

Lynn loved to do laundry. In fact, she would call her family to tell them
every time she did laundry! She would watch baseball on the couch with
her pillow and a bowl of green salad whenever she did laundry.
She looked at her calendar and it said laundry was this Saturday. She called
her family to tell them. Her mom told her she didn't want to listen to her
talk about laundry.
"We can talk about lotion, lightning, or polar bears, I don't care! Just not
laundry," she said.
"But I have some new shoelaces and a towel that I am washing with my
laundry today," Lynn said.
"Please, no more laundry talk. I am going on a long walk to think about
ladders and marshmallows. That should keep my mind off of laundry."

Dale jumped up when he heard his alarm. Today was the fourth of July and
he couldn't wait to watch the firework show!
He found a tall hill that he could watch the show from very well. He and
his family ate lunch on the hill, threw a ball around, and played silly games
all day until it was time for the show.
The fireworks were bright and loud like lightning. Dale liked to look at all of
the different colors that lit up the sky.
After the show was over he got a call from his Uncle Larry. Uncle Larry
studied leaves in Brazil and called to ask Dale about the firework show.
Dale told his Uncle how great the show had been.
Uncle Larry laughed and said, "That is wonderful! I wish I could have been
there to celebrate with you. We'll see, maybe I can visit next year."

black

black bear

black and blue

blank

black belt

black widow

blew

black eye

blackberry

blink

blackboard

blockbuster

blocks

blanket

blood pressure

blue

blast off

blue color

bleachers

blue jacket

blindfold

blue mountains

blister

blue ribbon

blizzard

blueberries

blossom
blown
blue
blue cheese
blue jeans
blue sky
bluebird
blueprint
blur
blush

goblin

babbling

army blanket

mumbling

cable car

establishment

nosebleed

established

obligation

problem

gambling

publication

public

Navy blue

publicity

publish

nibbling

publishing house

sibling

obligate

republican

public school
publisher

publishing
republic
shoulder blade
trembling
troubling
unpublished

able

assemble

agreeable

dishonorable

babble

capable

answerable

inoperable

Bible

disable

available

irresistible

bubble

edible

comfortable

unapproachable

cable

flammable

dependable

unavoidable

double

flexible

desirable

unbelievable

fumble

horrible

eligible

undesirable

gamble

legible

enjoyable

unprofitable

global

lovable

honorable

unreasonable

humble

portable

impossible

unreliable

label

possible

incredible

marble

resemble

invisible

pebble

syllable

miserable

scramble

terrible

presentable

stable

timetable

questionable

stumble

unable

reasonable

table

usable

reliable

trouble

remarkable

tumble

responsible

verbal

vegetable

black crayon
plaid blanket
red blindfold
rapid blink
painful blister
snow blizzard
wooden blocks
blue crayon
chirping bluebird

He is using the black crayon.
She used a blanket to keep warm.
She couldn't see with the blindfold on.
He mistook her blink for a wink.
She got a blister from her new shoes.
The blizzard lasted for three days.
The children played with wooden blocks.
He used a blue crayon to color a sky.
The bluebird sang in the garden.

babbling baby
gambling man
stone goblin
stop mumbling
nibbling a cracker
bad nosebleed
big problem
sore shoulder blade
younger sibling

The baby was babbling.
Gambling can be risky.
The goblin is made of stone.
He is mumbling about something.
He was nibbling on a cracker.
She tried to stop her nosebleed.
It is a problem that my car is in water.
He lifted less weight so it wouldn't hurt his shoulder blade.
The sister takes care of her younger sibling.

Holy Bible
perfect bubble
clothing label
glass marble
round pebble
scrambled eggs
horse stable
dining table
in trouble

She read her Bible daily.
She made the perfect bubble.
Every shirt has a label.
I found a marble on the floor.
We saw a pebble in the sand.
He had scrambled eggs for breakfast.
Horses live in a stable.
They had dinner at the table.
The girl is in trouble.

The movie was about a blue goblin. He was in trouble because he got
caught in a blizzard. The blizzard was so bad, it was like the goblin had a
blindfold on over his eyes.
This was a problem for the goblin because he was not used to cold
weather. After stumbling around in the blizzard, the goblin saw a cabin.
Inside he found a blanket, made a fire, and cooked some scrambled eggs.
He had a blister on his shoulder blade from the back pack he was carrying,
but he was glad that he found the cabin. After nibbling on his scrambled
eggs, he fell asleep.

Able gave his sibling, Blake, a nosebleed. It was an accident.

They were playing marbles on the kitchen table. After Able lost a game he
started mumbling. Blake jumped up on the table and started doing the
blink dance. That was when the trouble began.
When Blake starting blinking his eyes, he became unstable and lost his
balance. Able tried to grab him before he fell, but it was too late. Blake fell
face first onto the black coffee table hitting his nose on it.
When their mom came home from Bible study, she was mad to see blood
all over the carpet. She asked the two siblings what had happened. Blake
got in a lot of trouble when his mom found out he had danced on the
table.
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chlorine

clam chowder

clap
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clarify
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clapping

clarinet

claw

classic

classical

clean

classmate

classified

click

classroom

clavicle

climb

classy

cleanliness

clock
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cleft palate

closed

clearance

clientele

clothes

clever

climactic

cloud

client
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climate

clinician

cluck

climax

club sandwich

climbing
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clockwise
clockwork
closet
close-up
clothing
cloudy
slug
slum

book club

alarm clock

athletic club

booklet

bricklayer

declaration

buckling

country club

digital clock

conclude

dry cleaning

exclamation

cycling

exclusion

exclusively

declare

exclusive

grandfather clock

disclose

Four-H Club

Oklahoma

dishcloth

garden club

proclamation

dry clean

health spa club

reclining chair

duckling

inclusion

vacuum cleaner

exclaim

nucleus

exclude

paper clip

health club

proclaiming

include

senior class

necklace

service club

o'clock

unbuckling

prickly

underclothes

proclaim

unlikely

quickly
ticklish

ankle

bicycle

historical

academically

buckle

chemical

identical

alphabetical

circle

critical

mechanical

analytical

cycle

icicle

motorcycle

anatomical

freckle

logical

numerical

categorical

jackal

magical

reciprocal

chronological

knuckle

medical

semicircle

geographical

nickel

miracle

statistical

mathematical

pickle

musical

unicycle

mythological

snorkel

obstacle

sprinkle

particle

tackle

physical

tickle

practical

twinkle
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technical
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wrinkle
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unmechanical

clam shells
clap enthusiastically
science class
sharp claw
clean sink
climb up
wall clock
big closet
new clothes

The clam shells are open.
People clap when a performance is over.
Science class is fun.
The lizard's claw was sharp.
She uses gloves to clean her sink.
She likes to climb a rock wall.
She saw a clock on the wall.
No one has a bigger closet in the house.
She shopped for new clothes.

weekly book club
cycling together
kitchen dishcloth
express dry clean
yellow duckling
silver necklace
eight o'clock
prickly cactus
ticklish stomach

They are sharing stories with their book club.
They love cycling on the trail.
He is drying with a dishcloth.
She has to dry clean people's clothes.
Her yellow duckling was precious.
She is holding her necklace.
Her alarm rang at eight o'clock.
Watch out, the cactus is prickly.
Her mom knows where she is ticklish.

sore ankle
blue bicycle
belt buckle
circle of hands
freckle face
one knuckle
one nickel
sour pickle
ocean snorkel

Her ankle is sore from a slip.
His bicycle is the blue one.
The belt buckle is gold.
They made a circle with their hands.
Her freckle face is gorgeous.
She had a bruise on her knuckle.
She gave me a nickel for change.
I want a pickle with lunch.
He saw many fish using his snorkel.

The ocean is a great place to catch clams. Today, Clay woke up at five o'clock, grabbed
his fishing clothes and blue belt buckle from the closet, and ate a pickle for breakfast.
He hopped on his bike and started cycling. He only lived a mile from the ocean.
When he got to the beach he noticed a nickel on the ground and picked it up.
Surprisingly, it was clean.
As he walked closer to the shore he saw a pile of clothes, a gold necklace, an ankle
bracelet, and a snorkel. He looked out into the ocean and saw his friend Cloey. She
was swimming in the ocean.
"Hi Cloey," he said.
"Hi Clay, what are you doing," she replied.
"I came to fish for clams," he said.
"That is called clamming," Cloey explained.
"Really?" said Clay, "I didn't know that." "I guess you're never too old to learn
something," he said, "Let's go clamming then."
The two friends grabbed the clam cages, walked to Clay's favorite spot, and started
clamming.

Looking over his shoulder, Clark could see for miles. The sky was clear and
blue. He had climbed 8,000 feet and was only half way to the top of
Mount Clap.
His knuckles were white, his hands were cold. The higher he climbed the
colder he got. He checked his map to make sure he wasn't climbing in
circles. He had seen many animals - including a duck with her ducklings.
He hoped he would be able to climb to the top of the mountain where he
would see everything.
During his climb, he had rubbed his ankle on a prickly plant and it
scratched him really bad. Clark wanted to be brave and so he kept on
climbing. He felt like making the climb would be worth the view and the
memories.
"My friends in the book club won't believe that I did this," he thought,
"We have only talked about doing this, but no one ever wanted to do it."
Clark wanted to reach his goal even if his ankle was in a little pain. He
turned back toward the mountain and kept climbing.

glad

glacier

glamorous

gladiator

glass

glamour

glass cutter

glamorously

globe

glaring

glistening

glorifier

gloss

glasses

glittery

gloriously

glove

glided

glorify

glow

glider

glorious

glue

glisten

glossary

glitter
global

gloomy
glory
glowing
glowworm
gluing

aglow

baseball glove

eyeglass

boggling

hourglass

boxing glove

igloo

dark glasses

neglect

eyeglasses

piglet

fiberglass

spyglass

giggling

unglue

juggler

work gloves

leather gloves

looking glass
neglectful
negligent
rubber gloves
semi-gloss
sunglasses
window glass

bagel

illegal

beagle

Portugal

bugle

prodigal

eagle

salt bagel

giggle
juggle
legal
smuggle
snuggle

struggle
wiggle

big glacier
very glad
water glass
wear glasses
shiny glitter
blue globe
leather glove
glow in the dark
white glue

The ship passed a big glacier.
He is glad to see his mom.
Pour me a glass of water, please.
His glasses helped him see.
Glitter is all over her face and neck.
She showed them on the globe.
Her glove will keep her hand warm.
She has glow in the dark lips.
The glue spilled on the paper.

red boxing gloves
small hourglass
round igloo
pro juggler
big magnifying glass
pink piglet
yellow rubber gloves
metal spyglass
yellow sunglasses

He took off his boxing gloves.
The hourglass has blue sand in it.
They made an igloo out of snow.
The juggler is using knives.
He looks for bugs with his magnifying glass.
The baby piglet is cute.
Rubber gloves protect your hands.
The spyglass helps me see far away.
She wore sunglasses to the beach.

onion bagel
beagle puppy
bugle solo
soaring eagle
giggle and laugh
illegal work
juggle balls
family snuggle

He chose a fresh baked onion bagel.
A beagle obeys his owner.
He plays his bugle in school.
A soaring eagle was looking for food.
She began to giggle at the joke.
Breaking into cars is illegal.
She likes to juggle at the beach.
Their family wanted to snuggle.

Glen was glad he had built his igloo by Glacier Pass. From there he could
watch eagles fly all day long.
Glen studied eagle feathers. He did this with a magnifying glass that was
part of a special tool kit. He had to be careful that his beagle, Gloria, didn't
bark too much or it would scare the eagles away.
Glen was glad that Gloria was with him though. She was a good beagle.
She would wiggle at night when he was trying to sleep, but they would
snuggle and Gloria would keep him warm.
Sometimes Gloria would lick his nose and make him giggle. Glen was glad
that Gloria was with him.

I have seen a man on Glendon Street who likes to juggle bagels. Really! It
doesn't matter what type or flavor of bagel either.
It could be an old bagel, a new bagel, a large bagel, or a small bagel.
One day, I was passing by and watching him. He looked at me and said, "I
can juggle your sunglasses."
"What?" I said. "Let me see your sunglasses," he replied.
I gave my sunglasses to him and said, "Be careful, those are new."
"Don't worry," he said. Then he did something I would have never thought.
He put on some boxing gloves, grabbed my sunglasses and some bagels
and began to juggle all of them. It was amazing!
"I'm so good at juggling, it should be illegal," he said. I told him he could
entertain people around the globe with his talent for juggling. I was so impressed with his juggling skills, I invited him to lunch. He accepted and we
went and had a bite to eat together.

flag

flagpole

flamingo

fluctuation

flame

flash card

flammable

flying safety

flat

flash flood

flattery

flying saucer

flick

flashbulb

flavoring

flip

flashlight

flea market

float

flatter

flexible

floor

flavor

floodwater

flop

flicker

floppy disk

floss

flighty

Florida

fluff

flip-flops

flowerpot

flute
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fluency

fly

floating

flying fish

flake

floodlight

flap

floor lamp

fleet

floppy

flight

florist
flounder
flowers
fluffy
flying

slum

afloat

affliction

cauliflower

refractivity

conflict

butterfly

inflammable

refrigeration

cornflakes

camoflauge

inflammation

refrigerator

deflate

deflation

inflatable

deflect

dragonfly

inflexible

firefly

inflation

influential

flip-flops
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influenza

horsefly

overflow

housefly
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inflate

sunflower

muffler

wallflower
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reflect
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snowflake

awful

beautiful

tablespoonful

careful

colorful

uneventful

cheerful

disgraceful

unmerciful

doubtful

distressful

forceful

eventful

frightful

forgetful

graceful

meaningful

grateful

merciful

handful

plentiful

harmful

resourceful

hopeful

respectful

hurtful

sorrowful

joyful

unlawful

mouthful

unthankful

painful

untruthful

playful

wonderful

shuffle
skillful
thankful
useful

checkered flag
Battery flashlight
orange flippers
float in water
wood floor
dental floss
potted flowers
play the flute
pesky fly

He waved the checkered flag.
The flashlight lit up the room.
Flippers help you go fast in water.
She likes to float in the water.
The wood floor made the room look great.
He cleans his teeth with floss.
The potted flowers were colorful.
He practiced his flute every day.
The fly is on the flower.

orange butterfly
camouflage uniform
fresh cauliflower
bowl of cornflakes
blue dragonfly
beach flip-flops
dirty housefly
winter snowflake
yellow sunflower

The butterfly rested on a stem.
The whole troop wore camouflage uniforms.
She cut up cauliflower for a snack.
She had cornflakes for breakfast.
The dragonfly was blue and pretty.
She wore her flip-flops on the beach.
The housefly is on the flower.
Every snowflake is different.
A sunflower grew in the garden

be careful
happy and cheerful
colorful wig
graceful dancer
handful of berries
harmful chemicals
big mouthful
painful ache
shuffle cards

Be careful you don't slip.
Everyone always thinks she is cheerful.
For her costume she wore a colorful wig.
The way she moves is so graceful.
He shared his handful of berries.
Be careful, those chemicals are harmful.
She had a mouthful of pizza.
Her toothache was painful.
Shuffle the cards before we play.

It was a normal morning for Floyd. He sat on his tile floor and ate a bowl of
cornflakes, watered his sunflowers, and played a song on his flute.
He was careful not to give his sunflowers too much water. Too much water
can be harmful to sunflowers. He really liked his sunflowers. They made
him cheerful.
Right after he watered the sunflowers, he watched as a butterfly landed on
them. Then another. Then another. Pretty soon his sunflowers were
covered with butterflies. He had never seen anything so colorful before.
He took a picture of his flowers covered in butterflies. Later, he put it in a
picture frame, on the wall, next to his flute. He always wanted to
remember that day.

Wearing flippers won't help you float, but they will help you swim better!
Flynn was a scuba diving teacher who took good care of his flippers. They
were special. They were camouflage.
He had bought them at a special store after his other pair gave him a
painful blister. They were the best flippers he ever had. He was excited to
use them on his scuba diving trip in the morning.
The night before his trip, he was flossing after some cauliflower had got
stuck in his teeth at dinner. While flossing he remembered that he needed
to pack a flashlight and his flip-flops for the trip. Without his flashlight, the
trip would not be as fun because he wouldn't be able to see all of the sea
flowers under the water. Without his flip-flops he wouldn't be able to walk
anywhere off the boat.
"Phew! I'm glad I remembered those," he thought. After he finished
flossing, he laid down and dreamed about his adventure in the morning.
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playing card

play
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playful
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please
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playtime

plow

pleasant

pluck

plenty

plug

pliers

plum

plug in

plus

plumber
plumbing
plunger
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airplane

accomplish

amplifier

applause

amplify

application

birthplace

anyplace

complexity

complain

completion

explanation

complete

complicate

exploration

display

compliment

simplicity

employ

diploma

unemployment

explain

discipline

explore

double play

fireplace

duplicate

replace

employee

replay

employment

simply

incomplete

sleepless

multiply

someplace

simplify

stapler

unemployed

stoplight

unpleasant

supply
upload

apple

deep purple

candied apple

couple

disciple

keep it simple

crumple

example

lovely dimple

dimple

free sample

mini-sample

maple

multiple

rotten apple

people

pineapple

vice principal

purple

principal

sample

principle

scalpel

quadruple

simple
staple
triple

planet earth
garden plant
play together
new playground
say please
metal pliers
white plug
purple plum
plus sign

We live on planet earth.
She watched the plant grow.
The boys play together every day.
The playground opens every day.
It is polite to say please.
Cut the wire with pliers.
My TV has a white plug.
I'm going to eat a plum.
Use a plus sign to add.

jet airplane
thunderous applause
fresh applesauce
strongly complain
explore nature
warm fireplace
desk stapler
green stoplight
file upload

We flew in an airplane.
The cast loved the applause from the audience.
Mom just made fresh applesauce.
He is going to complain about his salad.
They used binoculars to explore the country.
The fireplace heated the whole house.
My stapler is on my desk.
The stoplight turned green.
Upload the file to your computer.

red apple
married couple
crumple paper
deep dimple
maple syrup
new people
purple crayon
metal scalpel
staple papers

An apple is a healthy snack.
They were a married couple.
You should recycle paper not crumple it.
She had dimples on both cheeks.
I love maple syrup on my pancakes.
There are many people in a city.
I'm going to color the flowers purple.
The doctor uses a scalpel in surgery.
Staple your papers to keep them together.

Danny made a model of the planets for his science project. He
complained, at first, after he was given the assignment, but as he explored
the planets they became much more interesting to him.
He made his planet model using paper mache, staples, and some old
plugs. He used pliers and wire to connect them all together.
He wrote a plus sign on the three planets that were closest to the sun. He
painted four of the planets purple. He painted the rest of them green. He
wanted people to appreciate the uniqueness of his project.
He didn't play after school for two weeks in order to complete it. After he
finished presenting the project, Tim's class applauded and he was pleased.
"This went so well. I'll try not to complain the next time I get assigned a
project," he thought.

It was Tammy's first time on an airplane. She was nervous. A couple of other people
she had talked to said they were nervous too. She had so many questions about
flying.
Were there stoplights in the sky?
Were clouds more purple if you fly higher?
Could we explore space in this airplane?

She pulled an apple from her backpack and started eating. A stewardess asked her if
she wanted some apple juice.
"Yes please," she said. Eating the apple was making her less nervous. She began
listening to the music she had uploaded to her music player. One song was about a
maple tree. It made her smile.
"You have nice dimples," a girl sitting next to her said.
"Thank you," said Tammy.
"I left my music player on the fireplace at my house," the girl said.
"We can share if you want," said Tammy, "As long as you don't mind
listening to songs about maple trees."

The two of them laughed, listened to the music, and enjoyed the airplane ride
together.
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purposeless
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super slide
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nicely

translator
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uselessly
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axle

blood vessel

bustle
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capsule
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castle

dismissal

counsel

rehearsal
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utensil
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hustle
missile

morsel
muscle
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pencil
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wrestle

fast sled
light sleep
shirt sleeve
playground slide
toy slingshot
fuzzy slippers
dog slobber
lazy sloth
drive slow

He went fast on the sled.
Sleep on the couch for a nap.
He fixed the sleeve under his coat.
It is a tall slide.
His mom let him play with a slingshot.
She left her fuzzy slippers on the couch.
No one likes dog slobber.
Sloths hang upside down in trees.
Drive slow, children are playing.

fast asleep
race bobsled
metal bracelet
dogsled race
big mudslide
quiet ski slope
English translator
loud whistling
wrestling match

The girl was fast asleep.
Bobsled is a sporting event.
Her grandmother gave her the bracelet.
The dogsled team was out in front.
Stay far away from the mudslide.
He was excited to get on the ski slope.
Our translator speaks 4 languages.
He is whistling at the car.
The boys are in the championship wrestling match.

tiny blood vessel
vitamin capsule
kings castle
ancient fossil
hustle up
big missile
big muscle
short pencil
wrestle me

You can see the blood vessel on her eyelid.
She prefers to take a vitamin capsule.
The castle is on top of a cliff.
The fossil is of a fish.
He will get tackled if he doesn't hustle.
The truck has a missile on the back.
His muscle is so big.
He needs to sharpen his pencil.
The sumo's are starting to wrestle.

I have a dog named Sylvester but we call him "Sly" for short. When we
wrestle he likes to lick and slobber on me. We compete in dogsled races.
Dogsled races are hard work and we don't sleep much when we train for
them. We don't go slow, we hustle...for many days. Some days it is hard
not to fall asleep on the trail.
I talk to Sly through words and whistling.
Dogsled races can be dangerous. One time we almost got caught in a
mudslide and another time I pulled a muscle and needed help from
another dogsled team.
Sly and I help each other though. He is my best friend.

My friend Sloan sleeps a lot. He told me about a crazy dream he had
yesterday. In the dream, he was a spy. He was being chased by bad guys on
sleds down a ski slope. He had taken an expensive bracelet and destroyed
the bad guys' castle. The bad guys were launching missiles at him and
trying to slow him down.
When Sloan reached for something to defend himself, all he could find was
a slingshot. He fired rocks from the slingshot as fast as he could. The bad
guys began to laugh at him. Not because of the slingshot, but because
Sloan was doing all of this wearing pajamas and pink bunny slippers.
Sloan didn't care though.
He remembered he had a special capsule that could help him. He reached
up his sleeve, grabbed the capsule, and ate it.
A few seconds after he ate the capsule, Sloan was invisible. The bad guys
couldn't see him. Just as he was about to escape, he woke up. It was a
funny dream.
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mad girl
friendly mailman
travel map
party mask
wooden match
white milk

side view mirror
nice mom
paper money
hairy monkey
bright moon
black moose

little mouse
girl mouth
funny movie
brown mud
brown muffin
big muscle

ark animals
humpback camel
digital camera
brick chimney
rock climber
rock drummer

happy family
pink flamingo
juicy hamburger
metal hammer
new lawnmower
cut lemon

colored numbers

tiled bathroom

shiny dime
fun game
juicy ham
get home
cold ice cream
baby lamb

white mushroom
palm up
loud scream
swim fast
soccer team
thumbs up

tidy bedroom
girl's bedtime
clam shells
climb up
hair comb

smart plumber
swimming fast
kitchen timer
red tomato
pretty woman

1. She is mad at her friend.
2. The mailman delivered the letters.
3. He found the city on the map.
4. Wear a mask to the party.
5. Please light the match and start the fire.
6. A glass of milk is good for you.
7. I checked my side view mirror.
8. My mom gave me a hug.
9. He put the money in his pocket.
10. The monkey is looking for food.
11. The moon was shining bright.
12. The moose has big antlers.
13. The mouse wanted some cheese.
14. She has white teeth in her mouth.
15. We are going to the movie at 7 o'clock.
16. She is walking in the mud.
17. That chocolate muffin looks good.
18. His muscle is so big.

1. There were lots of animals on the ark.
2. The camel is in the desert.
3. She has a digital camera.
4. The chimney is made of brick.
5. The rock climber used ropes.
6. He is a drummer in a band.
7. The family was very happy.
8. The flamingo was walking by the shore.
9. Let's get a hamburger for dinner.
10. Hit the nail with the hammer.
11. He cut the grass with a lawnmower.
12. He squeezed lemon on his fish.
13. Put the numbers in order.
14. The plumber fixed the leaky pipe.
15. She is swimming under water.
16. Set the timer for five minutes.
17. Cut up one tomato and add it to the stew.
18. She is a happy woman.

1. The bathroom had marble tile.
2. I always keep my bedroom tidy.
3. They read a book at bedtime.
4. The clam shells are open.
5. She likes to climb a rock wall.
6. She likes to comb her hair.
7. Each gumball costs one dime.
8. They are playing a fun game.
9. We had ham for dinner.
10. We see dad when we get home.
11. Here is your bowl of ice cream.
12. The lamb is so cute.
13. We saw a mushroom in the grass.
14. He is holding her palm up.
15. She can scream really loud.
16. He likes to swim in the lake.
17. The team has their first game today.
18. She gave him a thumbs up.

Have you ever had lemon ice cream? Matt, his brother Mason, and their
whole family loved it. But Matt's family is not a typical family. They are a
family of monkeys. They live in the metro zoo in Maine. They always make
a mess when they eat ice cream, but Mac the zookeeper gives it to each
member of the family on their birthday.
Today was Matt's birthday and he couldn't wait to get his lemon ice cream.
Last night, at bedtime, he couldn't sleep. All he could think about was the
cold, yummy, lemon flavor in his mouth.
When Matt first saw Mac, he moved closer to him to see if he had the ice
cream. When he saw Mac's face he got worried.
"Sorry Matt," said Mac, "I couldn't get any lemon ice cream for you. They
were all out. I'll make it up to you though. Don't worry!"
Matt was sad and mad. He wanted to scream but he knew that wouldn't
help anything. Just then Mac pulled a shiny object out of his pocket.
"Here ya go," said Mac, "Here is a dime."
This would make a great addition to his collection of shiny objects. Matt
was happy with his birthday dime and smiled at Mac to say thank you.

Mel had the perfect idea for a new restaurant. He wanted to make and sell clam
hamburgers. If everyone loved clams as much as he did, his restaurant would be a
success.
And that would only be the start. He would make clam muffins, clam ice cream, and
clam tomato pie. He told his friend, Michael, about the idea. Michael told him he
should ask some people if they would eat those types of food.
Mel started talking to everyone he met. He talked to the plumber, the mailman, a
woman at the store, some people on the swim team, family members, and a
drummer in the park.
He asked all of them if they would pay money for a delicious clam hamburger. All of
them said, "No."
Mel couldn't believe it.
"Doesn't everyone love clams as much as me?" he thought.
Later that day Mel talked to his mom. She told him not to give up on his dream and
that the right idea would come to him. Mel thanked his mom and followed her
advice.
The next day he had more ideas and started making plans to work on them.

Mindy wanted to travel more. She watched a movie about someone who
traveled the world and that is what she was going to do.
She told her family and left home with her camera, comb, a map, and
some other belongings. There were so many things she wanted to do and
see.
She wanted to see a flamingo, a moose, masks from other countries, a
camel, and a tomato the size of a watermelon. She wanted to climb the
highest mountain, swim in the ocean, and see the bathroom in a king's
palace. She would have so many stories to tell.
When she got to the bus station and was ready to buy a ticket, she
realized...she didn't have any money. "They didn't show that in the movie,"
she thought as she walked home, "I'm sure I can solve this problem."
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2.
3.
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5.
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8.
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15.
16.
17.
18.

She is holding her knees.
The knife is made of metal.
Knock to see if they are home.
Hit the nail with the hammer.
She is taking a nap.
He wrote on the napkin.
She is touching her neck.
She is holding her necklace.
I used the needle to sew.
She had her neighbor over for tea.
There are eggs in the nest.
She bought new pink shoes.
She gave me a nickel for change.
It is a cloudy night.
The address has a nine in it.
She is pointing to her nose.
She left him a note for tomorrow.
The nurse offered her help.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

She made a smoothie in her blender.
The lady had naturally blonde hair.
I see a bunny in the grass.
They paddled the canoe on the lake.
The chimney is made of brick.
They sat down for a family dinner.
I want to have 2 doughnuts for breakfast.
His hand reached for the sky.
We bought honey at the store.
Lightning touched the ground.
He put the money in his pocket.
He took off the peanut shell.
We live on planet earth.
I see more than one rainbow.
He enjoyed running in the morning.
The desert is full of sand.
The magician's wand disappeared.
The wind was so strong it broke her umbrella.

1. We flew in an airplane.
2. She likes her bacon crunchy.
3. The balloon floated in the sky.
4. He colored the tree brown.
5. I had to sew a button onto a shirt.
6. It was a strong chain.
7. The chicken was by the coop.
8. He is touching her chin.
9. The fireman was very brave.
10. I always color the grass green.
11. The lion was hungry.
12. The moon was shining bright.
13. It took 3 days to climb the mountain.
14. The ocean looks beautiful today.
15. Give me a phone call in 10 minutes.
16. He likes to run by himself.
17. I eat cereal with a spoon.
18. The dog is sitting in the wagon.

Ned's smoothie party was in nine hours and he needed groceries. He wanted
his friends to be able to make any kind of smoothie they wanted.
At the store he bought doughnuts, honey, peanut butter, chocolate bunnies,
bacon, chicken, green onions, dinner rolls, sandwiches, rainbow sherbet,
and some extra blenders.
"Tonight is going to be legendary," he thought, "None of my friends have
ever had my famous chocolate bunny, bacon, and green onion smoothie."

He was so excited that while he was paying for his groceries, he invited the
cashier to come to the party.
"I hope to see you there," he said as he left the store. Tonight was going to
be the best smoothie party ever!

Danny didn't know what he wanted to do for a job. He was interested in so
many things that it was hard to choose just one.
His friend's dad was a fireman. He ran into buildings to save people. That
sounded fun, but scary. His brother was a nurse. He thought it sounded
cool to help people get better when they were sick.
His mom was a money manager at a bank.
"I could make a good banker, I am good at math," Danny thought.
His dad flew an airplane. Traveling sounded exciting. To fly like the wind
and see oceans and mountains. He would see the moon at night and the
sun by day.
He went to a circus once. "Maybe I should become a lion tamer," he
thought. He didn't want to smell like lion breath all day though.

He went to his mom and said, "Mom what job should I do when I grow
up?"
His mom said, "Danny, you're only nine. You have a few years to figure it
out. In the meantime, think about what you would like to do and start
learning more about it."
"Ok, thanks mom," said Danny, and he grabbed some books and began to
read.

Ben went running all the time. It was his passion. He would run anywhere
on the planet, at any time, and under any condition.
He ran at night. He ran during lightning storms. He even ran when I
chained a chicken to him as a joke! He just picked up the chicken, held it,
and started to run. I thought the chicken would have stopped him for sure.
One day, Ben was running in the sand by the ocean and saw his neighbor
Natalie. Natalie was running with her new bunny on a leash.

"Natalie, why are you running with your bunny?" he said.
"He helps my knees," she said.
"What do you mean?" said Ben.
"I don't know how to explain it. Whenever I run with my bunny, my knees
don't hurt," she said."
"Did someone at the pet shop wave their wand to make him a magic
bunny?" he asked.
"They must have," said Natalie.
The two friends finished their run together and Natalie told Ben more
about her "magic" bunny.
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bring

wrong

baking

sitting

backpacking

clarifying

ding

bedding

sleeping

canceling

deep sea fishing

dong

belong

swimming

car racing

exercising

hang

biking

talking

challenging

figure skating

king

boating

walking

coloring

harmonizing

long

bowling

gardening

horseback riding

lung

buying

handwriting

mountain climbing

ping

caring

jump roping

photographing

pong

catching

measuring

river rafting

ring

climbing

rewarding

roller skating

sing

dancing

rock climbing

salad dressing

song

driving

storm warning

scuba diving

spring

eating

traveling

verifying

sting

evening

unfolding

water skiing

string

fishing

visiting

strong

giving

wedding ring

swing

greeting

weight lifting

thing

hiding

Wyoming

laughing
painting
playing
raining

angry face
blue chewing gum
London England
big finger
long fingernail
pink flamingo

wood hanger
small hearing aid
hungry birds
gold jingle bell
hot jungle
cute kangaroo

two lungs
marching band member
play ping pong
loud singer
tangled hair
tango dance

biking with friends
bowling match
driving slowly
hang on tight
king robe
long path

raining down
diamond ring
start running
sing loud
lightly sleeping
bendable spring

bee sting
thin string
strong arms
swing high
red tongue
wrong way

1. You can see when she is angry.
2. She shared her chewing gum.
3. I would like to visit England.
4. The baby is grabbing her finger.
5. She had a long pinky fingernail.
6. The flamingo was walking by the shore.
7. Put your shirt on the hanger.
8. He puts the hearing aid in his ear.
9. The baby birds are hungry.
10. The jingle bell is hanging on the tree.
11. Wild animals live in the jungle.
12. We saw a kangaroo in Australia.
13. Our bodies have two lungs.
14. The marching band members had practiced hard.
15. Let's play a game of ping pong.
16. She is a very passionate singer.
17. Her hair gets tangled when she sleeps.
18. They are doing the tango.

1. He went biking with friends.
2. She went bowling with her friends.
3. She was driving down the road.
4. Hang on, we will help you.
5. The king makes the rules.
6. It is a long walk to the beach.
7. It is raining down on her.
8. She had a beautiful diamond ring.
9. He enjoyed running in the morning.
10. She was not nervous to sing.
11. Sleeping on the couch for a nap.
12. The spring flipped out of my hand.
13. I hope the bee doesn't sting me.
14. The string on my finger will help me remember.
15. He can lift heavy weight because he is strong.
16. She likes to swing at the playground.
17. Stick your tongue out and say "ahhh".
18. That sign says this is the wrong way.

It had been a tough tournament, but Tang had made it to the final round
of the ping pong championship in London, England. He taped each finger,
had orange chewing gum, and was wearing his kangaroo socks for luck.
The final game was the best he ever played. Every swing of his paddle
made a point. He was unstoppable!
He walked with a spring in his step to receive the ping pong champion
trophy. He held his trophy and began to sing. He would remember
everything about this moment.
It was raining outside, he was hungry, he was breathing deep from his
lungs, and felt like doing the tango! He was now king of the ping pong
world and nothing could ruin this moment. Except, if he got a bee sting. He
was allergic to bee stings. As long as he stayed indoors, he wouldn't have
to worry.

Kyle played in the school marching band. Tonight, the band was playing
Jingle Bells in a nursing home for the holidays.
Next week, he would be sleeping in a snow cave at Singer Campground. He
was going to have a busy holiday break.
Over the break he wanted to go bowling with his family, put all of his
clothes on hangers, and practice driving. He had just received his driving
permit and couldn't wait to start. He was nervous to drive on the ice.
He got angry when he saw others driving fast when the weather was bad.
He wished he wouldn't have got his permit until the spring, but was glad
he wouldn't have to wait that long. "Driving accidents happen in the spring
too," he thought.
He started to get hungry. "Let's go to King Hot Dogs and get some dinner,"
he said. The marching band, Jingle Bells' singer, and Kyle finished their
songs, hopped in their parent's van, and drove to the restaurant.

pad

pin

package

Pacific

pacifier

Panama Canal

page

pit

paddle

pajamas

pardonable

pandemonium

paid

poem

painful

papaya

parenthesis

particularly

paint

point

painted

passenger

participate

pediatrician

pan

pole

pancake

passionate

peanut butter

Pennsylvania

pants

pool

paper

Pearl Harbor

peninsula

perfectionism

park

pot

parade

penalty

perfectionist

perpendicular

pass

pug

parent

penmanship

perishable

personality

past

pull

parking

peppermint

personable

possibility

pat

put

parrot

persevere

personalize

paw

party

personal

personalized

pay

passing

piano

pistachio

peach

password

piggybank

poison ivy

pear

peacock

pillowcase

police station

peg

peanut

pineapple

pomegranate

pen

pencil

policeman

potato chips

pet

penguin

Portugal

punctuation

pie

penny

post office

punishable

pig

people

potato

pill

pickle

public school

picnic
pirate
pizza
pocket

apart

popcorn

apartment

apologize

happy go lucky

apple

puppet

apple pie

apology

hippopotamus

chopping

report

capital

disappearance

metropolitan

copy

sleeping

cherry pie

disposable

opinionated

coupon

soapy

copperhead

flipping a coin

opportunity

crockpot

stopping

diaper

paper cutter

unpopulated

depend

super

frying pan

paper towels

diaper

teapot

grasshopper

superior

dipping

teepee

newspaper

supermarket

dripping

toothpaste

octopus

tissue paper

dustpan

zip code

peppermint

Winnie the Pooh

happy

zipper

pineapple

wrapping paper

hippo

awkward

reporter

mopping

cakewalk

separate

napkin

liquid

slippery

napping

walkway

soda pop

open

equal

Superman

paper

likewise

superstar

pepper

frequent

tropical

ping pong

require

typewriter
wallpaper
woodpecker
zookeeper

cap

asleep

antelope

chocolate chip

cup

backup

baseball cap

citizenship

hoop

book drop

candy shop

companionship

lamp

bus stop

city map

Little Bo Peep

mop

checkup

coffee cup

measuring cup

pipe

clean up

envelope

potato chip

pop

cough drop

fingertip

stereotype

rope

doorstop

fire escape

tomato soup

sheep

escape

flower shop

ship

flip flop

gingersnap

shop

grown up

laundry soap

soap

jump rope

leadership

soup

ketchup

lollipop

stop

makeup

membership

sweep

mousetrap

oversleep

tape

roundup

paper clip

top

shortstop

penmanship

trap

sit up

scholarship

up

syrup

sportsmanship

wrap

toy shop

telescope

workshop

paint colors
hot pancakes
new pants
city park
juicy peaches
peanut shell

tasty pear
ink pen
short pencil
one penny
sour pickle
cherry pie

fat pig
hot pizza
white pocket
swimming pool
butter popcorn
red pot

red apple
baby diaper
dripping water
broom and dustpan
happy smile
big hippo

mopping fast
paper napkin
napping quietly
open sign
white paper
chile pepper

play ping pong
sock puppet
yellow teapot
Indian teepee
green toothpaste
metal zipper

coffee cup
hula hoop
burning lamp
dirty mop
metal pipe
can of pop

twisted rope
cute sheep
cruise ship
shop for food
hand soap
soup bowl

stop sign
sweep up
maple syrup
sticky tape
mouse trap
up there

1. There are many colors of paint to choose from.
2. Your pancakes look really good.
3. There is a sale on pants today.
4. We go to the park once a week.
5. Georgia grows the most delicious peaches.
6. He took off the peanut shell.
7. Can I have a bite of your pear?
8. I need to borrow your pen.
9. He needs to sharpen his pencil.
10. He found a penny on the ground.
11. I want a pickle with lunch.

12. Your cherry pie looks delicious.
13. The pig was laying in the mud.
14. We had pizza for dinner last night.
15. He has nothing in his pocket.
16. We swim in the pool at night.
17. Let's eat popcorn during the movie.
18. Steam came out of the pot.

1. The teacher put the apple on her desk.
2. Mom changed the diaper.
3. The faucet is dripping.

4. Use a dustpan to sweep up.
5. She has a big, happy smile.
6. The hippo is looking for water.
7. He is mopping the floor.
8. He wrote on the napkin.
9. Talk softly she is napping.
10. She is holding the open sign.
11. Please take out a sheet of paper.
12. Don't eat the pepper, it's hot.
13. Let's play a game of ping pong.
14. The puppet has glasses.
15. Please boil some water in the teapot.
16. Some Indians lived in a teepee in the 1800's.
17. Toothpaste will help keep your teeth clean.
18. Pull on the zipper to open your suitcase.

1. She was holding her coffee cup.
2. She is using the hula hoop.
3. They used a candle in the lamp.

4. I need to mop my floor.
5. I need to fix my leaky pipe.
6. I would like a can of pop, please.
7. The rope is tied in knots.
8. The sheep is standing in the grass.
9. The ship will be gone for 10 days.
10. I need to shop for groceries.
11. Wash your hands with soap.
12. I ate chicken noodle soup when I was sick.
13. Always stop when you see the sign.
14. Their mom asked them to sweep up the leaves.
15. I want syrup on my pancakes.
16. I will fix it with some tape.
17. I set the trap to catch the mouse.
18. She is pointing up.

The entire room was dripping with syrup. Patty had just wanted pancakes for
breakfast, but nothing had gone right.
First, she accidentally put pepper instead of sugar in the pancake batter.
Next, she cooked the pancakes in a pot instead of a pan. Then, she spilled
pancake batter all over her pants. Finally, she put the syrup in the microwave
for so long it exploded.
"I am a poor cook," she thought. She grabbed a mop, some soap, paper
towels, and dustpan and began to clean and sweep everything up.
"Maybe I would have better luck with pie," she thought, mopping the floor.

Parker made the coolest invention. It was called "Pizza in Your Pocket." It
was a plastic container shaped like a piece of pizza.
People could take a warm or cold piece of pizza, put it in their pocket, and
take it with them anywhere. He designed a special trap door that held
napkins too, just in case the pizza got messy.
He wanted to make more "Pocket" products that would let people take
food with them in their pocket.

He had ideas for "Pie in Your Pocket," "Pickle in Your Pocket," "Peaches and
Pears in your Pocket," and "Popcorn in Your Pocket." He really wanted to
make "Soup in Your Pocket," but that idea was going to be a little trickier.
He had the "Pizza in Your Pocket" product in many stores and shops. He
was happy that people liked it and hoped they wouldn't stop buying them.

Whenever people threw a birthday party and wanted a puppet show, they
would call Penny. Penny was the best puppeteer in the town. She had
more puppets than pepperoni on a pizza.
She always had the funniest names and parts for her puppets too. One
puppet was named Teepee. Teepee was a cleaner, except he only cleaned
with toothpaste. Another puppet's name was Pepper. Pepper was lazy and
he would only wear clothes that were made of tape.
I thought Pepper was the funniest puppet because he always got stuck on
things from his tape clothes. Yep, you never knew exactly what kind of
puppet show to expect when Penny came to your party.
But today Penny was sad. We passed her in the park and asked her what
was wrong. "I can't find Pepper," she said, "I've looked for him
everywhere. When I got home I opened my puppet box and I couldn't find
him."
"We will help you find him," my friend and I said. We called up some other
people and started searching for Pepper.

race

run

rabbit

racquet ball

reality

rationality

rack

wrap

raccoon

radio

reasonable

reciprocity

rag

wrench

rainbow

rational

recipient

recommendation

rain

wrist

raincoat

rattlesnake

recognition

respiratory

rake

write

rainy

reaction

recollection

roasting marshmallows

ram

raisin

realize

regulation

Roman Catholic

ranch

reading

really

relationship

Roman numeral

rat

reason

rebellious

repetition

read

recess

recognize

reputation

red

repeat

recommend

residential

rice

rescue

recycle

resolution

rich

respect

reelect

respectable

ride

review

regulate

revolution

ring

rhino

relative

rhinoceros

rip

ribbon

religion

ridiculous

rock

ripping

removal

riding safety

root

robin

residence

rutabaga

rope

robot

respectful

rug

rocket

reunion

reconciliation

rotten

Rhode Island

reconsideration

roundup

ridicule

Republican Party

royal

right handed

running

rolling pin
runaway

around

garage

aerobics

America

auditorium

arrange

giraffe

battery

area code

cafeteria

arrest

hearing

blueberries

arithmetic

elementary

arrive

hero

camera

Arizona

imaginary

arrow

married

canary

authority

irresistible

battery

orange

celery

category

Memorial Day

berries

parrot

cereal

Colorado

necessarily

borrow

pirate

cherry pie

decoration

vegetarian

camera

squirrel

coloring

dictionary

verification

carrot

story

correction

encouragement

vocabulary

cherry

syrup

diary

everybody

voluntarily

chorus

walrus

direction

interruption

correct

x-ray

embarrass

January

dairy

zero

encourage

macaroni

earring

Florida

maple syrup

erase

furious

memorial

errand

gorilla

necessary

Mediterranean

fairy

incorrect

operation

peculiarity

flooring

kangaroo

orangutan

forest

memorize

perimeter

parakeet

secondary

separate

security

storybook

variety

tomorrow

voluntary

bare

mare

admire

mature

amateur

alligator

bear

more

beaver

memoir

anywhere

conquistador

car

near

before

mother

Baltimore

El Salvador

care

oar

beware

New Year

candy bar

U.S.S.R.

chair

pair

cashier

nightmare

Delaware

clear

pear

compare

North Star

dinosaur

dare

pier

doctor

nowhere

dinosaur

deer

pour

dollar

outdoor

disappear

door

score

downpour

seashore

falling star

ear

shore

drugstore

secure

handlebar

fair

sore

endure

space bar

insecure

far

spare

expire

insincere

fear

spear

explore

kangaroo

floor

star

father

manicure

four

stare

feather

millionaire

fur

steer

flower

pioneer

gear

store

guitar

questionnaire

hair

tar

hammer

salad bar

hear

tear

ignore

shooting star

jar

war

indoor

sophomore

year

inspire

souvenir

jaguar

sycamore

ladder

unaware

letter

volunteer

cute rabbit

rake leaves

ride safely

raccoon tail
long race

big rat
reach up high

diamond ring
rip paper

tennis racquet

read quietly

gray rock

old radio

recycle bin

floor rug

dish rag

red crayon

run fast

heavy rain

old rhinoceros

small wrench

pretty rainbow

red ribbon

sore wrist

scoop of raisins

bowl of rice

write it out

suspect arrest

erase a mistake

peel orange

one arrow

fairy costume
thick forest

talking parrot
pirate ship

big garage

nice squirrel

tall giraffe

fun story

fresh carrots

small hearing aid

maple syrup

cherry on top

super hero

fat walrus

breakfast dairy

dry macaroni

new x-ray

beaded earring

married couple

number zero

hungry bear

wood floor

ocean shore

butter popcorn
fast car

four cars
long hair

big spider
square block

wooden chair

tall ladder

shiny star

loud cheer

near the hole

classroom teacher

family dinner

white paper

tear paper

front door

tasty pear

whisper softly

clothes dryer

pour water

barb wire

roaring fire

nice to share

new year

charged battery
fresh blueberries
digital camera

1. I see a rabbit in the grass.
2. The raccoon has a striped tail.
3. They all wanted to race together.
4. He hit the ball with the racquet.
5. I am listening to an old radio.
6. Use the rag to clean the floor.
7. The rain was pouring down.
8. I see more than one rainbow.
9. I want raisins in my cereal.
10. We rake leaves in the fall.
11. The rat was looking for some cheese.

12. She is trying to reach the rings.
13. It was fun to read about princesses.
14. She is showing people how to recycle.
15. Red is my favorite color.
16. The rhinoceros has big horns.
17. She is holding a ribbon.
18. We want rice for dinner.
19. He went on a motorcycle ride.
20. She had a beautiful diamond ring.
21. Don't rip the paper we need it.
22. The rock is heavy.
23. There is a big rug in my house.
24. He likes to run by himself.
25. He used the wrench to fix the leaky faucet.
26. He is holding his wrist.

27. She writes in her journal every week.

1. The police officer made an arrest.
2. She is holding an arrow.
3. He needed a battery for his game.
4. He ate blueberries for breakfast.
5. She has a digital camera.
6. We pick carrots from the garden.
7. I would like a milkshake with a cherry on top.
8. Dairy is always good for breakfast.
9. Her earring was too heavy.
10. If you make a mistake, erase it.
11. She dressed up as a fairy.

12. Many trees are in the forest.
13. Their house has two garage doors.
14. The giraffe has a long neck.
15. He puts the hearing aid in his ear.
16. He dressed up like a hero.
17. We want macaroni and cheese for dinner.
18. They are a married couple.
19. He is going to eat the orange.
20. How does a parrot talk?
21. The pirate is looking for treasure.
22. The squirrel was looking for nuts.
23. Mom read a story to her son.
24. I want syrup on my pancakes.
25. The walrus has huge tusks.
26. The doctor showed her the x-ray.

27. Our address has a zero in it.

1. The bear was hunting for food.
2. I put butter on my popcorn.
3. The car is fast.
4. Matthew sat down on the chair.
5. They did a cheer at the pep rally.
6. They sat down for a family dinner.
7. We knocked on the door three times.
8. She put the clothes into the dryer.
9. The fire kept them warm.
10. The wood floor made the room look great.
11. She will be four years old in October.

12. She has long, pretty hair.
13. Use the ladder to reach the fruit.
14. The ball is near the hole.
15. Please take out a sheet of paper.
16. Can I have a bite of your pear?
17. Can I pour you a glass of water?
18. She is nice to share her ice cream.
19. Let's go play by the sea shore.
20. The spider waited for flies in the web.
21. A square has four sides.
22. The star was hanging on the tree.
23. She is our 5th grade teacher.
24. Don't make me tear these papers.
25. She whispered into the girl's ear.
26. The fence had barb wire on it.

27. It is almost the end of the school year.

Whenever I have free time, I race to my garage. I have all kinds of crazy
experiments going on in there. I don't mean testing rats or anything. I
mean really cool experiments.
For example, right now I am experimenting to see if carrots can recharge
batteries. I have had other experiments that have gone longer. My
experiment to see if raisins will make the speakers in my radio louder has
been going on for over a year now.
There are so many more ideas that I want to experiment with - making a
fireproof door, testing to see what rainbows are made of, trying to see if I
can teach rats to read.
If my brain was made of trees, it would be a forest of ideas. Science is
radical!

My buddy Randy is my hero. He has won many awards, ribbons, and
trophies. But he doesn't care about all of that. He does what he does to
help others. Here are a few things he has done that make him such a great
guy.
First of all, he is married and is an awesome dad. He has been a teacher
for 15 years and has won teacher of the year three times! He volunteers to
read to students at after school programs and pick up garbage on the side
of the road on the weekends.
He recycles paper, plastic, and glass which is good for the environment. He
helps people with hearing aids get them for less money. He once saved a
baby giraffe from drowning at the zoo. He is writing two books. One about
ways to improve classroom education and another with fun short stories
for kids.
There are hundreds of other examples I could share with you. Randy puts
his heart and strength into everything he does. He is a real role model and
I try to follow the example he sets.

My sister has a friend who thinks he is a pirate. He wears a red bandana on
his head, has a pet parrot that he keeps on his shoulder, and walks around
saying, "Arrr matey."
As if this wasn't strange enough, he also has a really big collection of
earrings. Not normal earrings either, weird ones.
He has earrings that look like rocks, wrenches, raccoons, cameras, walrus,
and even a pair that look like rakes. I understand that some pirates wear
earrings, but I thought they would be scarier like hooks, or circles, or
daggers.
I feel like I should tell my sister's friend to research the type of earrings
that pirate's wear. Without the right gear, a person who is trying to look
like a pirate will just look strange. If he ever met a real pirate, the pirate
would probably make fun of him for how he looked.

brace

bracelet

bravery

braid

braces

breathtaking

brain

brainstorm

bricklayer

bread

brand-new

British Isles

break

Brazil

broccoli

breeze

breakdown

broken down

brick

breakfast

bronchitis

bride

breast stroke

Brooklyn Bridge

bridge

breathing

brotherhood

brook

bridle

brotherly

broom

briefcase

brussels sprouts

brow

brighten
brilliant
Britain
Broadway
broken
Brooklyn
broomstick
brother
brownie

abroad

Abraham

abbreviate

abrupt

algebra

celebrated

Cambridge

Brooklyn Bridge

celebration

cobra

celebrate

librarian

cornbread

gingerbread

Golden Gate Bridge

daybreak

Labrador

celebrity

drawbridge

library

eyebrow

paintbrushes

fabric

vibration

hairbrush

vertebra

paintbrush

scatterbrain

sea breeze

umbrella

sweetbread

unbroken

toothbrush

London Bridge

white bread

Nebraska

zebra

whole wheat bread

metal bracelet
smart brain
sliced bread
eat breakfast
long bridge
broken plate
push broom
big brother
fresh baked brownie

Her grandmother gave her the bracelet.
Her friends say she is a brain.
The bread was cut in slices.
I love bacon, eggs, and orange juice for breakfast.
The bridge connects the two cities.
The plate was broken.
He swept the area with a broom.
He loves his brother.
She had a fresh baked brownie for her treat.

scary cobra
cornbread muffin
bushy eyebrow
fabric store
wood hairbrush
new paintbrush
orange toothbrush
piece of white bread
wild zebra

The cobra wanted to strike.
She had a cornbread muffin for dinner.
He had a bushy eyebrow.
She got her fabric at the store.
She just bought the hairbrush.
Grab a paintbrush and get started.
The dentist gave her a new toothbrush.
I bought a loaf of white bread.
We saw a zebra in the jungle.

My brother is getting married on Friday. He wants the wedding day to be
perfect for his bride. He is planning to visit her house early and make her
breakfast in bed. Two of her favorite things to eat are brownies and
cornbread, so he is actually going to make her brownie oatmeal and
cornbread muffins.
She loves zebras and he bought her a picture of a baby zebra from a store,
just east of the Brooklyn Bridge. He bought her a beautiful bracelet to
wear at the wedding.
He has other gifts that he wants to bring her, but I told him to wait until
after the wedding for some of them. She is really smart so he is getting her
a squishy foam brain that she can put on her desk at work. He also wants
to give her a new set of paintbrushes for her studio.
If he treats her this good all of the time, I'm sure she won't break his heart.

The Guinness Book of World Records is full of amazing facts that will raise
your eyebrows. From broken bones to tiny brains, it covers the world's
most interesting, fanatical, and dedicated people.
Some records have never been broken even though many people try.
There are records for people who own entire houses full of brown fabric,
barns full of toothbrushes, and cars full of moldy white bread. One person
holds a record for riding a broom over a thousand miles.
Some records are held by more than one person. Like the four bread store
owners who sold a bridge, or the three brothers who hold a record for
having cobras on their head for the longest amount of time.
Why would anyone wear a cobra on their head? Some might think that is
brave, but I would think something was wrong with their brain.
If you visit a city with a Guinness Book of World Records museum, I
recommend getting up early, eating a big breakfast and spending all day in
one. You will have fun and wild stories to bring home to your friends and
family.
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crack
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crazy
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credible

credit union

crib

creepy

criminal

criterion

crop

cricket

criticize

critical mass

crow

crisis

crocodile

cross reference

crumb

crossing

crop duster

cross-country skis

cry

crosswalk

cross-country

crossword puzzle

crowded

cruelty

crow's nest

crystallize

cruel
cruise ship
crummy
crunchy
crystal

slug
slum

across

acrobat

acrobatics

aircraft carrier

aircraft

bike crossing

democracy

incriminating

bankrupt

democrat

hypocrisy

micro detector

book rack

double-cross

increasingly

cockroach

giant crab

incredible

concrete

handcrafted

microscopic

decrease

hypocrite

railroad crossing

handcraft

increasing

recreation

ice cream

microphone

secretary

increase

microscope

king crab

nutcracker

packrat

sacrifice

pie crust

sauerkraut

Red Cross

secrecy

sand crab

sour cream

scarecrow

watercraft

secret
spacecraft
stock room
whip cream

hard shell crab
big crack
start to crawl
box of crayons
crazy fun
baby crib
crave chocolate
busy crosswalk
start to cry

I think a crab just pinched me.
The wall had a big crack.
The baby just started to crawl.
He shares his box of crayons.
They were acting crazy in the kitchen.
Our crib was hard to put together.
I crave a big chocolate bar.
Cross the street at the crosswalk.
The baby started to cry.

broke and bankrupt
gross cockroach
wet concrete
cold ice cream
messy packrat
soft pie crust
garden scarecrow
tell the secret
fluffy whip cream

The company went bankrupt last month.
Do you see that cockroach?
Sidewalks are made out of concrete.
Here is your bowl of ice cream.
He is a packrat, he keeps everything.
Wrap the pie crust around the dish.
The scarecrow keeps birds away from the garden.
She is telling her a secret.
May I have some whip cream on my pie?

The ice cream cake was melted all over the floor. Kristina's party had gone perfectly
until her friend, Crystal, had forgot to put the ice cream cake in the freezer. Kristina
wanted to cry! She had been craving ice cream cake for days. It was her favorite ice
cream cake - mint with cookie crust, topped with whip cream and cherries.
She wanted to try and save the cake, but a cockroach had crawled into it and then hid
in a crack in the wall. Cockroaches drove her crazy and it made her feel worse about
losing the ice cream cake.
"I'll go buy another one," said Crystal. She ran outside, crossed the street, and went
to the cake shop. She was back in minutes with a new ice cream cake - mint with
cookie crust, topped with whip cream and cherries. It was exactly like the one that
melted.
"How did you get another one so fast?" Kristina asked.
"I have a secret to tell you," Crystal responded, "I had two cakes made just in case
something like this happened. I forget to do stuff like this all the time. I would
probably go bankrupt if I bought ice cream cakes all the time. Thank goodness I
don't!"
Crystal, Kristina, and their friends laughed and all enjoyed a slice of ice cream cake.

People I know say my Uncle Creed is crazy. He lives across from the beach. Every day
he goes to the beach and finds crabs. Then he takes them home and puts them in a
crib.
Not a box, not a cage, a crib.
Then he takes crayons and colors the tops of their shells.
"When the crabs move around they create what I call 'moving art'," he says. Some
call it crazy, I call it creative.
He also collects scarecrows, broken pieces of concrete, crumbs, and fake crystals. He
keeps them all in crates in his front yard, but I don't know where he gets them all
from. People call him a packrat, but they shouldn't criticize. We all collect "stuff."
He has done some pretty incredible things. He has given a crow a bath in a creek, fed
a cricket cream cheese, and crawled on cranberries to make his own cranberry sauce.

He is amazing at crossword puzzle. It has never taken him more than two minutes to
finish any crossword.
He is building his own spacecraft too - not to go to space, just to learn how to build
one.
People call me crazy, but I want to be like my Uncle Creed some day.

drag

drag race

Dracula

dramatically

drain

dragging

dragonfly

drastically

draw

dragon

dramatic

drawing table

dread

dreary

dressmaker

dream

dresser

drinkable

drill

dressing

driver's seat

drink

drawer

drowsiness

drip

dreading

drummer boy

drive

dreaming

dry cleaner

drop

drainpipe

drawing board

drum

drama

dressing room

dry

drastic

dressing up

drilling

driving range

drive-in
driven
driver
dropping
drowsy
drugstore
drummer
dry clean
dryer

address

cathedral

adrenalin

ambulance driver

bedroom

eye dropper

dehydrated

hydrophobia

children

hair dresser

driving safety

hypochondriac

cough drop

hair dryer

lemon-lime drink

quadrilateral

dandruff

hydrogen

overdrawing

daydream

hydroplane

pineapple drink

eardrum

lemon drink

salad dressing

eye drops

line drawing

taxi driver

fire drill

orange drink

fruit drink

overdrive

hundred

quadruple

laundry

race driver

raindrops

screwdriver

snowdrift

truck driver

soft drink

withdrawal

sundress
sundried
undress
withdraw
wondrous

chinese dragon
sink drain
draw a picture
night dream
wood dresser
drink water
water drip
long drive
snare drum

The statue was of a dragon.
The drain was not clogged.
He started to draw a picture.
She had a happy dream.
The dresser is made of wood.
She wanted to drink water.
The faucet started to drip.
They went for a drive on a dusty road.
The snare drum is played in a marching band.

new address
tidy bedroom
playing children
cherry cough drop
one hundred
laundry basket
heavy raindrops
high snowdrift
light sundress

Every home has a unique address.
I always keep my bedroom tidy.
The children are best friends.
The cough drop made him feel better.
He is one hundred years old today.
The laundry basket is full.
Raindrops are falling on her.
The car was covered by a snowdrift.
She wore her sundress to the beach.

In the winter, wind blows the snow to create snowdrifts. Some storms are
so drastic that snowdrifts bury cars on our street in snow.
Snowdrifts can be anything you can dream up. The neighborhood children
and I always played in snowdrifts around our houses. We would dig the
snow out and pretend to drive the drifts like cars.
I would sit in the driver's seat and my friend Drew would be co-pilot. One
time we shaped the snowdrift into the shape of a dragon. Another time,
we shaped the snow into a bunch of little drums.
We would also make snowmen. We took dirty laundry and clothes we
found in our dresser drawers, and dressed our snowmen head to toe.
Once we accidentally used my sister Drea's dress. Drea got pretty mad at
us and took her dress to the dry cleaners right away. If you ask me she was
a little too dramatic about the whole thing.
I dreaded that she would tell my mom and I would get in a lot of trouble. I
pictured my mom dragging me all over the store to help buy Drea a new
dress. Luckily, Drea and I made a deal. I promised to bring her favorite
drink to her anytime of the day for one month.
Now I'm worried I will drop the drinks I take to her.

My cousin Drake is a professional drummer. He's not the typical kind of drummer
though. At his shows, he and the other drummers will drum on almost anything.
I have seen them drum on people's drink cups, drill bits, drain pipes, a washer and
dryer, and a hundred other things. His drumming group is very entertaining to watch.
They mostly perform on stage in concert halls. They perform outside concert halls
too though. They have performed at a driving range, in someone's bedroom, at a
drag race, and at a drugstore.

The drummers usually don't ask questions about where they play, as long as they get
paid for their time. They have dreams to play in New York City some day. The band is
saving their money to drive there, but don't have enough yet.
Next month they are holding a special performance at the drive-in theater. It is a
Halloween based concert so one of the band members is going to dress up as Dracula
and drum on a mummy. The drummers hope this concert will raise the extra money
they need to drive to New York.
As a band of drummers, they are very driven to meet their goals and dreams.
That's what it takes to be a performer.

frail

fracture

frequency

fragility

frame

fragile

fresh water

fraternity

France

fragrance

fricative

fraternizing

freak

frantic

friendliness

frighteningly

free

freaky

frolicking

freeze

freckle

front runner

fried

free lunch

frontal lobe

friend

free time

frostbitten

fries

freedom

fruit salad

fright

freeway

fruitfulness

frog

freezer

frustrating

front

French fries

frustration

frost

French toast

frying pan

fruit

freshen

fry

Friday
friendly
frighten
frigid
front page
frosting
frozen

slug
slum

fruit cup

afraid

affricate

confrontation

refractivity

befriend

Africa

infrequently

refrigeration

boyfriend

antifreeze

refreshingly

refrigerator

bullfrog

defrosted

refrigerate

carefree

Good Friday

San Francisco

cold front

infraction

South Africa

confront

infrared

unfrequented

deep-fry

infrequent

unfriendliness

defrost

infringement

unfruitfulness

girlfriend

refreshing

grapefruit

refreshments

leapfrog

unafraid

refrain

unfriendly

refresh

unfrozen

scot-free

unfruitful

sea front

waterfront

picture frame
freckle face
French fries and Ketchup
delicious french toast
Friday night
best friend
green frog
pink frosting
fruit mix

Her picture was in the frame.
Her freckle face is gorgeous.
Give me a lot of Ketchup for my French fries.
She had French toast for breakfast.
Our date is on Friday night.
He is my best friend.
The frog caught the fly with its tongue.
She wanted pink frosting on her cupcake.
They had their choice of fruit.

be afraid
kind boyfriend
ugly bullfrog
deep-fry food
cute girlfriend
cut grapefruit
play leapfrog
refresh yourself
beautiful sea front

The thunder scared me and I was afraid.
Her boyfriend is very kind and respectful.
A bullfrog is gross.
Deep-fry foods for a better taste.
I like being with my girlfriend.
I eat grapefruit in the morning.
They are playing leapfrog.
She used the water to refresh herself.
Their house was right on the sea front.

Fran's boyfriend, Fred, enjoyed making her breakfast on Friday.

This Friday he said he would make her French toast with frosting, fruit, and
whip cream. Fred's French toast recipe was amazing. It had been passed
down from his great grandmother who made French toast in France.
Fred never told anyone the recipe.
All Fran knew was that he deep-fried the bread in a special mixture that
had frozen grape juice, cinnamon, and nutmeg in it. The French toast was
so good it was freaky.
Being Fred's girlfriend was great and getting French toast every Friday was
a huge perk. Fran hoped that Fred would tell her the secret French toast
recipe one day.
Until then, she would just enjoy how frequently she could eat them.

In my free time I like to freckle watch. Freckle what? I know, it sounds like
a weird hobby. I tried to refrain from it, but the truth is, I can't. I think
freckles are so cool.
I have seen freckles that look like frogs, French fries, and even Africa. I get
different responses when I ask to see people's freckles. Unfortunately,
people aren't always the most friendly when you ask if you can look at
their freckles.
Sometimes I go days without looking at any. It can be frustrating. Most
people are friendly and unafraid and will show theirs to me. I have made
good friends with complete strangers because I asked to see their freckles.
I was introduced to my girlfriend, Francesca, by one stranger. He said
Francesca was interested in art and thought freckle shapes would be a
fresh idea for one of her projects.
I wouldn't give up my hobby of freckle watching for anything.

grain

gracious

graciously

graduation

grapes

grade school

gradual

grammatical

grass

grading

gradually

grand piano

green

grammar

graduate

grandfather clock

greet

grandma

grandchildren

gratifying

grill

grandpa

granddaughter

gratuitous

group

grandson

grandfather

great-grandparent

grandstand

grandmother

group therapy

grapefruit

grasshopper

grass snake

gratify

grateful

gratitude

gravy

gravity

greasy

Great Britain

greeting

grizzly bear

grizzly

groceries

grouchy

Groundhog Day

ground floor

ground zero

groundhog

grounds keeper

growing
grown-up

agree

agreement

aggravation

agricultural

agreed

autograph

agriculture

bibliography

angry

concord grapes

audiogram

disagreeable

background

congregate

biography

disintegrated

begrudge

diagram

congratulate

geographical

blue-green

disagree

congregation

oceanographer

congress

disgraceful

disagreement

topographical

degrees

evergreen

geography

undergraduate

disgrace

homograph

ingratitude

ungrammatical

egret

kilogram

ingredient

engrave

milligram

integrity

fairground

overgrown

photographer

fragrance

paragraph

segregated

hungry

photograph

ungraciously

migrate

regression

outgrow

Rio Grande

Pilgrim

segregate

program

study group

progress

underground

regret

ungrateful

her grandpa
cut grapefruit
red grapes
tall grass
tiny grasshopper
green crayon
hot grill
brown grizzly bear
cute groundhog

She loves her grandpa.
I eat grapefruit in the morning.
Grapes come in many colors.
I need to cut the grass.
The grasshopper has big legs.
I always color the grass green.
It is fun to grill in the summer.
The grizzly bear is hungry for fish.
The groundhog came out of its hole.

let's agree
angry face
blue-green feathers
one hundred degrees
white egret
hand engrave
flowery fragrance
hungry birds
migrate north

You shake hands when you agree.
You can see when she is angry.
The bird has blue-green feathers.
One hundred and six degrees is hot.
The egret was walking in the water.
He learned how to engrave from his father.
The perfume had a flowery fragrance.
The baby birds are hungry.
Every year they migrate north.

My grandpa and I ran away from a grizzly bear in the woods. We were
camping near a stream. We had caught some fish and put it on the grill for
dinner. When the grizzly ran toward us, grandpa said he could tell it wasn't
angry. It was just hungry.
We both agree that the fragrance of the fish was strong and was all the
grizzly wanted. We are grateful he wasn't hungry for us and that the fish
and our other groceries were enough to gratify his hunger. We are also
grateful that we parked our truck close to camp so we could get in it for
protection.
It is the best camping story my grandpa and I have together and, even
though it was scary, I don't regret going.

I grew up in a town that has a large group of people who are passionate
about our town groundhog Phil.
During the year, Phil meets and greets people at our local library. He lives
there in his groundhog habitat. Our town has Groundhog Phil statues all
over it to show our pride for Groundhog Day - a bagpipe playing
groundhog, statue of liberty groundhog, a mayor groundhog, and a
firefighter groundhog to name a few. Phil even has his own official
souvenir shop.
Every year on Groundhog Day, we all meet at Gobbler's Knob to see Phil
predict the weather. The town officials go on the grandstand and have a
ceremony where they talk to Phil and see if we will have a long or short
winter.
We have a great time and look forward to it every year.
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prank

practice

practical

practical joke

prehistorically

pray

prairie

prairie dog

practically

preparatory

prayer

predict

precaution

praying mantis

prepositional

price

preface

prediction

preferable

probability

prick

prefer

preference

prehistoric

productivity

pride

preschool

premium

preparation

pronunciation

prince

present

prescription

preposition

prize

pressure

presently

presentable

proud

pretend

prevention

presentation

prove

pretzel

principal

presidency

prowl

princess

privacy

professional

prude

printer

probably

profitable

prunes

problem

profession

proposition

process

professor

proximity

product

prohibit

program

promising

progress

proposal

project

protection

pronoun

provide

pronounce

provoking

protect

approach

apricot

appreciate

appreciation

approved

April Fool

appropriate

impressionable

April

comprehend

approximate

inappropriate

apron

disapprove

April Fools Day

interpretation

blueprint

expression

disapproval

representative

express

fingerprint

life preserver

uncompromising

footprint

impressive

vice president

unprecedented

impress

improper

word processor

improve

improvement

shipwreck

interpret

sound proof

low pressure

supreme

mispronounce

surprise

represent

surprised

unprepared

upright

waterproof

pray quietly
fierce predator
nice present
salty pretzel
high price
cute princess
desk printer
win the prize
proud boy

She kneeled by her bed to pray.
Predators are animals that hunt for their food.
He has a small present.
We bought a pretzel at the store.
This coat has a high price.
She is wearing a princess crown.
Will you please fix our printer?
He won the prize.
He is proud of his paper.

approved message
ripe apricot
month of April
cook's apron
architect blueprint
ink fingerprint
making a footprint
be surprised
waterproof boots

The business request was approved.
An apricot is delicious.
My birthday is in April.
The cook had an apron on to keep clean.
The architect created the blueprint.
Security clearance requires a fingerprint card.
She left a footprint in the sand.
He was surprised when he opened the gift.
His yellow boots are waterproof.

You have heard the story of the princess who pricked her finger. This is the
story of the prince who ate a pretzel.
Everyone in the kingdom loved the prince. He was proud of his kingdom.
He protected the people and ruled with humility. The people gave him
presents. The people in the kingdom rarely had any problems with one
another.
Once when the prince was in the marketplace, he bought and ate a pretzel
from one of the shops. While eating the pretzel, there was a puff of
smoke, and then the people saw a prune on the ground. The people
gasped and didn't know what to do. They asked the man who sold the
prunes what they could do, but he didn't know.
Finally, someone stepped out of the crowd revealed the prince high up on
the castle wall. "It was just a prank," he said, "The prince is not a prune.
We played a magic trick on you."
The people all breathed a sigh of relief and were happy to have their
prince back.

Predators are animals that hunt for their food. Prey are the animals that
predators try to eat.
Typically, predators will prowl around and watch their prey to see what
kind of movements they make. Even though prey are the animals being
hunted, they are not dumb. Many types of prey are pretty smart.
For example, prairie dogs use a variety of pitched, warning barks to warn
each other of different predators. Some birds will protect their eggs by
pretending to be hurt. This lure predators away from their eggs.
Both predators and prey have their own problems. Predators don't always
know if they will eat and prey don't always know if they will live.
Personally, I'm glad I can go to the store to get my food.
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tracking

trachea

traditional

traditionally

trade

tractor

track able

tragically

transcontinental

trail

trading

tradition

tranquility

triangulation

train

traffic

tragedy

transatlantic

trigonometry

trap

tragic

train station

transferable

triviality

trash

trailer

trainable

transitional

tray

trainer

trampoline

transparency

tree

training

transcribing

transportation

trial

traitor

transferring

triangular

trick

transcribe

transition

tribulation

trike

translate

translation

triennial

trip

transport

transmission

troop

trash can

traveler

trough

travel

treacherous

truck

treasure

treasure chest

trust

tree house

treasure hunt

truth

tricky

tremendous

try

triple

triangle

trouble

tricycle

trumpet

trustworthy

actress

attraction

catastrophe

electricity

attract

attractive

concentration

metropolitan

central

Australia

contribution

pediatrician

contract

concentrate

controversy

control

contradict

electronics

country

country club

entrepreneur

Detroit

electric

extravagant

entrance

extremely

geometry

extra

intricate

illustrated

field trip

introduce

introduction

fire truck

maple tree

matrimony

mattress

nutrition

no trespassing

neutral

orchestra

patriotic

pantry

poetry

petroleum

pine tree

railroad track

remote control

poultry

rainbow trout

St. Patrick's Day

race track

ski patrol

ventriloquist

subtract

state trooper

untrue

subtraction

waitress

untruthful

red tractor
horse trailer
old train
old trash
hidden treasure
tall tree
red trike
silver truck
loud trumpet

The tractor helps plant the crops.
They pulled the trailer into the yard.
The train was moving fast.
Take the trash out today.
The pirates found the hidden treasure.
The tree was 50 feet tall.
He rode his trike in the driveway.
A silver truck drives by.
He practiced the trumpet in the living room.

stage actress
red fire truck
good orchestra
short pinetree
horse race track
down the railroad track
old remote control
subtract numbers
nice waitress

The actress rehearsed for her performance.
The fire truck was standing by in case of a fire.
The orchestra will perform tonight.
The snow had fallen on the tree.
The horses ran fast down the race track.
The railroad track turns at the mountain.
I use the remote control to fly the plane.
You need to subtract for these problems.
The waitress took her order.

Tracy was an actress and she was going to be in a movie about farms. To
play her role, she had to learn to drive a tractor, clean a pig trough, take
out trash, and hike on trails during short camping trips. But that was just
the beginning of the things she needed to learn.
She put a lot of trust in Troy, the farmer who taught her how to do these
things. She grew up in a big city and never had the type of training that
Troy gave her.
In the beginning, Tracy thought living on a farm in the country, driving a
truck, and living in a trailer would be a tough transition. It didn't take her
long to realize how much hard work living on a farm was.
She learned how to trust others, work hard, and even jump on a
trampoline. After she finished filming the movie, she had a lot of great
memories and thought to herself, "I wouldn't have traded anything for this
experience."

Tre rode his trike all over the neighborhood. He did just what his mom
asked. "Stay in control, don't do tricks, and never go near the train tracks,"
she said.
One day when Tre was out riding, he heard the siren on a fire truck. Tre
rode his trike as fast as he could toward the sound. Just before he got to
the train tracks, he saw the fire truck. Then he saw another thing that
looked like a truck. It was smashed everywhere.
Tre saw someone close by and asked what had happened.
"The truck got stuck on the train tracks," the man said. "Luckily he got out
before the train hit the car," he continued, "That would have been tragic."
Tre realized right then why his mom had warned him to stay away from
the train tracks.
He had wanted to try and ride over the tracks just to see if he could,
without getting into trouble. He was glad he had listened and not tried.
"Train tracks are dangerous," Tre said. From then on Tre watched the train
go by from the tree house in his yard. That was close enough for him.
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alarm

garbage

space bar

army

garlic

sparkle

art

guard

star

bark

guitar

start

car

harp

tar

card

heart

tarp

cart

jaguar

tart

dark

jar

yard

dart

marble

yarn

far

market

farm

memoir

alarm clock

He pushed the button on the alarm.

army squad

The soldiers in the army stood at attention.

museum art

You can see art at the museum.

loud bark

The dog's bark is scary.

fast car

The car is fast.

shuffle cards

We will play a game with cards.

dark night

It was dark, but the moon was out.

old farm

Every summer he visited his grandparents on the farm.

old garbage

Take the garbage out today.

white garlic

My food needs garlic.

security guard

The guard watched the hallway.

play the harp

She has played the harp for years.

red heart

He is holding a red heart.

glass marble

I found a marble on the floor.

shiny star

The star was hanging on the tree.

start running

It was the start of the race.

big yard

I work in my yard a lot.

yarn basket

I have many different colors of yarn.

When you live on a farm, your day starts early in the morning. The alarm
goes off around 4 a.m. It is always dark outside when we wake up, but the
stars are pretty to look at.
Some days it feels like your heart needs a jump start. My dog, Barney,
helps me wake up by licking my face. Sometimes he will bark at me too.
He makes a great guard dog.
Once we get our hearts going, we go downstairs and eat a big breakfast.
When breakfast is over, we pick up the yard a little and head to the barn.
Working in the barn is like being in the army, there are a lot of rules to stay
safe. The barn is quiet in the mornings.
When morning chores are finished it is time for lunch. After lunch we work
with the crops until dinner. After dinner we relax from a hard day's work.
We like to look at the stars, play marbles and cards, and sometimes we
take a ride in the car. Then we go to bed and get ready to do it all again in
the morning.

amateur

fur

purse

beaver

germs

secure

butter

girl

skirt

concern

hammer

sour

curds

herd

spider

cursive

hurt

stir

dinner

ladder

teacher

dirt

learn

together

doctor

letter

turkey

dollar

mature

turn

fern

mixture

whisper

first

never

flower

pillar

butter popcorn

I put butter on my popcorn.

family dinner

They sat down for a family dinner.

shovel dirt

He had a shovel full of dirt.

first place

He won first place.

poodle fur

He combed the poodle's fur.

dirty germs

Germs are growing on the dishes.

cute girl

The girl is sitting on the pink chair.

hurt finger

The little boy hurt his finger.

tall ladder

Use the ladder to reach the fruit.

learn math

They are both learning math.

white paper

Please take out a sheet of paper.

big purse

She takes her purse everywhere.

white skirt

She is wearing her favorite skirt.

big spider

The spider waited for flies in the web.

stir around

I need to stir the soup.

classroom teacher

She is our 5th grade teacher.

male turkey

A turkey sounds funny when it gobbles.

whisper softly

She whispered into the girl's ear.

My science teacher, Mr. Kerr, is my most favorite teacher in the world.
Every class period we do the coolest experiments. We have made paper
planes, studied what spiders eat for dinner, learned the molecular
differences between dirt and butter, and looked at germs under a
microscope.
At first, most of our class was nervous to do all of these crazy things, but
after studying butter and dirt we were amazed at how cool science is. We
told Mr. Kerr our concerns and he reassured us if we would give the
experiments a chance, we wouldn't be sorry.
Mr. Kerr is dedicated too. Last year he hurt his shoulder playing basketball.
He had to have surgery on it and I'm sure he was in a lot of pain. He didn't
care though. He still came to school and taught our class how to make a
liquid into a solid by stirring specific materials together. Then he had us
climb a ladder and pour it off onto the floor.
He also likes to surprise our class with opportunities to learn. During
November, we had a lesson about what has to happen to a turkey before
we can eat it. The class thought it would be gross, and some of it was, but
we learned a lot about the process. The girl next to me and I agree that we
will miss Mr. Kerr's science class.

beard

ear

pioneer

cafeteria

fear

pyramid

cashier

gear

shear

cereal

hear

souvenir

chandelier

hearing

spear

cheer

jeer

steer

cheering

mirror

tear (eye)

clear

near

weird

deer

New Year

year

disappear

pier

bushy beard

He is not going to cut his beard.

hospital cafeteria

The hungry lady is in the cafeteria.

grocery store cashier

The cashier is giving change to the customer.

bowl of cereal

Have a bowl of cereal for breakfast.

crystal chandelier

A crystal chandelier is elegant.

loud cheer

They did a cheer at the pep rally.

clear ocean

The ocean is clear and beautiful.

small hearing aid

He puts the hearing aid in his ear.

side view mirror

I checked my side view mirror.

near each other

The horses are near each other.

long pier

Walk to the end of the pier.

tall pyramid

We saw the pyramid in the desert.

metal shears

He is pruning the bush with shears.

cheap souvenir

He bought a souvenir to remember his trip.

long spear

The statue is holding a spear.

steer clear

He will steer in the right direction.

weird hat

He is wearing a weird costume.

new year

It is almost the end of the school year.

The man with the beard had traveled everywhere. He had amazing stories
that he would tell to people passing by on the pier. He had trouble hearing
so you had to speak up to ask him questions.
He told stories about jobs he had. He was a cashier in Bosnia, a chandelier
salesman in Denmark, and a spear sharpener at a museum in Australia. He
had the chance to steer a boat in the Baltic Sea, go inside the pyramids in
Egypt, and took a picture near the Mona Lisa in Paris.
He had pictures of lots of weird things he had seen all along the way.
During his travels he had bought souvenirs at every place he had visited.
He had a two way mirror from Nepal, a special wheat cereal from Dubai, a
small gladiator spear from Rome, and some pruning shears from Rio de
Janeiro that never needed to be sharpened.
He had traveled for years and seen many beautiful places. At the end of his
stories he would tell listeners that he only had one regret. Then he would
say how he wished he wouldn't have done all of his traveling alone.
Then he would encourage his listeners to find someone special to share
their experiences with. People would often cheer because they liked what
they learned from him.

anywhere

cherry

millionaire

spare

arrow

compare

nightmare

square

asparagus

dairy

nowhere

stare

bare

dare

pair

staring

barefoot

fair

parachute

stereo

bear

hair

parents

swear

beware

hairy

parrot

tear

bury

lair

pear

where

care

marathon

scare

caring

mare

share

chair

married

sheriff

one arrow

She is holding an arrow.

asparagus bunch

I eat my asparagus steamed.

hungry bear

The bear was hunting for food.

beware of dog

The sign says beware of dog.

wooden chair

Matthew sat down on the chair.

state fair

They had fun at the fair.

long hair

She has long, pretty hair.

run a marathon

The marathon had 500 runners.

married couple

They are a married couple.

sad nightmare

I had a nightmare yesterday.

open parachute

He floated down using his parachute.

happy parents

They love being parents.

talking parrot

How does a parrot talk?

tasty pear

Can I have a bite of your pear?

nice to share

She is nice to share her ice cream.

new sheriff

The sheriff took the robber to jail.

square block

A square has four sides.

tear paper

Don't make me tear these papers.

Gary was the Sheriff of Fairview. He had lived in Fairview his whole life. His
parents and grandparents had lived in Fairview their whole lives too. Gary
knew everyone. He remembered that his scariest nightmare was about
living somewhere else and not knowing anyone.
Fairview was a town where Gary had experienced a lot of "firsts" in his life.
It was where he shot his first arrow, ran his first marathon, saw his first
bear, and bought his first parrot. He was even married in the Fairview
town square.
Every year, Fairview held its annual fair. It was some of the best fun the
town members had all year. They often shared their stories with each
other from years before.
During last year's fair, Gary warned everyone to beware of the bear around
the town. It had been looking for food and wandered into the town square
right during the fair. It scared a lot of people, luckily no one got hurt.
That was the first call Gary received as the new sheriff. He was able to
make enough noise and use a chair to scare the bear away after he got to
the town square. It was one of the more memorable town fairs in
Fairview's history.

admire

expire

liar

briar

fire

mire

buyer

fireman

pliers

campfire
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choir

hire

sire

choirs

inspire

tire

dire

Ireland

umpire

dryer

Irene

vampire

empire

ironing

wire

admire her

The boy and his dad admire each other.

home buyer

They got a first time buyer discount on the home.

roaring campfire

They took marshmallows to the campfire.

church choir

The choir likes to perform.

clothes dryer

She put the clothes into the dryer.

Empire State Building

The Empire State Building is in New York City.

roaring fire

The fire kept them warm.

fireman courage

The fireman was very brave.

lost and found flier

They posted a lost and found flier to find their dog.

new hire

She wants to hire a new worker.

see Ireland

We are going on vacation to Ireland.

big liar

Her mom thought she was a liar.

metal pliers

Cut the wire with pliers.

sapphire ring

The necklace has a sapphire in it.

so tired

He is tired from working hard.

watchful umpire

The umpire called a strike.

scary vampire

We saw a vampire in the haunted house.

barb wire

The fence had barb wire on it.

Megan was a vampire from Ireland. But she wasn't a typical vampire. She didn't hurt
people or fight with anyone. She made sapphire jewelry. She used pliers, silver wire,
and beautiful sapphires and other gems to make bracelets, rings, and earrings. Many
people admired her work and she had buyers from all over the world who bought her
jewelry.
Since vampires don't sleep and don't get tired, Megan had lots of time to make the
jewelry. She would sit by a campfire, listen to her favorite choir, and make jewelry all
night long.
One day when she was in town getting groceries, she saw a flyer posted in the store.
The flyer stated that a person in her town had a fire in their bedroom and all of their
belongings had been burned. It also said they had lost all of their jewelry in the fire
and they wanted to hire someone to make them new jewelry.
Megan called the number on the flyer. She told the woman on the other end that she
wanted to help her replace the jewelry she lost. The woman was grateful and hired
Megan right over the phone.
Megan went to work making many new pieces of sapphire jewelry for the woman.
Four days later, Megan visited the woman to show her all of the new jewelry.
A fireman had been to visit the woman to talk about how the fire had been started in
her bedroom. The fireman told the woman that she was very lucky that the fire had
not caught the rest of the house on fire. Megan went in and sat down on the
woman's couch to show her the jewelry. The woman was very happy with the jewelry
Megan made for her.
"Clean the jewelry one time each month, don't wear them for more than eight days
without taking them off, and never put them in the dryer. That would melt the wire,"
said Megan, giving the woman instructions. The woman agreed, thanked Megan for
her hard work, and Megan went home to finish making more jewelry.

before

Ford

morning

snored

boar

forest

north

sore

board

fort

oar

sports

bored

four

orange

store

born

glory

organ

storm

chore

horn

outdoor

story

cord

horse

popcorn

sword

corn

horseshoe

port

thorn

door

ignore

pour

torn

downpour

ignore

score

tornado

drugstore

indoor

shore

war

explore

Lord

short

warm

floor

more

shorts

bored student

She was bored doing her homework.

church chorus

The chorus sang beautifully.

yellow corn

We are having corn for dinner.

front door

We knocked on the door three times.

wood floor

The wood floor made the room look great.

thick forest

Many trees are in the forest.

four cars
loud horn
fast horse
peel orange
butter popcorn

She will be four years old in October.
The horn is gold and shiny.
The horse is running fast.

He is going to eat the orange.
Let's eat popcorn during the movie.
Can I pour you a glass of water?

pour water

Let's go play by the sea shore.

ocean shore

The shorts were on sale.

buy shorts

You can choose to play many sports.

play sports

It was their favorite store to shop at.

clothing store

It was a big lightning storm.

rain storm

Mom read a story to her son.

fun story

Jordan has a cool but dangerous job. He is a storm chaser. He never gets bored. A few
times per month, he and his four person crew jump in their cars and chase
tornadoes. Jordan wasn't always interested in storms though, he has an interesting
story about why he became a storm chaser.
He grew up farming corn with his mom and dad. He rode horses, played sports, and
was a typical kid. When he was 17 years old, a tornado touched down in the city he
lived in. It traveled four miles south of town and wiped out his family's farm.
Jordan and his family hid in their storm cellar and were not hurt from the tornado,
but the tornado destroyed everything his family had. His family was poor for a few
years following the tornado while he and his family looked for ways to earn money.
Jordan made doors, worked at the grocery store, and even sold popcorn to make
money to pay for food.
It was a hard time for Jordan and his family. As a result, Jordan decided to go to
college to become a meteorologist. He studied weather and weather patterns. He
wanted to learn how tornadoes moved so that he could warn people when they were
coming.
About one year ago, all of his hard work paid off when he received funding for his research. Many storm chasers don't make much money, but Jordan didn't care about
that. He had lived without a lot of money. Jordan wanted to help people. He was
excited about how the money he received would help gather enough information to
help more people in the future.
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soup

safety
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salt
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sailboat
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same
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sun

salad
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sand

sit

sandwich

signature
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scissors
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save

so

seafood

soda pop

saw

soak

seat belt

sour cream

say

soap

second

suggestion

says

sob

senior

summary

sea

seven

sunflower

seal

sewing

syllable

singer

sympathize

soccer

synonym

soggy
sorry
subtract

celebration

symmetrical

civilization

cemetery

sympathetic

psychological

ceremony

self-analysis

certified mail

superintendent

psychology

supervisory

safety glasses
satellite dish
secondary
secretary

seeing-eye dog
separation
sewing machine
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superficial
superior
supermarket
supervision
symbolical

systematically

baseball

muscle

bicycle

accuracy

animosity

beside

outside

courtesy

associate

association

blossom

passing

December

capacity

classification

bracelet

pencil

deceptive

disadvantage

curiosity

chasing

racing

decimal

impossible

disobedient

dancer

receipt

descendant

jealousy

electricity

decide

reset

dinosaur

Minnesota

necessarily

dissect

whistle

disagree

participate

potato salad

dresser

disappear

policewoman

precipitation

eyesight

discipline

potassium

unnecessary

faucet

disobey

presidency

vice presidency

fossil

eraser

undecided

water moccasin

glasses

gasoline

unicycle

guessing

grasshopper

velocity

insect

medicine

vice-president

kissing

motorcycle

vitamin C

lesson

officer

listen

passenger

message

policeman

messy

popsicle
principal
recipe
recycle
tennis shoes

bus

race

address

ambitious

adventurous

class

this

anxious

apple juice

anonymous

dress

voice

birdhouse

Columbus

camera case

erase

yes

bookcase

contagious

continuous

face

cactus

courageous

diagnosis

fence

campus

courteous

hilarious

glass

careless

curious

miraculous

grass

cautious

dangerous

nevertheless

horse

decrease

delicious

opera house

house

doghouse

embarrass

praying mantis

ice

famous

enormous

ridiculous

juice

lettuce

fabulous

table tennis

lips

minus

generous

tomato juice

miss

necklace

happiness

unanimous

mouse

office

introduce

victorious

nice

police

lemon juice

pass

practice

nutritious

purse

shoelace

octopus

tennis

poisonous

appendicitis

walrus

wilderness

hippopotamus

White House

magnifying glass
metamorphosis
simultaneous
tuberculosis

bowl of cereal

playful seal

sit down

circle of hands
sad face

gray seatbelt
plant seed

hand soap
soccer ball

fast sailboat

number seven

dirty sock

healthy salad

sew cloth

so sorry

spill salt

feel sick

soup bowl

hot sand

street sign

sour lemon

tall sandwich

sing loud

bright sun

sharp scissors

bathroom sink

yellow sunflower

baseball glove

wear glasses

big muscle

blue bicycle

tiny grasshopper
flying insect

go outside
short pencil

kissing her

nice policeman

listen carefully

bright popsicle

scary dinosaur

medicine bottle

horse racing

wood dresser

secret message

credit card receipt

pencil eraser

messy room

old recipe

water faucet

small motorcycle

recycle bin

new address

water glass

silver necklace

bus ride
green cactus

tall grass
fast horse

empty office
police officer

night class

big house

big purse

wooden doghouse

cold ice

long race

yellow dress

orange juice

tied shoelace

erase a mistake

green lettuce

tennis ball

beautiful face

pink lips

fat walrus

white fence

little mouse

yes please

metal bracelet
ballet dancer
December holiday

1. Have a bowl of cereal for breakfast.
2. They made a circle with their hands.
3. She is so sad she is crying.
4. They are taking the sailboat on the water.
5. We ordered a salad for lunch.
6. The salt was dumped out on the table.
7. The desert is full of sand.
8. You made a tall sandwich.
9. Don't run with scissors.
10. The seal rolled over on his back.
11. Put on your seat belt before leaving.

12. The seed will grow into a tree.
13. They made a seven out of stars.
14. She can sew the hole closed.
15. She is too sick to go to work.
16. The sign said 106 more miles.
17. She was not nervous to sing.
18. Get some water from the sink.
19. She would sit and wait every day for the bus.
20. Wash your hands with soap.
21. They always want to play soccer.
22. The sock is hanging on the fence.
23. She told her dad sorry for not listening.
24. I ate chicken noodle soup when I was sick.
25. She found out that lemons are sour.
26. The sun was starting to set.

27. A sunflower grew in the garden.

1. He loved to play baseball.
2. His bicycle is the blue one.
3. Her grandmother gave her the bracelet.
4. She was a ballet dancer.
5. Christmas is a holiday in December.
6. There was a dinosaur in the park.
7. The dresser is made of wood.
8. He used an eraser on his paper.
9. The faucet started to drip.
10. His glasses helped him see.
11. The grasshopper has big legs.

12. The insect has orange wings.
13. She is kissing the horse.
14. Listen with the headphones.
15. He is holding the medicine bottle.
16. There was a message in the bottle.
17. He needed to clean his messy room.
18. We ride the motorcycle in the field.
19. His muscle is so big.
20. It is a beautiful day outside.
21. He needs to sharpen his pencil.
22. He has been a policeman for 10 years.
23. The popsicle is cold.
24. They are racing on the horse track.
25. The waiter gave him his receipt.
26. This is the best cookie recipe.

27. She is showing people how to recycle.

1. Every home has an address.
2. I ran to catch the bus.
3. Cactus grow in funny shapes.
4. He took a night class.
5. The pug likes his doghouse.
6. She is wearing her yellow dress.
7. If you make a mistake, erase it.
8. She has a beautiful face.
9. The fence went around the land.
10. Pour me a glass of water, please.
11. I need to cut the grass.

12. The horse is running fast.
13. They moved into their new house.
14. The ice is melting quickly.
15. I want juice for breakfast.
16. The farmer grows lettuce.
17. She has pink lips.
18. The mouse wanted some cheese.
19. She is holding her necklace.
20. The office workers were all gone.
21. The police showed up at the crime scene.
22. She takes her purse everywhere.
23. They all wanted to race together.
24. Tie your shoelace before jogging.
25. Tennis is her favorite sport.
26. The walrus has huge tusks.

27. He said "Yes!" after being chosen for the job.

Last December I was sad because my favorite baseball team lost in a
tournament. You should have seen my face. It looked like someone erased
my smile.
To cheer me up, my dad took me out on our sailboat. It was a little messy,
so we took some soap and cleaned it up first. We took some sandwiches,
soup, and juice and left the house early on Saturday morning.
We spent a few hours sailing around the lake. It was relaxing to just sit and
listen to the water against the boat and soak up some sun. Dad told me he
was sorry about the baseball team losing.
"They will have more chances to win in the future," he said. I told him I
wasn't too sad anymore.
"I just really wanted them to win," I said. Dad suggested that we sing the
team song. He thought that would help us get excited for next year's
tournament.
"Next year we will sit outside on the grass behind the fence to watch the
game," Dad said, "We can take some salad, popsicles, and your toy
dinosaurs. It will be the most fun we've ever had at a baseball game."
I love my dad. He is so good at helping me be happy.

Kissing is gross. It makes me sick. On Valentine's Day, my dad gave my
mom some sunflowers in a glass vase. But that wasn't all. He also bought
her a new purse, a bracelet, and a red dress. Mom was so surprised! She
was so excited about all of her gifts that she threw her arms around dad
and gave him a big kiss.
Yuck! It's one thing for them to say that they love each other all the time,
but the kissing is too much for me. I have decided to start a club called
"Anything But Lips" for people like me who don't like kissing.
I posted a sign outside and told all of my friends to come. We are going to
meet in my dad's office once a week at six o'clock. We will talk about
anything that is not related to kissing.
I have put a list of different topics together that we will discuss which
includes grasshoppers, motorcycles, seat belts, soccer, tennis, soup, car
racing, and insects, to name a few. Before I will let them come in the
office, everyone will have to sign a contract saying they won't talk about
kissing.
We have our first meeting tomorrow. I hope some people come.

My family and I want to see the Ice House. It is really called "Ice Hotel",
but I call it the Ice House. It is located in a small town in Sweden called
"Jukkasjarvi." I don't know how to say it, but that's okay. Everything inside
of it is made of ice. Really!
There are ice sculptures, ice beds, ice walls, an ice roof, ice chairs, ice
couches, and even an ice restaurant. People get married there, see the
Northern Lights, snowmobiling, dog sledding, and learn how to ice sculpt.
It looks like so much fun, if you don't mind the cold.
Some of my friends have wondered how someone would sleep on a bed of
ice. I told them you sleep on a bed of ice the same way you sleep on your
bed at home...with blankets! I have wondered if the hotel has ice showers
with ice soap, but my mom told me it would be too cold for people to do
that. I did read that they have a sauna in one of the deluxe rooms though.
Our family is going to save our money this year so we can go to Sweden in
December and experience everything the ice hotel has to offer. We are so
excited that we have already started packing!
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scar
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scared

scary
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scholar
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score
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skill

scouting
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asking

Alaska

discontented

basket

basketball

discontinue
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discovery

Boy Scouts

butterscotch
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Cub Scout

discolor
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discuss
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escape
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grade school

Eskimo

picnic basket

grass skirt

fire escape

private schooling

high school

hula skirt

roller skating

husky

ice skating

San Francisco

ice skate

microscope

landscape

mosquito
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preschool

public school

rescue

roller skates
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stethoscope

whiskers
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ask
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asterisk

desk

face mask

data disk

disk

gas mask
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mask
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office desk

task

mollusk

reading desk

tusk

school desk

whisk

swim mask
unmask

really scared
warm scarf
school room
skate fast
snow ski
white skirt
furry skunk
blue sky
skydive jump

She is scared to get a shot.
The scarf keeps her warm.
The school built three new rooms.
She wanted to skate on her own.
She is learning how to ski.
She is wearing her favorite skirt.
The skunk was walking in the dirt.
The sky was blue and bright.
To celebrate they want to skydive.

picnic basket
warm biscuit
secret escape
high school club
husky pup
learn to ice skate
go to preschool
rescue swimmer
long whiskers

Their lunch was in the basket.
The butter melted on the warm biscuit.
The mouse made his escape.
They are all in high school.
The husky is playing in the snow.
She knows how to ice skate well.
My son goes to preschool.
They were able to rescue the swimmer.
The cat has long whiskers.

ask questions
ripe corn husk
classroom desk
wear gas mask
party mask
wood school desk
blue swim mask
white tusk
clean whisk

You learn more if you ask questions.
The corn husk was ready to be picked.
I will sit in my favorite desk.
The gas mask kept him safe.
Wear a mask to the party.
She kept books in her school desk.
He left his swim mask by the ocean.
The elephant has a long tusk.
Use the whisk to mix the eggs.

Scarlet had been scared to ski since high school. It had been 3 years since
her skiing accident. She twisted her knee while skiing down a steep hill.
She still didn't remember what had gone wrong.
All she remembered was that she was wearing her red scarf, black ski
mask, and sky blue snow coat. She had brought a basket with some home
made biscuits for her and her friend Skip to eat at lunch.
As she skiied down the hill she remembered one ski caught an edge in the
snow and the next thing she knew her knee was in a lot of pain and she
was being rescued by the ski patrol.
While she was in the hospital, the doctor asked her a few questions about
how she was skiing on the hill. She remembered he had a deep husky
voice. He told her that skiing accidents happen all the time and sometimes
for no reason.
As she sat at her work desk she rubbed her knee just thinking about how
bad it had hurt. She wanted to ski again, but she couldn't escape the fear
of hurting her knee again. She didn't like feeling scared to ski. She had
skiied for almost 10 years and didn't want to give it up.
She decided she would go skiing the coming weekend. "If I take it easy and
go with a friend, maybe I can get past being scared," she thought.

Skylar is the most unique skunk you will ever meet. She wears pink skirts
and likes to sky dive. Her favorite color is pink. If you ask her why she likes
to sky dive she will simply say "I like the wind in my face." Skylar likes the
wind in her face so much that she also ice skates, water skis, and scuba
dives. She isn't scared of anything.
I asked Skylar why she scuba dive's because you can't feel the wind in your
face under water. She just smiled and simply said "I like the water in my
face, as long as I have my mask on, it feels good on my whiskers."
I asked Skylar how she learned to do these types of sports. She told me
she has been interested in ice skating since she was in preschool. As she
got older she began to water ski and scuba dive. "I only started sky diving
last year after I finished high school," she said.
I asked her where she gets the money to pay for these sports. She told me
she works two jobs. She sells biscuits and other breads at the bakery
during the day. At night she makes computer desks and sells them to
furniture stores.
Skylar works hard and she plays hard too. I told her to have fun and be
careful.

slab

slouch

slacker

slalom course

slam

slow

slalom

sledgehammer

slant

sludge

sled dog

sleepwalking

slap

slug

sledding

sleepyhead

slave

slum

sleeper

slide trombone

sled

sleep-in

slippery

sleep

sleepless

slow motion

sleet

sleepy

sleeping bag

sleeve

sleeveless

slip cover

sleigh

sleigh bells

slow moving

slick

slender

sluggishness

slide

sliding

slim

slightly

slime

slingshot

slip

slippers

slit

sliver

slob

slobber

slop

sloppy
slothful
slouchy
slowdown

slug

slowpoke

slum

sluggish
slumber

asleep

carelessly

dislocation

bobsled

cross-legged

legislation

bracelet

dislocate

legislative

dislike

disloyal

dogsled

misleading

juiceless

purposeless

landslide

purposely

loosely

super slide

mudslide

translation

nicely

translator

priceless

uselessly

rustling

wrestling camp

ski slope

wrestling coach

snow slide

wrestling match

translate

wrestling shoes

useless

wrestling team

voiceless
whistling
wrestler
wrestling

axle

blood vessel

bustle

carousel

capsule

colossal

castle

dismissal

counsel

rehearsal

dorsal

utensil

fossil
hustle
missile

morsel
muscle
parcel
pencil
vessel
wrestle

really scared
warm scarf
school room
skate fast
snow ski
white skirt
furry skunk
blue sky
skydive jump

She is scared to get a shot.
The scarf keeps her warm.
The school built three new rooms.
She wanted to skate on her own.
She is learning how to ski.
She is wearing her favorite skirt.
The skunk was walking in the dirt.
The sky was blue and bright.
To celebrate they want to skydive.

fast asleep
race bobsled
metal bracelet
dogsled race
big mudslide
quiet ski slope
English translator
loud whistling
wrestling match

They fell asleep on the couch.
Bobsled is a sporting event.
Her grandmother gave her the bracelet.
The dogsled team was out in front.
Stay far away from the mudslide.
He was excited to get on the ski slope.
Our translator speaks 4 languages.
He is whistling at the car.
The boys are in the championship wrestling
match.

tiny blood vessel
vitamin capsule
kings castle
ancient fossil
hustle up
big missile
big muscle
short pencil
wrestle me

You can see the blood vessel on her eyelid.
She prefers to take a vitamin capsule.
The castle is on top of a cliff.
The fossil is of a fish.
He will get tackled if he doesn't hustle.
The truck has a missile on the back.
His muscle is so big.
He needs to sharpen his pencil.
The sumo's are starting to wrestle.

I have a dog named Sylvester but we call him Sly for short. When we
wrestle he likes to lick and slobber on me. We compete in dogsled races.
Dogsled races are hard work and we don't sleep much when we train for
them. We don't go slow, we hustle...for many days. Some days it is hard
not to fall asleep on the trail.
I talk to Sly through words and whistling. Dogsled races can be dangerous.
One time we almost got caught in a mudslide and another time I pulled a
muscle and needed help from another dogsled team.
Sly and I help each other though. He is my best friend.

My friend Sloan sleeps a lot. He told me about a crazy dream he had
yesterday. In the dream he was a spy. He was being chased by bad guys on
sleds down a ski slope. He had taken an expensive bracelet and destroyed
the bad guys' castle. The bad guys were launching missiles at him and
trying to slow him down.
When Sloan reached for something to defend himself, all he could find was
a slingshot. He fired rocks from the slingshot as fast as he could. The bad
guys began to laugh at him. Not because of the slingshot, but because
Sloan was doing all of this wearing pajamas and pink bunny slippers.
Sloan didn't care though.
He remembered he had a special capsule that could help him. He reached
up his sleeve, grabbed the capsule and ate it.
A few seconds after he ate the capsule, Sloan was invisible. The bad guys
couldn't see him. Just as he was about to escape, he woke up. It was a
funny dream.

smack

small game

smart aleck

small

small talk

smelling salts

smart

smaller

smilingly

smash

smarter

smoke chase

smear

smelling

smoke jumper

smell

smelly

smokier

smile

smiling

smorgasbord

smite

smitten

smock

smoggy

smog

smoke screen

smoke

smokehouse

smoky

smokestack

smooch

smoother

smooth

smuggle

smudge

smugness

smug
slob
slop

slug
slum

basement

businessman

embarrassment

blacksmith

Christmas card

junior classman

Christmas

Christmas Eve

lower classman

classmate

Christmas tree

senior classman

dismay

first baseman

upper classman

dismiss

locksmith shop

dismount

pacemaker

locksmith

policeman

outsmart

second baseman

placemat

silversmith

transmit

third baseman

small man
smart girl
smash glass
smell good
happy smile
dirty smog
black smoke
smooth rocks
fruit smoothie

He feels small next to him.
She is a very smart girl.
He didn't mean to smash the window.
He stopped to smell the flower.
She has a beautiful smile.
Many large cities have smog.
The smoke was high in the sky.
The black rocks are smooth.
Would you like a drink of my smoothie?

empty basement
tool making blacksmith
important businessman
Christmas tree
favorite classmate
skilled first baseman
nice locksmith
square placemat
nice policeman

He does laundry in his basement.
The blacksmith makes old-fashioned swords.
The businessman had many important meetings.
She sells Christmas trees.
Sue was her favorite classmate.
He got the runner out.
The locksmith is fixing it.
I will put my food on the placemat.
He has been a policeman for 10 years.

Smitty is a clever businessman. He is smart, a smooth dealmaker, and
always smells like pizza. Some people might not like that but since I love pizza, it's o.k.
with me.
I am a locksmith and Smitty is the person I order parts from. When people break,
smash, or ruin their door handles or locks, they call me. There are thousands of
different types of locks and handles, but Smitty knows all of them. That's why I think
he is so clever.
He and I were classmates at Smith High School and have worked together for 10
years now. He always answers my questions and has just the right locksmith tools and
products I need to help my customers. I have wondered if he has a secret locksmith
lab in his basement. That way he can be around locksmith parts and tools all the
time.
When I asked him how he knew so much he smiled and said he was given a book at
Christmas 10 years ago. The title of the book was "Everything You Need to Know
About Locksmithing". "It isn't a small book," he said. He has learned everything he
knows from that book.
Of course, he still has to be smart and remember the information in it, and being a
smooth salesman helps too. There is a lot to be learned from reading. I should start
reading some of the books I have in my basement.

As the policeman looked at the crime seen he saw some clues. The robber who had
broken into the house was not that smart. He had smashed the window to unlock the
door. But the door wasn't locked. The handle had just been replaced by the locksmith
and didn't have a lock on it.
Then the robber had made himself a smoothie and left fingerprints all over the
blender, the glass he drank the smoothie out of, and the placemat he had put the
smoothie on. The robber even spilled some of the smoothie on the ground, stepped
in it, and left footprints in the kitchen. Now the policeman had fingerprints and a
shoe size.
The policeman followed the footprints past the Christmas tree. The robber had
knocked some of the ornaments off so the policeman could tell that he went down
the stairs to the basement. The home owner was a businessman who worked out of
his basement office.
When he reached the basement, the policeman could smell some of the smoothie so
he knew the robber had been there. The policeman looked around the basement.
There were pictures of the home owner playing baseball. Judging by the pictures the
policeman thought that the home owner was a first baseman.
The policeman saw a small ashtray on the home owner's desk. It looked like the
robber had smoked while he was in the basement which would give the policeman
more evidence to catch him. "This will be an easy case to solve," he thought, as he
walked back upstairs.

snack

snack bar

snake charmer

snapping beetle

snag

snakebite

snapdragon

snapping turtle

snail

snakeskin

sneakiest

snake

snapper

snickering

snap

snare drum

snow blower

snarl

sneakers

snowball fight

snatch

snicker

snowmobile

sneak

sniffle

sneeze

snooper

snip

snorkel

snitch

snow boots

snob

snow tires

snoop

Snow White

snooze

snowball

snore

snowfall

snort

snowflake

snot

snowman

snout

snowplow

snow

snowshoe
snowstorm
snowsuit

slug
slum

snuggle

healthy snack
tiny snail
green snake
snap in half
going to sneeze
snore loud
use snorkel
pig snout
cold snowman

She is eating a midnight snack.
The snail has a hard shell.
The snake in the grass made me jump.
He showed us how to snap the pencil.
Allergies made him sneeze a lot.
He would snore loudly during his nap.
He uses the snorkel to breath under water.
The pig put his snout through the fence.
We will make a snowman this winter.

Sometimes I snore at night. I sneeze a lot too. I can't help it. My wife told me to go
see a doctor, but I haven't yet and I'll tell you why. I love midnight snacks too much.
Before my snoring and sneezing problem I would have to sneak out of bed at night to
go to the kitchen. My wife is a light sleeper and I woke her up a lot. When she did she
would get a little snippy with me, so I had to be more careful.
There was one night that my daughter caught me eating my snack in the kitchen. I
asked her to go back to bed. The next day she snitched on me and my wife said
eating midnight snacks can be unhealthy if you eat bad food. I told her I eat healthy
food and she said it was o.k. then.
Don't get me wrong, I love my wife, and I love to sleep, but I get to see a lot of cool
things at midnight too. Since eating snacks at midnight I have seen a snake in our
yard, snow storms, and one night I watched a
snowplow run into a snowman in my neighbor's yard. I was surprised that I didn't
wake everyone up because I was laughing so hard. My neighbor is kind of a snob, so I
thought it was funny it happened to him.
I will go see the doctor about my snoring and sneezing some day. There are too many
fun things about having a midnight snack that I don't want to give up. I just hope my
wife doesn't get sneaky and make a doctor's appointment for me.

My friend Terri plays the snare drum in her band. The band's name is
"Snakebite". Terri told me that the band's guitar player was bit by a snake
when he was a teenager and wanted to name a band after it.
When I went to listen to them play I started to snooze. They were good,
but I didn't like their style of music. When Terri asked me how I liked their
sound, I told her she played the snare drum well. She knew I was being
sneaky and asked what I really thought.
I told her that I had fallen asleep during their song. "I thought I heard
someone snoring during the song," she said. "You all play really well, it just
isn't my type of music," I said. "Next time I listen I will have to bring some
snacks to help me stay awake."
The guitar player heard me talking to Terri and snickered "You wouldn't
know good music if it sneezed on you."
"I think you sound great," I told him. "I just don't like the type of music you
play. I think Snakebite is going to be very successful." He apologized and
told me that I was a nice guy and that he liked my sneakers. Then he gave
me a firm hand shake and snapped his fingers. "We'll remember you when
we're famous," he said.

spa

space bar

space heater

spectacular

Special Olympics

space

spaceship

space station

speech therapist

specialization

spare

Spanish

spaghetti

speech therapy

specifically

spark

spark plug

Spanish rice

speedometer

specification

speak

sparkle

spatula

spider monkey

spear

spatial

specialist

spinal column

speech

speaker

specialize

spiral notebook

speed

speaking

specific

spiritual

spell

spearmint

speculate

spontaneous

spend

special

speed limit

spent

speechless

speedily

spice

speedboat

spelling bee

spill

speeding

spider web

spin

spelling

spinal cord

spine

spider

sponsorship

sponge

spinach

sporting goods

spoon

spinner

sportsmanship

sports

spoken

sportswriter

spy

spooky
spoonful
sporty

crispy

aspirin

asparagus

hospitality

despair

baby spoon

correspondence

indisputable

despise

desperate

desperation

irresponsibly

despite

disposal

despicable

respiratory

grasping

hospital

disposable

high-speed

inspection

disposition

inspect

loudspeaker

disputable

inspire

mispronounce

especially

misspell

outer space

hospitable

passport

outspoken

inspiration

respect

respectful

perspiration

respond

suspenders

prosperity

response

suspicious

respectable

Shakespeare

tablespoon

respiration

teaspoon

transparent

responsible

whisper

whispering

tablespoonful
unspeakable

outer space
speeding car
big spider
spill juice
green spinach
wet sponge
spooky night
silver spoon
play sports

It would be amazing to go into space.
The police chased the speeding car.
The spider waited for flies in the web.
Don't spill on the carpet.
Spinach is very healthy for you.
She squeezed the water out of the sponge.
The graveyard was spooky at night.
I eat cereal with a spoon.
You can choose to play many sports.

asparagus stalk
crispy chicken
disposable dishes
high-speed train
big hospital
blue passport
brown suspenders
one tablespoon
whisper softly

I eat my asparagus steamed.
They made crispy chicken.
It's easier to clean with disposable dishes.
She was riding on a high-speed train.
We are going to the hospital tonight.
You must have your passport to enter.
He wears suspenders instead of a belt.
The recipe says to use one tablespoon.
She whispered into the girl's ear.

Her parents named her Spring because she is happy despite what is going
on in her life. Spring loves to eat asparagus and go to the spa. She spends
most of her time studying space because she wants to be an astronaut.
Either that or she wants to be in the hospitality business.
I have known her for one year, but Spring and I have only been on one
date. We have spent a lot of time together during the last year. She speaks
softly but is confident. She is an amazing cook and loves to eat spicy food.
She uses spices I have never even heard of. She chews spearmint gum and
likes spooky things, especially at Halloween.
She and I met in a speech therapy class in college. We have had many of
the same classes and spent time doing homework, studying for tests, and
working on class projects together. She is amazing at spelling. In addition
to taking college classes, Spring volunteers for Special Olympics. She is
inspiring to watch. As a coach, she sparks happiness in people even when
they are really sad.
Spring also likes to speed when she drives. Don't tell her I told you though.
I told her she is special to me and that I don't want her to get hurt. I think
she respects my opinion. I told her I would spy on her to make sure she
slows down. She just laughed and said she will try and be better.

Spike is a sports nut. Some people might say he is a sports lunatic. He
knows specific statistics about almost every baseball, basketball, soccer,
volleyball, hockey, tennis, rugby, and cricket game that has been played in
the last 6 years. The first basketball game he watched sparked his interest.
From that time on, he has almost become a specialist in most sports and
their players.
I think he should be a sports writer. If he had it his way, he would eat
spoonfuls of sports for breakfast. When I told him that he responded by
saying "They might be a little crispy!"
Recently, he has become more interested in motor sports like car,
motorcycle, and speedboat racing. A few months ago he was changing
spark plugs in his car. He realized there were sports that use machines and
he didn't know anything about them. Since then he has spent every day
watching and researching motor sports.
He spends a lot of time and money learning about sports. That way he can
speak to others about them and answer questions they might have. Some
people have asked him to speculate about what teams or drivers will win
so they can bet on them. Spike won't do that though. He says he has too
much respect for sports to "sell them out."
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stitch
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stationary
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storm
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statistics
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statement
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steak

sticker

stepping stone

steal

sticky
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steam
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steer
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step
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stick
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studio
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stormy
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stir

story
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study
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questionable
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question
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question mark
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analyst
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cost
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breakfast
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dust

post
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fast

rust

dentist
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unhappiest
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stressed
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test
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bright star
juicy steak
sticky gum
stir around
sore stomach
stop sign
clothing store
rain storm
fun story

I see more than one star.
The steak is on the grill.
The gum on my shoe is too sticky.
I need to stir the soup.
His stomach was sore from the pain.
Always stop when you see the sign.
It was their favorite store to shop at.
It was a big lightning storm.
Mom read a story to her son.

at the bus stop
busted criminal
bamboo chopsticks
Halloween costume
red lipstick
old postcard
ask a question
rusty metal
long yardstick

The man waited at the bus stop.
The man was busted for theft.
His chopsticks were made from bamboo.
He wore a costume to the party.
She is putting on red lipstick.
Send us a postcard when you get there.
She raised her hand to ask a question.
The rusty containers were in the field.
A yardstick is 3 feet long.

eat breakfast
bare chest
dentist visit
dressed man
fast horse
thick forest
bird nest
green toothpaste
sore wrist

I love bacon, eggs, and orange juice for breakfast.
His chest is muscular.
I went to the dentist for a check-up.
He was dressed for work.
You can tell that the horse is fast.
Many trees are in the forest.
There are eggs in the nest.
Toothpaste will help keep your teeth clean.
He is holding his wrist.

Stan's stomach began to ache from eating spicy Chinese food. It started
about 2 hours after he finished lunch. He used chopsticks so he wouldn't
eat too fast but the food was catching up to him.
He stopped at the store on the way home from work because his chest
was burning. He hoped that he could find something to help stop the
burning.The antacid pills he bought didn't cost too much, especially if they
would help.
It was starting to storm outside and Stan thought it would be a good night
to stay in and relax on the couch with his favorite book "Stewart Little". He
had plans to make steak for dinner, but he chose something lighter since
his stomach was bothering him. When he got home he walked up the
stairs to his bedroom and dressed in his most comfortable lounge clothes.
After changing and eating a light dinner Stan tuned his stereo to some
classical music, sat down, and started to read his book. He read for about
an hour and decided to stop and go to bed. He had thought about eating
his leftover Chinese food for breakfast in the morning but he quickly
changed his mind. The storm had passed and everything outside was still.
Stan drifted off to sleep.

Steve and Dusty were the fastest runners on the high school track team. No one
messed with them. Last August the both ran the longest races and finished in first
and second place.
One time, someone asked them the question "How did you become such good
runners?" Both of them had different statements. Steve said "I follow a constant and
consistent training program and meal plan. I use a stopwatch to time my speed every
race and I try to beat that speed everytime."
Dusty said "I run stairs everyday in the football stadium for thirty minutes without
stopping. I can run long distances because I have established
endurance in my lungs and muscles."
A woman came from the TV station wanted to ask them more questions like when
they started running and how they became interested in it. Steve said "My grandpa
told me stories about himself when he was a
runner and that is what interested me in it." Dusty said "When I was a middle school
student, I was always restless at night. I started falling asleep during the day. Running
helped me stay calm, stop being anxious, and go to sleep. If I felt restless, I would go
on a short run, and afterward, I would go right to sleep at night."
The woman from the TV station told them they were fantastic runners and wished
them good luck on their next race. Steve and Dusty thanked the woman and headed
to the shoe store to buy some new running shoes.

swam

swaddle

sweetening

swamp

swallow

swimming hole

swan

swampy

swimming pool

swap

swan dive

swinging bridge

swarm

sweat gland

swinging door

swat

sweat pants

Switzerland

sway

sweat shirt

swear

sweater

sweat

Sweden

sweep

sweeping

sweet

sweet tooth

swell

sweetbread

swept

sweeten

swim

sweetheart

swing

swelling

swipe

swim mask

switch

swimming
swinging
Swiss cheese
swivel
swollen

sweet and sour

white swan
dripping sweat
red sweater
sweep up
sweet tart
swim fast
swing high
card swipe
off switch

The swan is a beautiful bird.
His shirt is covered in sweat.
She will buy the red sweater.
Their mom asked them to sweep up the leaves.
The dessert tasted very sweet.
He likes to swim in the lake.
She likes to swing at the playground.
Swipe your card to pay for it.
She will switch the light off.

The swap meet was every Saturday at 10 a.m. Sweeney looked forward to
the swap meet. There were so many fun and new things to see there.
Last week he had seen a swan with 4 ducklings and the week before that
he saw a swarm of bees which was a little scary. In the past, he had eaten
sweet and sour chicken with Swiss cheese, bought a new swimming suit,
and found the perfect broom for sweeping his floor at home.
During breakfast Sweeney was reading the newspaper and saw a new
swap meet that was in town. He couldn't believe his eyes. "Two swap
meets?" he thought. He wondered if he should switch which swap meet
he went to.
He nervously searched the advertisement to see what time the second
swap meet happened. His hands began to sweat. The newspaper said the
second swap meet was on Saturdays at 2 p.m.
"Sweet!" said Sweeney. He knew exactly what to do. He would simply go
to both swap meets! For a moment, Sweeney had thought he might have
to switch which swap meet he would go too. He was so happy that he
could go to both of them.

Have you ever met a swan or a swallow that loves sweets? There is a lake
by our house that we go swimming in all the time.
Last week we were getting ready to eat lunch. We had brought ham
sandwiches with Swiss cheese that were made from sweetbread and some
sweets, chocolate cake and licorice. We began eating.
Just then a big white swan flew over by us. Then a tiny swallow flew down
and landed on the ground by the blanket we were eating on. Both of them
walked right up to the cake and stuck their beaks in it.
I swiped the cake away from them but they only switched their position to
the other side of the blanket where I had put the cake. I swatted at the
swan. It didn't bother him and he just kept eating. I swatted at the
swallow. He flew away from me but quickly came back to eating the cake.
I was working so hard to get the swan and the swallow away from our
sweets that I began to sweat. I had never seen a swan or swallow with
such a strong sweet tooth. I worried that my wrists would be swollen from
swatting at the birds so much. Luckily they weren't. Next time we go
swimming at the lake I think I'll leave our sweets at home.

chef

Chevy

chandelier

shaving lather

shade

shaded

Chicago

shopping center

shake

shadow

shampooing

sugar berry

shape

shallow

sharpener

share

shampoo

shaving cream

sharp

sharing

sheet music

shave

sharpen
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shed

shelter
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shin
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shine
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shirt

shopping

shopping cart

shoe
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shop
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shy
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congratulations
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imagination

dashboard
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comprehension
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directions

Washington

correction

concentration

multiplication

dishes

description

constitution

organization

dishrag

distraction

conversation

participation

eruption

emotion

definition

recommendation

eyelashes

eyelashes

dictionary

refrigeration

fashion

fisherman

education

fishing

frustration

graduation

flashlight

infection

introduction

disorganization

lotion

musician

mashed potatoes

misinterpretation

machine

nutrition

police station

mispronunciation

milkshake

penmanship

population

rehabilitation

mushroom

toothbrushes

presentation

uncoordinated

transportation

brush

British

accomplish

cranberry bush

bush

car wash

astonish

mulberry bush

cash

childish

babyish

raspberry bush

crash

English

demolish

satellite dish

dish

eyelash

diminish

strawberry bush

fish

eyewash

extinguish

under nourish

flash

finish

licorice

flush

foolish

replenish

fresh

goldfish

unselfish

leash

hairbrush

mash

Irish

push

mouthwash

rash

mustache

rush

paintbrush

smash

polish

splash

punish

trash

selfish

wash

Spanish

wish

starfish
Swedish
ticklish
toothbrush

smart chef

cute sheep

shot in arm

shake hands
hair shampoo

make shine
cruise ship

sore shoulder
shovel snow

nice to share

plain shirt

morning shower

sharp thorn

hiking shoe

shy girl

close shave

shop for food

sweet sugar

trimmed bushes

Battery flashlight

white mushroom

grocery store cashier

happy graduation
hand lotion

talented musician
blue ocean

big machine

bright sunshine

creamy mashed potatoes

soft tissue

strawberry milkshake

white washer

heavy dictionary
clean dishes
long eyelashes
fly fishing

hair brush

dog leash

smash glass

trimmed bushes
handful of cash

green mouthwash
dark mustache

big splash
wet starfish

car crash

new paintbrush

orange toothbrush

colorful fish

push hard

old trash

flush the toilet

back rash

wash with soap

1. The chef made the best pasta.
2. It is polite to shake hands.
3. She bought a cut, color, and shampoo.
4. She is nice to share her ice cream.
5. Be careful the thorn is sharp.
6. I shave my face in the morning.
7. The sheep is standing in the grass.
8. He gives them a good shine every day.
9. The ship will be gone for 10 days.
10. He wore his gray shirt.
11. This type of shoe is for hiking.

12. I need to shop for groceries.
13. The doctor needs to give you a shot.
14. They massaged his sore shoulder.
15. He went to shovel his driveway.
16. She washes her hair in the shower.
17. She is shy around new people.
18. Don't put too much sugar in the lemonade.

1. The gardener kept the bushes trimmed.
2. The cashier is giving change to the customer.
3. Look up your word in the dictionary.
4. Put the dishes on the table.
5. She put mascara on her long eyelashes.
6. He tried fly fishing for the first time.
7. The flashlight lit up the room.
8. Today is their graduation day.
9. She put lotion on her hands.
10. The machine stopped working.
11. I need to make mashed potatoes.

12. I want a strawberry milkshake.
13. We saw a mushroom in the grass.
14. He wants to be a famous musician.
15. The ocean looks beautiful today.
16. Come outside and feel the sunshine.
17. Blow your nose with a tissue.
18. Put your dirty clothes in the washer.

1. She had to brush her messy hair.
2. The gardener kept the bushes trimmed.
3. He earned a lot of cash.
4. It was a bad car crash.
5. The fish was red and yellow.
6. Flush the toilet every time.
7. She held onto the dog's leash.
8. Mouthwash makes your mouth feel fresh.
9. He has grown out his mustache.
10. Grab a paintbrush and get started.
11. Can you give my car a push?

12. The doctor looked at her rash.
13. He didn't mean to smash the window.
14. He made a splash in the water.
15. He is holding the starfish.
16. The dentist gave her a new toothbrush.
17. Take the trash out today.
18. My clothes smell good after I wash them.

Chicago has some of the best chefs in the United States. Sharon was one of
those chefs. Sharon was the head chef at "Flash", a very expensive
restaurant.
Like many people, she liked to shop, wash her car, and sip lemonade in the
shade, but unlike many people, she was an accomplished chef. She had been
a chef for over 15 years. Growing up, she loved to cook. She experimented
with different combinations of ingredients to see how they would taste.
Many people thought this was childish, but even as a young girl, Sharon
made food dishes that astonished her friends and family. Her biggest secret
was that she only used fresh ingredients. When it came to quality, Sharon
never took shortcuts.
She hand selected every ingredient and paid special attention to how they
smelled in the store before she bought them. She was always cautious to
avoid discounted ingredients because she knew they wouldn't taste right.
Another one of her secrets was that she had excellent communication and
cooperation with her staff. She was only one person, and she needed people
who would listen and follow her directions. Sharon loved what she did. She
was an amazing chef.
Even though she loved working at "Flash" she wanted to open her own
restaurant some day. She looked forward to the day that she would own her
own restaurant.

It was time for Shane's audition. He was nervous, but this was his shot at becoming
famous. He was a talented musician and singer. The audition was his chance to play
at a well known nightclub in Los Angeles.
His wish was to produce his own album, but he needed this job to help him make the
money to do it. Shane's type of music was unique. His music was a combination of
pop and hip-hop music with an Irish twist. He had been born in Ireland and his family
moved to the United States when he was very young.
Shane had practiced for many hours for his audition. He had polished and perfected
the songs he would play for the nightclub owners.
He stood in front of the owners with his guitar in hand. He began to play. His songs
were shaping up nicely and the owners seemed to like it. Everything was going
smoothly, when all of a sudden...Crash! A shower of glass flew past him.
A large stage light had fallen and shattered on the stage he was auditioning on. For
most people this would have been a huge distraction, but this was Shane's moment
to shine. He kept playing and didn't miss a beat.
After finishing his songs, the owners gave him a standing ovation. They loved Shane's
songs so much, they thought he planned for the light to crash during his song. Shane
assured them that he had not planned it.
The owners offered him the job. "Yes!" Shane said. He started that Saturday and
couldn't wait to play at the club.

Sherry looked at the map on her dashboard. She was lost. She stopped to ask for
directions, but the gas station attendant's directions didn't make sense. She had
thought about parking her car and using public transportation, but thought that
would be even more confusing.
Sherry had never been to a city with this big of a population. She had grown up in the
country. After having a conversation with her friend Shannon, Sherry decided that
she wanted to visit a big city. Shannon lived in a big city by the ocean.
Shannon's description about all of the things you can do in a big city sounded like so
much fun that Sherry made plans to visit her, but now she couldn't find Shannon's
house. She started feeling emotional, but fought back her tears. She showed
Shannon's address to a man walking by. The man said he didn't know where that
address was.
After two hours of frustration, Sherry wanted to demolish something. She threw her
hands up in the air and said, "Can't anyone help me find
Shannon's address?"
A woman passing by had compassion on her. She asked Sherry if she would like the
map on her phone to find the address. Then she told Sherry she would personally
show her how to get to Shannon's house. Sherry was so happy that she didn't know
what to say.
She shook the woman's hand and offered to buy her lunch. The woman agreed.
Together, they hopped in Sherry's car and drove to Shannon's house to pick her up
for lunch.

take

table

tablecloth

table tennis

technicality

talk

taco

talented

tape recorder

tuberculosis

tall

taken

talkative

telephone book

taste

talent

tangerine

telephone booth

team

teacher

teachable

telephone pole

teeth

teamwork

teacher's aide

television

time

tennis

teddy bear

temperature

toad

Texas

teenager

territory

toast

ticket

telephone

violinist

toes

tiger

tennis ball

voluntary

tongue

tiny

tennis court

tool

tire

tennis shoes

tooth

tired

terrific

top

tissue

together

touch

toaster

tomorrow

toy

today

tornado

tub

toilet

tortilla

two

tonight

typical

toothpaste
towel
T-shirt
turkey
turtle

batter

motel

attitude

alligator

denominator

beauty

otter

beautiful

baby sitter

deteriorate

better

photos

bike safety

beauty salon

hippopotamus

brighter

pretty

bus safety

boating safety

hot water bottle

Britain

rotten

buttonhole

calculator

hot water heater

butter

sweater

computer

competitor

potato salad

button

water

cottage cheese

educator

refrigerator

cheetah

writing

excited

elevator

saltwater taffy

cottage

fairy tale

escalator

cotton

forgotten

peanut butter

daughter

hospital

potato chips

eating

hot water

thermometer

eighteen

invited

United States

guitar

Jupiter

vegetables

heater

photograph

vitamin C

hotel

potato

walking safely

hotter

Saturday

water safety

kitten

talkative

lettuce

tomato

mittens

visitor

bat

right

about

accurate

accelerate

bite

sit

basket

alphabet

accumulate

boat

wet

Boy Scout

apricot

cooperate

cat

white

bracelet

astronaut

Easter basket

coat

write

closet

calculate

refrigerate

cut

concrete

celebrate

shopping basket

cute

create

chocolate

supermarket

eat

delete

coconut

unfortunate

feet

exit

cookie sheet

fruit

flashlight

cowboy boot

get

forget

educate

goat

grapefruit

hibernate

hat

jacket

incomplete

hot

minute

Laundromat

kite

parrot

parking lot

late

peanut

riverboat

light

pocket

roller skate

not

quiet

substitute

nut

rabbit

thermostat

toilet

violet

dining table
crunchy taco
tall building
classroom teacher
soccer team
pretty teeth

tennis ball
big tiger
so tired
soft tissue
red tongue
green toothpaste

scary tornado
flour tortilla
bath towel
clean tub
male turkey
number two

wet otter
shrimp and butter
round button
solar calculator
fast cheetah
library computer

wonderful daughter
eighteen years old
elevator door
play guitar
big hospital
green lettuce

full potato
Saturday morning
red sweater
red tomato
basket of vegetables
pour water

hanging bat
fishing boat
nice cat
snow coat
Battery flashlight
fruit mix

baby goat
cowboy hat
rain jacket
high kite
hanging light
talking parrot

peanut shell
white pocket
be quiet
cute rabbit
sit down
write it down

1. They had dinner at the table.
2. He wants 3 tacos.
3. That building is so tall.
4. She is our 5th grade teacher.
5. The team has their first game today.
6. She has very white teeth.
7. Tennis is her favorite sport.
8. We saw a tiger at the zoo.
9. He is tired from working hard.
10. Blow your nose with a tissue.
11. Stick your tongue out and say "ahhh".

12. Using toothpaste will keep your teeth clean.
13. The tornado destroyed many homes.
14. Will you use a corn or flour tortilla?
15. The baby snuggled in his towel.
16. Hop in the tub before bed time.
17. A turkey sounds funny when it gobbles.
18. My address is two Bower Street.

1. The otter is all wet.
2. I dip my shrimp in butter.
3. I sewed my button onto the shirt.

4. He used his calculator in class.
5. A cheetah can run as fast as a car.
6. There was a computer for everyone.
7. The daughter loves her mother.
8. She was happy when she turned eighteen.
9. The elevator was going up.
10. Can I play your guitar?
11. We are going to the hospital tonight.
12. The farmer grows lettuce.
13. My baked potato smells good.
14. The game is on Saturday morning.
15. She will buy the red sweater.
16. Cut up one tomato and add it to the stew.
17. He picked the vegetables from his garden.
18. Cold water is refreshing on a hot day.

1. The bat hung upside down in the tree.
2. They went out on the boat for a day of fishing.
3. The cat was going to sneak away.

4. The coat is for sale.
5. The flashlight lit up the room.
6. They had their choice of fruit.
7. The baby goat stayed by it's mom.
8. She left her hat in the barn.
9. She wore a rain jacket in case it rained.
10. The kite flew high.
11. Turn the light on please.
12. How does a parrot talk?
13. He took off the peanut shell.
14. He has nothing in his pocket.
15. Be quiet so we don't wake her up.
16. I see a rabbit in the grass.
17. She would sit and wait every day for the bus.
18. She writes in her journal every week.

Growing up in Texas can be hot in the summertime. Our family likes to get
milkshakes to cool off. Tonight our family is going to get Texas toast, tacos,
and milkshake's at "Terry's Taco House".
My dad came home from work last night and said he was craving a taco from
Terry's. It is the most terrific taco place in town.
Everyone will get a taco except for my sister Tia, she will probably get a hamburger. Don't get me wrong, Terry's makes good hamburgers, but their tacos
taste much better in my opinion. Tia just isn't a big taco fan.
Most of the time she would rather find an exit than eat a taco. But when she
wants a taco, she gets really excited about it. She is like my dad. Dad doesn't
want to eat tacos very often. But when he does, move out of his way because he will run faster than a cheetah to get a taco.
When we go to Terry's tonight, I will find us a table by the window. Terry's
restaurant sits right next to a busy street and I like to watch different things
that happen while we eat our tacos. I've watched people change their car
tires, drive with towels on top of their car, and find a turtle in the grass.
I always look forward to being together with my family and eating at Terry's.
It is fun.

When I get older I want to be a teacher. It has to be the coolest job in the
world. The trouble is that I want to teach every subject. There are so many
things to teach about and I don't think schools will let teachers teach
about everything.
So far my list of things I want to teach about include: Jupiter and planets,
writing fairy tales, growing potatoes and tomatoes, playing tennis, boat
safety, and working in a hospital. Last week our class learned about alligators - this made me want to teach about animals. Then this week, I have
learned about tools and building and that makes me want to teach about
construction.
My mom also asked me if I would like to learn to play the guitar a few days
ago.
"Of course I do. I want to learn everything so I can teach anything," I said. I
tell my parents about how cool teaching is all the time. They won't tell me,
but I think they get tired hearing about all of the different things I want to
teach about.
They tell me I should definitely become a teacher if I love it so much. My
plan is to teach high school classes in six different subject areas. I am
starting to prepare now by learning as much as I can. I read a ton. I do a lot
of interviewing too. Asking people what they do has taught me so much
about things I can teach.

We had my teacher over for dinner on Saturday night. My mom said it was because
we needed to make her our friend. But it was quite the disaster. Not quite as frightening as a tornado, but pretty close.
I took her coat and hat at the door and timidly showed her into the dining room to
meet my dad, Tom. He stood up so quickly that he knocked his calculator and notebook off his lap and onto the carpet. He shook her hand and said, "Well now aren't
you as pretty as a parrot. I'm sure my son is as bad as two - no ten, tigers in your
classroom." And at that, I started choking on the peanuts I had taken from my pocket
and stuffed in my mouth so I wouldn't have to talk.
I ran to the bathroom as quick as a cheetah and spit the peanuts into the tub. I was
trying to wash them down with water, but I was still choking. There were tears in my
eyes and my tummy started to turn. I turned around and spit the rest of the peanuts
into the toilet. I quickly used some toothpaste to brush up and a tissue to wipe my
face. I returned to the dining room and took my seat. Then the rest of the disaster
happened.
My mom served tortillas filled with turkey, potatoes, lettuce, and butter. My teacher
ate them with her tongue half-way out. I don't think she liked them. And for dessert
we had what my mom calls, fruit tacos - fruit in a hard tortilla shell topped with tangerine syrup and fried in butter. They were actually pretty good. But on the last bite,
my teacher turned green, swayed a little and fell on the floor.
We called the hospital and they came and got her. I took her coat and hat and laid
them on top of her as they wheeled her out on a stretcher. I did not want anything
left behind to remember this awful night when we had my teacher over for dinner.
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vaccine

vacation

vaccination

vegetarian

van

vacuum

valentine

Valentine's Day

veterinary

vase

valiant

vanilla

valuable

vital statistics

vault

valley

vehicle

variety

vocabulary

vent

value

venomous

vegetable

vest

vampire

vertebra
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vet

van line
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victorious

view
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veteran
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vapor

victory
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beaver
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invent
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bravery
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Cleveland

invite

carnival

carnival

observatory

clever

level

covering
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recovery room

clover

movement

deliver

deliver

university

convince

mover

develop
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cover
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discover
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drive-in
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privacy
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special delivery

flavor

screwdriver
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seventy
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creative

cave

achieve

decisive

dive

alive

destructive

dove

approve

effective

drive

arrive
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five

beehive

impressive

give

behave

microwave

glove

believe

misbehave

love

cursive

negative

move

deceive

New Year's Eve

save

disprove

offensive

shave

forgive

positive

sleeve

heat wave

relative

stove

improve

sensitive

wave

olive

talkative

receive

tidal wave

relieve
remove
shock wave
sky dive
sound wave
survive

best vacation
white vacuum
paper valentine
green valley
silver van
vanilla ice cream

glass vase
basket of vegetables
red velvet
wall vent
black vest
nice vet

fun video game
lakeside village
classical violin
erupting volcano
sand volleyball
vote today

hungry beaver
quenching beverage
clever thinking
four-leaf clover
scuba diver
drive-in theater

bus driver
long driveway
ice cream flavor
good gravy
heavy ball
party invite

level wall
jump over
winding river
number seven
cold shiver
travel far

large beehive
brave matador
big cave
racing dive
white dove
long drive

number five
forgive each other
give away
leather glove
real love
move away

black olive
save money
close shave
shirt sleeve
kitchen stove
huge wave

1. They are on vacation at the beach.
2. I need to vacuum the rug.
3. She made a valentine for her teacher.
4. You can see the valley between the mountains.
5. The van was on the side of the road.
6. I would like vanilla ice cream please.
7. The vase was on the table.
8. He picked the vegetables from his garden.
9. She keeps it in her red velvet box.
10. The cold air is coming from the vent.
11. He bought the vest on the mannequin.

12. The vet is helping our dog.
13. Their family played the video game together.
14. The village was by the lake.
15. She played the violin for her friend.
16. The volcano is going to erupt soon.
17. My volleyball is over there in the sand.
18. Don't forget to vote today.

1. The beaver was digging for dinner.
2. The beverage was refreshing on the hot day.
3. The clever girl solves problems.

4. She found a four-leaf clover
5. The diver was wearing full wetsuit gear.
6. The drive-in was closed.
7. He was a friendly bus driver.
8. The car is in the driveway.
9. What flavor of ice cream do you want?
10. I put gravy on my turkey.
11. He is trying to lift the heavy ball.
12. I am going to invite my friends to the party.
13. They made sure the wood is level.
14. She jumped over him.
15. The river was warm in the summer.
16. They made a seven out of stars.
17. If it's too cold you will shiver.
18. I travel a lot for my work.

1. Don't throw rocks at the beehive.
2. The matador was brave.
3. The cave was by the ocean.

4. In swimming, you dive to start the race.
5. The dove was quietly cooing in the tree.
6. They went for a drive on a dusty road.
7. He ran in lane five.
8. He asked his wife to forgive him.
9. I want to give you this.
10. Her glove will keep her hand warm.
11. They really love each other.
12. They are getting ready to move.
13. Oil is dripping from the olive.
14. He saves money in his piggy bank.
15. I shave my face in the morning.
16. He fixed the sleeve under his coat.
17. Boil the water on the stove.
18. The wave crashed into the lighthouse.

Vegetables come in a large variety of shapes, sizes, and colors. My neighbor,
Vi, owns a vegetable farm. The farm belonged to her parents until they
became too old to work on it. Vi started farming when she was seven. She
didn't know how much she loved her vegetable farm until she tried
something else.
For a few years, she saved her money to become a vet. She liked animals and
thought she would enjoy helping them. She volunteered at a veterinary
clinic. During her visit, she observed mostly nice animals, but some were
very mean.
After this experience she was convinced that she wasn't brave enough to
work as a veterinarian. Besides, she liked the privacy she had while working
on the farm. Having and working on her own land gave her a strong sense of
satisfaction. She believed that she was part of her environment and that was
her driving force to grow the freshest vegetables in the valley.

Vi was positive that her vegetable farm was her own piece of heaven. She
loved what she did and that was enough for her.

Every summer Vance and his family went on vacation to Beaver Mountain. It only
took them a few hours to travel there from their home in Vermont. They spent seven
days hiking, playing volleyball, and driving all over the mountain in their van. Vance's
family loved to explore different parts of the mountain as well as the small village on
the South side.
Their family always went to the drive-in and watched a movie at least one night
during their vacation. The village also had fun shops and stores with clever souvenirs
that Vance bought each year to remember their vacation that summer. This year he
bought a miniature volcano from the souvenir shop.
There was an old folktale about Beaver Mountain that was told by one of the village's
oldest residents. The man's name was Mr. Dove. He was ninety-seven.
He told the story about how Beaver Mountain used to be an active volcano. He said
hundreds of years ago Beaver Mountain was just a valley, until there was a big
earthquake that caused the Mountain to form. The earthquake was so violent that it
caused lava to come out of the top of the mountain.
"During that time there were rivers of lava," Mr. Dove said. Vance closed his eyes and
tried to imagine what it would have been like to drive around all the lava during
those days.
"We probably would have gone on vacation somewhere else," he said to his Mom,
giggling.
Vance was glad there wasn't a river of lava all around Beaver Mountain. He loved
visiting every summer and didn't want that to change.

Learning to play the violin takes many years of lessons and practice. Vicki had just started playing
and was at a beginner's level. On Valentine's Day, she had heard the most beautiful violin solo. She
saw a couple having dinner by the river. They were staring into each other's eyes and she could tell
they were in love.
When the man started playing the violin for the couple, something happened inside Vicki. She
thought the violin sounded so beautiful that she wanted to learn how to play it. The trouble was,
she really liked playing video games. Video games are much more fun to play than practicing the
violin. Vicki didn't think about that when she asked her mom if she could take violin lessons.
At first, Vicki dove right in. She practiced five nights a week. She had visions of herself
playing the violin for the governor or on a boat in Venice for a couple in love. However, as Vicki
improved her skills, the music she played became more advanced. She would have to practice
longer and think harder about the music she was playing. Playing video games was much easier
than thinking hard about playing her violin every day.
One day, Vicki gave the violin to her mom.
"I don't want to play the violin anymore, it's too hard," she said. But Vicki's mom didn't want her
quit. She knew playing the violin would be a valuable skill that Vicki could have for the rest of her
life. Vicki's mom visited her during lunch at school the next day.

"If playing the violin was easy then everyone would do it," her mom said. "Remember the vision
you had for yourself about playing the violin professionally?" she asked.
"Yes." said Vicki.
"I don't expect you to become a master violinist, unless you want to be. But there is a lot of value in
knowing how to play an instrument and you will receive more of a personal victory by continuing
and not quitting. Please don't stop," she said.
Vicki thought about it the rest of the day. That night when her mom was putting the vacuum away,
Vicki told her she would not quit playing the violin. Her mom knew what she could achieve and was
happy with Vicki's decision.
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teethe
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these shoes

see that
the family

they smile
this picture
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those shoes

with them

big brother

soothing spa
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teething baby
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cold weather
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1. The white egg is bigger than the green one.
2. Look at that!
3. The family is holding the poster.
4. The doll is theirs.
5. She isn't playing with them.
6. These flowers are for you.
7. They won the tournament.
8. Look at this picture.
9. I like those shoes better.

1. He loves his brother.
2. The father loves his son.
3. The feather is light.
4. The leather chair is comfy.
5. My mother gave me a hug.
6. The spa was soothing.
7. The baby chews on a teething toy.
8. Let's all put our hands together.
9. They said the weather will be cold today.

1. I need to bathe my dog.
2. A swimmer can breathe after every stroke.
3. Her mom needed to clothe her.
4. He used a lathe to shave the wood.
5. I loathe eating spinach.
6. The more he talked the more it made her seethe.
7. The black rocks are smooth.
8. Mom's help soothe pain.
9. The baby is starting to teethe.

It was Mother's day. I did not have a gift for my mother. Neither did my
brother. So we went to my father and asked him if he would take us to the
store to look for a gift. He said he hadn't bothered to get one yet either so
we all went in the car together.
The weather was bad and the smog in the city made it hard to breathe. But
in the end our trip was worth it because we found the most perfect gifts for
mother.
There were some salts to help you bathe, some lotion for smooth skin, and
some feather pillows to help you relax. All of those sounded very soothing to
me.
My brother found some rubber, squishy toys. I told him they were for babies
who are teething.
My father found a lathe and a leather belt for mother. I told him that she
would absolutely loathe them. They trusted me and put their gifts back.
They helped me buy the soothing gifts I found and we drove home together.
I was happy because my mother was going to love them much better than
the gifts my father and brother had chosen. And I learned something. People
often pick out what they want for themselves instead of thinking of what the
other person would want. Don't you think that's silly?

Look at that! I said to my mother. I pointed at my baby brother's mouth. It
was red and I could see something tiny and white poking up.
"That is a tooth," my mother replied. "He is teething. Those are called his
gums and that little white part is the top of his tooth. Poor guy. Babies
don't feel good when they teethe."
My brother started crying. His nose was runny and it made it hard for him
to breathe. His eyes were watery and not shiny blue like usual. I felt bad
for him. I could tell that he did not feel well and those teeth coming up
were worse than having a cold.
My mother and I worked together to help him feel better. We bathed him
and clothed him. Then we wrapped him in his favorite blanket which he
loved more than anything else. It seemed to soothe him for a little while,
but then he started crying again. Poor guy.
"This is going to be a very long day!" sighed mother. "It will be so good
when your father gets home!"

It was time for the art show. My art was on display over by the back door.
It was bigger than all the others so it had to be in back. Otherwise, you
couldn't see the others' artwork. That was okay though because I loved my
art.
It had feathers all over it. They were painted larger than life and each had
its own pattern. There were many colors from gold to silver to fuchsia to
violet. The patterns ranged from dots to stripes to stars to crazy splatters.
Some looked smooth. Others looked rough. They all looked good together.
I could never tell which one of them was my favorite. All that I knew was
every time I looked at that beautiful painting, I couldn't breathe.
My father, mother, and brother said so too. I knew these were the days
that were going to make me who I am. I am an artist!
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third birthday
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number thirteen
turn 30
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number three
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noisy thunder
Thursday night
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birthday party
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3. I like to eat thick steaks.

10. My address is 13 Park Place.
11. She turned thirty in May.
12. The rose bush has a sharp thorn on it.

4. He is a car thief.

13. Will you grab the blue thread?

5. His thigh was sore from working hard.
7. She goes to the park to think.

14. She hung a three on the side of her house.
15. She gave him a thumbs up.
16. I put a thumbtack on the map.

8. Today is her third birthday.

17. The thunder was loud.

9. The boy was thirsty after running.

18. The party is on Thursday night.

1. She left a thank you note on the computer.
3. I like to eat thick steaks.

10. My address is 13 Park Place.
11. She turned thirty in May.
12. The rose bush has a sharp thorn on it.

4. He is a car thief.

13. Will you grab the blue thread?

5. His thigh was sore from working hard.
7. She goes to the park to think.

14. She hung a three on the side of her house.
15. She gave him a thumbs up.
16. I put a thumbtack on the map.

8. Today is her third birthday.

17. The thunder was loud.

9. The boy was thirsty after running.

18. The party is on Thursday night.

1. She left a thank you note on the computer.
3. I like to eat thick steaks.

10. My address is 13 Park Place.
11. She turned thirty in May.
12. The rose bush has a sharp thorn on it.

4. He is a car thief.

13. Will you grab the blue thread?

5. His thigh was sore from working hard.
7. She goes to the park to think.

14. She hung a three on the side of her house.
15. She gave him a thumbs up.
16. I put a thumbtack on the map.

8. Today is her third birthday.

17. The thunder was loud.

9. The boy was thirsty after running.

18. The party is on Thursday night.

1. She left a thank you note on the computer.
2. I have hot chocolate in my thermos.

6. We asked for the sliced roast beef.

2. I have hot chocolate in my thermos.

6. We asked for the sliced roast beef.

2. I have hot chocolate in my thermos.

6. We asked for the sliced roast beef.

The boy playing third base is good. His name is Thatcher, but his friends
call him Thatch. His baseball team is called "Blue Thunder." He is from
South Dakota and he's very athletic.
Thatch plays third base on the baseball team. He also plays basketball,
tennis, and youth soccer - not bad for a thirteen-year-old. He has been
playing sports since he was three. Thatch wants to play one or all of the
sports professionally someday.

Last month I asked him if he had thought about which sport he wanted to
play.
"I'll play anything if I can get paid to do it," he said.
I told him I thought he would be a pro baseball player and he gave me a
thumbs up.
He is on the right path if playing pro sports is his dream. He was voted
third for the best player in the state and tenth for best player in the region
three weeks ago. His parents think he will play tennis, but said they don't
have the authority to make that decision.
The earth has a lot of great sports players and I think Thatch can play with
the best of them. I hope nothing gets in his way. It will be fun to say I knew
him when he was only thirteen.

Thad liked to prank and scare people. He played the most jokes on people when he
was in the fifth grade. He put thumbtacks on chairs, thickener in drinks, and told the
class that their pet python had escaped. His favorite pranks were to turn the
thermostat down really cold to try and freeze students out and to replace student's
soda with mouthwash.
A few days ago, Thea brought in a cake to celebrate her birthday.
Somehow, Thad got a balloon inside of it so when the teacher tried to cut the cake, it
exploded all over everyone.
Thad had a lot of fun thinking of new ways to prank his classmates. His teacher, Ms.
South, didn't think it was healthy. She knew Thad was a very thoughtful writer. He
was also very smart in math. She thought his writing was so good that he could
become an author someday.
Overall, Thad's grades were in the top three percent of his class. Ms. South didn't
want Thad's talent and thoughtfulness go to waste. She thought about what methods
she could use to help him focus in class and not cause so much trouble. Thad wanted
to be in theater after he graduated high school. Ms. South told Thad that he could be
in theater after he graduated.
"You're so smart! I think a thousand theaters would want you to work for them, but
you have to stop the pranks," she said. Thad started to rethink his actions and what
that would mean for him in the future. He apologized to the class and Ms. South, and
said he would not prank anyone anymore.

Thelma's birthday was on Thursday and she couldn't decide how to
celebrate. She was turning thirty and wanted this birthday to be special.
One idea she had was going to a steak house. A thick juicy steak would be
part of a perfect meal for her birthday. Going to the spa and getting a
massage would be therapeutic. Of course, that can be expensive, so if
necessary she could just take a warm bubble bath.
Something she really wanted to do was sit outside and eat popcorn during
a thunderstorm, but she couldn't control the weather, so she would keep
that as a backup plan. She had always wanted to visit South America too,
but would have to save her money for a trip like that. Thelma thought
about a short trip she could take and remembered the zoo was close by.
"The zoo had pythons, panthers, and a new mammoth exhibit, and those
would be fun to see," she thought. All of this thinking was taking her
strength. Thelma only had three hours of sleep last night because she had
been up reading a case study for her ethics class. A moth had flown in her
house and distracted her while reading. The distraction had kept her up
later than she planned.
Thelma thought for a minute and decided that she would take a nap.
"Everything will fall into place on Thursday," she thought, "As long as I
know what I want to do, everything will work out." She closed her eyes,
her breath softened, and she fell asleep on her couch.
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wide awake
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I want waffles for breakfast.
The dog is sitting in the wagon.
They will go on a walk.
He puts the money in his wallet.
The walrus has huge tusks.
My clothes smell good after I wash them.
Put your dirty clothes in the washer.
I like your watch, is it new?
Cold water is refreshing on a hot day.
They said the weather will be cold today.
The web is between the branches.
Their wedding was today.
The wind was so strong it broke her umbrella.
They left the window open to get some fresh air.
The butterfly has orange, black, and white wings.
All we could hear was a wolf howling.
Our world is part of the solar system.
He has a worm on his finger.
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She was wide awake because she had a good night's sleep.
The award was hanging on the wall.
The cobweb is between the branches.
The car is in the driveway.
They went on vacation to Hawaii.
We will need to take the highway.
They are doing their homework.
They do housework on Saturday.
The jaguar was looking for food.
They sell kiwi at the store.
Reheat your food in the microwave.
Mouthwash makes your mouth feel fresh.
The pathway leads through the park.
They turned the corner on the raceway.
You made a tall sandwich.
Do your school work before going outside.
The seaweed washed up on the sand.
The sidewalk goes through the park.

William waited for his dad to wash the car. It was the last thing on their to-do list before they
went to Water World. Water World was the biggest water park in Wyoming and they were
going to go there for two days. William woke up extra early to help wash the car in hopes that
he and his family would be able to leave that afternoon. He was wide awake at four in the
morning; his dad, however, was not.
William ran into his parents' bedroom and said, "Get up! Get up! Let's go wash the car!"
"William it is 4 o'clock in the morning. We are not washing the car this early. You need to wait
or else we will not go to Water World."
"But dad," said William.
"No buts. Why don't you go start making us some waffles and I'll be out in a minute," his dad
said.
William walked out into the kitchen, still wearing his wolf pajamas. He grabbed the waffle mix,
waffle maker, and some walnuts and prepared to make the waffles. He looked out the window at their family's dirty car parked in the
driveway and wanted to go wash it himself.

He and his dad planned to wash the car over the weekend, but the water
company had turned their water off to fix something.
He continued working on the waffles and wondered when his dad would get up and be ready
to wash the car. Just then his dad raced out of the hall, unplugged the waffle maker, picked
him up, and ran outside.
"Let's get this baby washed," his dad said pointing to the car. The two of them started working
and talking about all of the fun things they would do when they visited Water World.

Be careful driving, called Wayne's mom. Wayne had just received his driver's license
and could drive all by himself. Along with learning to drive, his parents told him to
always drive in good weather, drive when he was completely awake, and to keep the
windshield washed and clear. They joked with him about not driving on the sidewalk
or sticking his head out of the window when driving.
Wayne wanted to drive everywhere. He didn't care if it was on the driveway, the
highway, or the raceway. All he cared about was being behind the wheel.
"If I always had money in my wallet, I would drive all over the world," he thought.
Wayne also wished the car had wings so when he came to water he needed to cross,
he could simply fly over it.
He wanted to go on a trip right then, but remembered two things. He didn't have
money in his wallet and he needed to exchange their new microwave at the store. It
was okay though because he was driving, even if it was only to the store and back.
He rolled down the window and slowed down as he waved to the Waldens. The
Waldens were close family friends. The two families watched out for each other since
Wayne had been born.
"I am going to the store, would you like me to pick anything up for you while I am
there?" he asked.
"Yes, that would be great," said Mrs. Walden, "I need one kiwi, a bag of buffalo
wings, and some bottled water."
"You got it. I'll be back in twenty minutes," he said. Wayne was happy that he could
help and it made driving that much better.
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The princess rode a unicorn.
Their family lives in the United States.
She used her ballet shoes a lot.
We ate a yam with dinner.
I work in my yard a lot.
We are having a yard sale tomorrow.
I have many different colors of yarn.
Driving my car makes me yawn.
It is almost the end of the school year.
We didn't know he could yell that loud.
She colored the sun yellow.
He said "Yes!" after being chosen for the job.
Yoga helps me to calm down.
Can I have a bowl of strawberry yogurt?
Please cook the egg yolk.
I see you in the mirror.
Let me show you a trick with my yo-yo.
She thinks her food smells yummy.
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A coyote can be dangerous.
That girl is Hawaiian.
The hyena is looking for food.
They took our car to the junkyard.
He liked to kayak on the river.
The lawyer has a lot of books.
Dog's are loyal friends.
Pick up our wood at the lumberyard.
Have a Happy New Year.
They are going to have a New Year's Eve party.
Have you been to New York?
He cut the papaya in half.
They took family pictures at the reunion.
She was so glad to reunite with her son.
I made teriyaki chicken for dinner.
They gained thirty yards on the play.
Will you use a corn or flour tortilla?
Let me show you a trick with my yo-yo.

Yesterday when Sawyer was with his dad looking at used cars for sale, he saw one of
the salesmen playing with a yo-yo. The man was performing a lot of unique tricks while
Sawyer watched in amazement. He wanted to learn how do use the yo-yo like that. He
asked the salesman how long he had used a yo-yo. The man told him he had practiced
since he was eight years old.
"My first yo-yo was yellow," he recalled. "I bought it at a yard sale with money I made
selling homemade yogurt. I had to save up for a few weeks."
The man went on to tell Sawyer how he grew up in Europe and didn't have much
money as a child. His father worked for a utility company. He and his younger brother
sold yogurt and anything else they could to help make money for their family.
"After I bought my yo-yo and got really good, I started to charge people for lessons.
One night my dad yelled at me because he thought it was unusual and a waste of time.
When I showed him how much money I made, he apologized and happily said, 'You
better keep doing that'," the salesman said.
"Can you teach me how to use the yo-yo?" asked Sawyer, "I think your yo-yo tricks are
awesome."
"Yes, I would be happy to show you how to become a young yo-yo master," the man
said, "If you really want to perform for others, I'll teach you how to use the yo-yo while
riding around on a unicycle."
"Wow! Really?" said Sawyer, "That would be great. When can we start?"

During their tournament in Yellowstone Park, the youth basketball team stopped to
eat at a Mexican restaurant. The restaurant handmade all of their tortillas and tortilla
chips. When asked if the teammates wanted a "Super Wild Burrito," the answers
were a unanimous, "Yes please!" Only one person said they wanted teriyaki chicken.
When the teammates went to pay for their burrito, the cashier would yell, "Super
Wild Burrito going out!" and all the other employees would yell back in unison,
"Super Wild Burrito coming at you!"
It was a fun atmosphere and all of the teammates decided to make coming to the
restaurant a yearly tradition.
After eating their burritos the team all yawned. They began to fall asleep on each
other, using the shoulder of the person next to them as a pillow.
"We're ready for a nap," they said.
"Not until we've had dessert," one of the younger team mates said.
The restaurant made a delicious papaya cake that they recommended with their
burritos. The team bought enough pieces of papaya cake for everyone to share a
piece.
After eating the cake, the team gave the employer and employees a happy "Thank
You" and promised to visit next year when they returned to play in the tournament.
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amaze

bananas

apologize

boys

amuse

challenges

basketball shoes

bugs

applause

cheddar cheese

cross-country skis

cheese

arrows

compromise

familiarize

dogs

babies

downhill skis

generalize

exercise

because

emphasize

internalize

freeze

blue cheese

exercise

loganberries

hose

blue skies

garden hose

musical chairs

keys

Chinese

Japanese

secretaries

knees

commas

marshmallows

societies

legs

confuse

memorize

nose

cookies

organize

pigs

dress shoes

potatoes

please

excuse

second prize

prize

fingers

stereos

rose

fire hose

sunglasses

sneeze

flowers

sympathize

tease

glasses

tomatoes

pillows

water skis

stories
sunrise
tacos

Zach sits

a zillion stars

girl named Zoe

zany girls
electric zap

zinc pill
taste of zing

no parking zone
day at the zoo

wild zebra

pink zinnia

zoom lens

number zero

California zip code

Zorro costume

zigzag sidewalk

metal zipper

fresh zucchini

snow blizzard

dessert tray

puzzle pieces

busy morning

fuzzy slippers
lazy day

scoop of raisins
sharp razor

green lizard

sharp scissors

sheet music

Thursday night

dry desert

nice present

Wednesday afternoon

baked beans

babies fingers

small nose

worker bees
say cheese

potted flowers
wear glasses

soft pillows
say please

fresh cookies

garden hose

win the prize

two dogs

car keys

going to sneeze

exercise outside

grab knees

three tacos

cheesecake slice
big closet
fresh daisy

1. Zach sits on the grass.
2. They are acting zany.
3. You will zap yourself if you touch the wire.
4. We saw a zebra in the jungle.
5. Our address has a zero in it.
6. The paths zigzag down the hill.
7. There are a zillion stars in the universe.
8. The doctor recommended zinc for her cold.
9. The lemon made her mouth zing.
10. The zinnia is a beautiful flower.
11. Don't forget to write the zip code.

12. Pull on the zipper to open your suitcase.
13. Zoe likes to read at home.
14. That is a no parking zone sign.
15. We're going to the zoo on Saturday.
16. Zoom in with the camera.
17. He is wearing a Zorro costume.
18. We grow zucchini in our garden.

1. The blizzard lasted for three days.
2. She was always busy in the morning.
3. He got the first slice of cheesecake.
4. No one has a bigger closet in the house.
5. I want to pick the daisy.
6. The desert was dry.
7. I couldn't decide on a dessert.
8. She left her fuzzy slippers on the couch.
9. He decided to be lazy today.
10. The lizard moves fast.
11. This looks like hard music to play.

12. He has a small present.
13. They worked on the puzzle together.
14. I want raisins in my cereal.
15. He uses a razor to shave.
16. Don't run with scissors.
17. The party is on Thursday night.
18. We are having lunch on Wednesday afternoon.

1. They served beans at the picnic.
2. The worker bees make honeycombs.
3. Melt the cheese and we can dip chips in it.
4. He likes his cookies fresh.
5. They own two dogs.
6. They decided to exercise outside.
7. The baby's fingers were so tiny.
8. The potted flowers were colorful.
9. His glasses helped him see.
10. Use the hose to wash your car.
11. Don't lose your keys.

12. She is holding her knees.
13. She is pointing to her nose.
14. That is a big stack of pillows.
15. It is polite to say please.
16. He won the prize.
17. Allergies made him sneeze a lot.
18. He ordered a plate of tacos.

Zach went over to Zoe's house on Thursday. She was outside with the hose.
Her house had tons of flowers around it. There must have been a zillion. It
was so beautiful that Zach thought she deserved a prize for the most
beautiful flower garden ever!
Zoe took Zach around each of the flower beds and told him what the flowers
were called. He didn't sneeze once. His favorites were the zinnias. They felt
so soft on his fingers when he touched them and, besides that, zinnias were
the coolest name. Any words that started with a Z like "Zach" were the
coolest.
Zoe asked him if we wanted to help water the flowers. He took the hose and
began watering. When he got over to the zinnias they were surrounded by
bees. Zach had zero love for bees, so he dropped the hose and ran as fast as
he could. He zigged and zagged, but there was still one bee zooming after
him. Zach yelled, "Please, please, please don't sting me!" Just in time, Zoe
zoomed in with her fly swatter and zapped that bee to the ground.
Zoe shrugged her shoulders and said, "You want to go in and have some
cookies?" Zach nodded and said, "Yes please!"

There once was a lizard name Zorro. He used to live all alone in the desert, but now he lived in the
park with a few other lizard families.

He was an unusual lizard because he loved to collect human things. Zorro even had his days
planned out so he could be productive and find lots of things.
Monday was his lazy day. You could say it was his day for "picking daisies."
Tuesday was his exercise day. He used his human items and lifted them as weights so he would be
the strongest lizard. He never wanted to find something he couldn't
carry back to his cave. He would be doomed!
Wednesdays, he searched for food. He would find little beans, bits of cheese, and lost raisins.
Sometimes he found broken cookies and colorful candies. One time he even found a whole slice of
cheesecake. He had to be "Zorro" strong that day to lift the Tupperware off so he could eat it.
Thursdays, he got "in the zone" and hunted for treasure. So far, his collection consisted of lost keys,
broken glasses, missing puzzle pieces, rusty scissors, buttons, and a men's razor. His prized
possession was a soft, nameless, fuzzy thing he used as a pillow. It made his nights so relaxing and
wonderful!
Friday was his washing day. He would sing music all day long and wash his new found treasures.
On Saturdays, he opened his cave and let the other lizards in to look at his prizes. It was zero cost
to enter, but if they wanted to eat some of his food, they had to bring him a treasure to keep.
Those were his best deals!
His week ended with Sunday. He would pick fresh flowers, eat dessert, and do a puzzle. He loved to
think about how he did not miss the desert at all! You could say he was one zany lizard!

Zander was in the kitchen with his sister Zaria. She was making a present for him.
On the counter was the blender, raspberry juice, refried beans, cheddar cheese, pretzels, leftover
tacos, raisins, crackers, zucchini, and several seasonings. Zaria began dumping things in the
blender.
First she put in the beans, cheese, and pretzels and mashed them down with a spoon. Next she put
in the tacos, raisins, and crackers. Then she let the blender zing for about 10 seconds. Zaria cut up
the zucchini with scissors and dropped it in too. Then she said, "Hand me those seasonings!" so
Zander did. She sprinkled them in a crazy zig zag pattern over the top of the blender and Zander
sneezed the biggest sneeze of his life!
Zaria looked up with a crazy look on her face and said, "Sorry Zander, but I know you are going to
love this blizzard! It's called the Zillion - because you can put a zillion things in it and it's still to die
for!"
She poured the raspberry juice in until it reached the top and the blender zinged again. "It needs
one more thing," she said.
She took a frozen slice of cheesecake out of the freezer and put it in the blender. It zinged again
and Zaria poured the mixture into a glass. Then she held it out for Zander.
Zander held it up to his nose and sneezed again. He did not want to drink it, but Zaria wanted him
to so bad that she said please about a zillion times. He did not want her to be sad so he plugged his
nose and took a drink. First he tasted the refried beans, then the raisins, and then everything else
followed.
The Zillion blizzard was the perfect name for it because it felt like there was a horrible blizzard going on in his stomach. He was about to hurl so he zoomed to the bathroom. He leaned over the
toilet and thought, "My sister is right. This is to die for!"

Jacques

Asia

amnesia

occasion

accusation

azure

aphasia

persuasion

casually

closure

aversion

revision

disillusion

Hoosier

casual

seclusion

measureable

leisure

Caucasian

treasury

measuring cup

measure

closure

usual

measuring tape

Persia

collision

visual

pleasurable

pleasure

composure

subdivision

seizure

conclusion

supervision

treasure

confusion

television

version

conversion

unusual

vision

corrosion

usually

decision

visualize

division
enclosure
erosion

evasion
explosion
inclusion
measurement

beige

collage

Baton Rouge

luge

corsage

bon voyage

rouge

garage

camoflauge

massage

concierge

mirage

entourage

prestige

sabotage

meet Jacques

Asia continent
azure sky
bad collision
massive explosion
leisure time
quick measure

find Persia
hidden treasure
clear vision

beige foundation
camouflage uniform
picture collage
wrist corsage
big garage
fast luge

neck massage
fake mirage
put on rouge

1.

Jacques grew up in France.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Asia is one of the largest continents in the world.
The water is azure blue today.
It was a bad collision.
The explosion caused a big fireball.
She is taking some leisure time.
Measure the board and mark it.
Can you find Persia on the map?
The pirates found the hidden treasure.
Glasses have improved my vision.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Her foundation was beige.
The whole troop wore camouflage uniforms.
It is a collage of our travels.
She wore a corsage to the dance.
Their house has two garage doors.
He competed in the luge event.
She asked for a neck massage.
The water is a mirage in the desert.
She brushed rouge on her face.

Jacques was born in France, but grew up in Asia. He was a massage therapist
who traveled the world. One of Jacques' favorite hobbies was to make
collages. Whenever he went anywhere, he took tons of pictures. After taking
the pictures, he would develop them in his garage, which he turned into a
photo studio, and created collages from them.
Jacques had many people who admired his photographs. There were many
people who offered him money for his pictures. It is not surprising either. He
specialized in capturing breath-taking colors.
Jacques had a unique talent of capturing the azure blue color of the sky. He
had inspiring pictures of the sunset that displayed the most beautiful rouge
hues you can imagine. He had traveled all over Asia and taken pictures of
landscapes, colorful performers, and captivating city skylines at night.
Indeed he was a talented photographer. He even spent his leisure time
reading about different aspects of photography in order to improve his skills.
His next plan was to travel to Persia. He had read about the history of Persia
and it was fascinating to him. He knew he would be able to take beautiful
photographs there.
Jacques had a vision of photography that was higher than anyone I've ever
met. If you ever get the chance to meet him and see his pictures, take it. You
won't be sorry!

Her parents named her Azure because she was born by the crystal blue ocean. Azure
was proud of her name and wanted to do something adventurous. She had read
about a hidden treasure located on a tiny Island in the Persian Gulf.
The legend was about an explosion that happened in the Gulf a few hundred years
ago. The explosion created an underwater cave. If a person could get inside the cave,
follow specific instructions, and make special measurements, they would find a
secret treasure worth millions of dollars.
Azure had researched the Persian treasure for months and told her parents she knew
the treasure was real. Her parents asked her how she knew. She told them she had
seen the treasure in a vision.
Her parents and many other people told her that the treasure was fake and didn't
exist.
"You might as well try to find a mirage," some said. There was a very strong collision
between Azure's beliefs and other people's beliefs. But Azure felt that she would be
able to find the treasure if she did exactly what she had read about. After all, she
hadn't leisurely researched the treasure. She had spent many hours over six months
to verify her findings.
She put on some beige makeup, her camouflage socks for good luck, packed her
bags, and booked a flight to Persia. She would find the treasure and prove to people
that it really existed.
Her parents asked her to contact them every day to let them know how the search
was going and so they knew she was safe. Azure promised, got in the car, and headed
for the airport.

